Cabinet
Part 1
Item No.

4

Subject

2014/15 Budget & Medium Term Financial Plan

Purpose

To set out the draft Medium Term Financial Plan and its constituent budget options contained in
Appendices One to Three for agreement by Cabinet as the basis for further development and
consultation

Author

Head of Finance

Ward

All wards

Summary In September 2013, Cabinet established a Change Programme Working Group to review the
Council’s approach to its change and efficiency programme in order to meet the financial
challenges that lay ahead. The Working Group consisted of Cabinet Members but contributions
and attendance was opened up to all Members of the Council from all parties.
Progress on the development of the Medium Term Financial Plan was shared with the Working
Group, including the proposed development of a change programme and savings proposals.
The plan has now been further developed and includes the financial impact of these change
programmes, augmented with saving proposals to meet the forecasted medium term financial
and service challenges the Council is facing.
Based on the Change Programme, Cabinet is recommended to take a strategic and medium
term approach and approve all the saving proposals over the life of this current plan as the basis
for consultation.
Whilst the Financial Plan is a four year plan, the Council is required to approve a budget and
Council Tax level annually. However, the agreement of the medium term change programme
and savings now will bring a number of benefits in terms of managing the delivery of these
projects.
Cabinet needs to agree the proposals for service investment and savings for consultation before
finalising work in this area and approving the MTFP , 2014/15 budget and Council Tax levels to
recommend to full Council on 25th February 2014

Proposal

1.To agree the Medium Term Financial Plan, shown in summary at Appendix 1, noting that it will
be subject to on-going review and updating
2.To agree the full 4 year draft budget investments and saving options contained in Appendix 2
& 3, and Proposed Fees and Charges for 2014/15 in Appendix 4, including new fees/charges in
Building Control, as the basis for consultation with the Council’s stakeholders.

3. To note that within the overall budget position, the proposed schools’ funding for 2014/15
(assuming the inclusion of the increase in Pupil Deprivation Grant) meets the Welsh
Government funding protection target (paragraphs 24 – 26)

Action by Directors / Heads of Service
Timetable Immediate
This report was prepared after consultation with:
Managing Director and Directors
Head of Law and Standards
Head of People and Transformation

Background
Context for Budget Preparations
1. At its August meeting, Cabinet established a Change Management Working Group to consider the
Council’s approach to its Change and Efficiency Programme together with the Medium Term Financial
Plan. The key messages provided to the Working Group mainly based on early announcements from
Welsh Government and the Welsh Local Government Association (WLGA), were that Local
Government would experience a significant gap between revenue funding and spending from 2014/15
due to reducing Revenue Support Grant.
2. The Council received the provisional local government finance settlement from WG on 16th October.
Overall, it confirmed that the Council would receive, after allowing for grant transfers into the settlement
of £8,748k; a decrease in its cash grant of £3,175k (-1.5%).
3. After allowing for unavoidable inflation pressures of c£2,100k which the Council needs to fund, this cash
settlement constitutes a ‘real terms’ decrease in its grant of c2.5%. On top of this, the Council has to
also consider and fund unavoidable budget pressures from demographics, increasing demand and
other issues and therefore significant savings in the base budget are required to balance the budget.
4. Whilst clearly a disappointing and challenging position, Newport’s settlement was the most ‘favourable’
across Welsh Local Government and much improved from the £6,271k cash reduction which was
expected and reported to the Working Group in September. The September position was predicated on
WG announcements of ‘English Local Government style reductions’ (a projection of about 3% for
Newport).
5. The inclusion of the 2011 census data in the draft settlement and the Minister’s decision in setting the
max/min grant changes higher than anticipated meant that Newport benefited from, effectively, the
increased demand for services which the census data suggested. Whilst this improvement is welcomed,
it does not remove the enormity of the financial challenge faced by the Council over the next 4 years.
6. The WG final grant settlement is due on 11th December and further information is awaited in relation to
the receipt of specific grant income. Given the timing of the settlement in relation to this meeting,
officers will give a verbal update on key details of the final settlement at the Cabinet meeting. It will not
be possible to immediately reflect any changes within the consultation process. However, the Council
will need to consider and accommodate any such impacts when setting the budget in February.
7. A significant issue within the overall budget position is the continuing WG promise of protecting schools’
funding which was confirmed in the draft settlement. In that respect, the funding promise would provide
schools a minimum 0.9% increase in funding on a cash basis for 2014/15. It is unclear at present
whether the cash increase includes the ‘Pupil Deprivation Grant’ (PDG) and for 2014/15, this is
increasing from c£450 to £918 per eligible pupil. For Newport, based on the existing grant allocation,
this would increase this grant from £1,736k to c£3,800k. The increase of c£2,000k represents a 2.4%
increase in overall schools funding, before any further funding changes from Newport City Council and
therefore significantly exceeds the level of the pledge. At the time of this report, the monitoring criteria
required by Welsh Government have not been received and as such, the Council does not have final
confirmation of how achievement of the pledge will be measured. This matter cannot delay the budget
consultation exercise and as such, it is suggested that the Council invite responses on the basis of the
schools’ budget as set out above and as amended by the options contained in Appendix 3 of the report.
8. In terms of Council Tax, the Working Group received details of Newport’s Council Tax compared to
others in Wales. The Medium Term Financial Plan has to date included an assumption of a 4%
increase in council tax. Given its relatively low level and the significant financial challenges facing the
Council, a 5% increase in the tax over the life of the MTRP is included in these draft proposals which
the Cabinet wishes to consult on. Council Tax remains a significant part of the financial equation in
relation to providing services in Newport and in cash terms, a 5% increase represents a significantly
lesser burden that in almost all authorities in Wales.

9. Pay, contract and income inflation is included within the MTFP summary shown in Appendix One to this
report together with the key assumptions within these. Appendix Four includes the proposed 2014/15
fees/charges of the Council, which incorporates the annual inflation increase plus the effects of any
budget proposals which increase these further and Cabinet are asked to approve these for consultation.
Appendix Four also includes details of new fees/charges in the Building Control area and specific
approval for these is required.
10. Significantly, the Council has recognised the imperative of developing a medium term approach to
dealing with the Council’s financial challenges, within the context of a clear vision of what it seeks to
achieve and with robust arrangements and processes to operate efficiently. In that respect, the
Council’s MTRP provides guidance for the medium term approach by setting out the likely future
financial challenge and funding availability to the Council.
11. Within this funding framework, the Council has taken a strategic approach and has developed a change
programme setting out how it will deliver on its new mission statement which sets out the vision for the
city and the Council’s aspiration to “Improve people’s lives” (Organisational Framework – Prospectus for
Change approved in October 2013). This change programme is augmented by efficiency and other
saving proposals which together, also improve the internal working practices and efficiency of the
Council. The financial impacts of these are articulated in the Council’s draft MTRP, shown in summary
in Appendix One.
Revenue Budget Strategy
12. The overarching budget strategy for the Council continues to be to provide ‘Value for Money’ in
providing services to the public. In this respect, a robust strategic change programme delivering the
Council’s agreed vision/priorities and improving the internal processes of the Council are key, with the
Council’s MTRP both ‘informing’ and ‘articulating’ the key planning documents of the Council. In
addition, the strategy needs to accommodate the one-off funding required to deliver the significant
change programme and protecting the financial health of the Council during this challenging period.
13. Major projects within the change programme include:
Strategic Commissioning in Education
Alternative service delivery mechanisms in Leisure, Property and Council wide Transactional services
Alternative service provision patterns in Libraries and Arts services
New Ways of Working across the Council
Moving our customers to on-line services wherever possible
Active Living / Promoting Independence within Adult Social Services
14. Appendix One shows the current high level MTFP and whilst it is imperative that the Council maintains
a medium term view of changes, the Council is still required to approve an annual budget and Council
Tax level. Within the context of a minimum level of general reserves and no other unallocated reserves
at this time, the MTFP must be able to produce a balanced revenue budget each year over its four year
term once Council Tax is factored in. At this time, the MTFP still contains a deficit and further work will
be required in the next 3 years to eradicate this. This position should not detract from the significant
work that has already gone in to meeting the challenge of austerity, reducing the balance on the MTFP
to around 1% of the net budget.
15. For 2014/15 specifically, the Council is investing c£14,600k in the draft budget over and above an
allowance for inflation on pay and prices and this investment is included in Appendix Two. It includes:
£8,748k for specific grants now transferred into the RSG, mainly PFI costs
£1,405k for financing costs of the new Capital Programme
£1,044k over 2 years for the introduction of the ‘Living Wage’
£1,631k for additional Social Services capacity

16. A key part of the budget strategy, as noted above, is to manage risks and protect the financial health of
the Council whilst also supporting the on-going transformation of the Council. In this respect, the
Council has at its disposal:
The invest to save reserve
Base revenue budget contingency
The pay and grading revenue provision
17. In addition to the above, the Council’s base budget does not rely on utilising one off reserve funding and
this deliberate revenue budget policy has been in place for a number of years now. The Council’s
‘General Reserve’ has been maintained deliberately at its minimum position for a number of years and
cannot be used to support the revenue budget. In conjunction with this, the Council introduced an
annual base budget contingency, currently standing at c£1,500k. This is a more flexible approach to
managing risk as this budget is available each year and this can be used if required. Over the last few
years, the contingency has been ‘protected’ to enable it to deliver a saving to the overall budget and be
available to credit into reserves, as needed. As a base budget provision, it is also available permanently
each year which, given the prolonged period of financial challenges facing Local Government, is more
appropriate than one off / short term funding available from reserve funds. An updated position on the
requirement, availability and use of these kinds of resources will be given as part of the final budget for
2014/15.
Saving Options
18. Appendix Three lists those service/budget proposals that will form the basis of consultation with the
Council’s stakeholders whilst Appendix Five includes a number of summary pro-formas which provide
more detail on all the change programme projects and the more significant ‘other saving’ items . As
noted above, they represent the financial articulation of the Council’s change programme to meet its
vision as well as other saving proposals. Crucially, they represent a medium term series of savings
which Cabinet will be consulting on before agreeing the full programme, as part of the overall MTRP in
its February 2014 meeting.
19. This process will be an important development / improvement as in the past, Cabinet have approved
the following years’ savings only in detail, whilst approving the MTRP as a framework for future budget
work around savings. Given the scale of the saving required, the complexity and challenges of
delivering a change programme and the need to carry out significant preparatory work before realising
benefits, Cabinet will recommend in February 2014, a full package of medium term savings (and
investments) within the MTRP.
20. In addition to external consultation, these items will be reported to Scrutiny Committees, the Fairness
Commission and Unions throughout December / January. As can be seen, further work is required on
some future proposals to balance the overall MTRP both in total and in individual years. The scale of
this further work can only be estimated at this time as no firm forward indications of RSG are available
from Welsh Government.
21. Directors and Heads of Service have gone through a robust process to develop the change programme
projects and other saving proposals, supported by the Business Improvement and Development Team
and Group Accountants and their teams. A governance framework to support and report on
implementation is being finalised and will ensure key projects, as required, are adequately resourced
and supported and problems are flagged up early so that appropriate action can be taken, if required.
22. The savings shown in Appendix Three are permanent base budget ‘cashable savings’ i.e. they reduce,
permanently, the net budget of the Council via
Reduced actual expenditure
Increased external income

23. As there are still two months between the Welsh Government Final Settlement and the Council’s budget
setting meeting and over three months before the commencement of the new financial year, there is still
scope for many changes within the financial data underpinning the MTFP. Such changes include but
are not limited to the notification of levies and specific grant approvals. Whilst such changes are not
directly under the control of the Council, any amendments resulting from them will need to be reflected
in the final budget and MTFP in due course.
Schools’ Funding
24. Welsh Government, as part of the draft settlement, confirmed that their previous intent to protect
schools’ budgets would extend into 2014/15. There is no statutory requirement to follow the pledge but
there is a clear expectation from WG that their funding pledge is delivered. In that respect, the funding
pledge for 2014/15 gives the overall schools budget a minimum 0.9% increase in funding on a cash
basis. Schools would then be required to balance their budgets within this overall budget position i.e.
fund their inflationary and other pressures. It is unclear at present whether the cash increase in the
‘Pupil Deprivation Grant’ (PDG) will be included in the calculation of the overall schools’ budget
increase for the purposes of the pledge in 2014/15. Based on current grant levels received by Newport
Schools, this will increase overall school funding by c£2,000k due to a very significant increase in funds
allocated to this grant across Wales. The value of the WG pledge at 0.9% is c£750k and therefore, the
PDG alone would enable this to be easily met, representing a c2.4% increase in overall school funding.
The budget outlined here, in the context of the reduction in the Council’s Revenue Support Grant,
proposes that no increase from NCC funds is made to the schools’ budget in 2014/15 for the pledge,
recognising that in overall terms, the schools’ budget will receive a relatively significant increase from
the PDG. At the time of this report, the monitoring criteria required by Welsh Government have not been
received and as such, the Council does not have final confirmation of how achievement of the pledge
will be measured. This matter cannot delay the budget consultation exercise and as such, it is
suggested that the Council invite responses on the basis of the schools’ budget as set out above and as
amended by the options contained in Appendix 3 of the report. Regarding the current proposals of
including only the PDG grant increase, as this grant is based on pupil numbers who receive free school
meals, the grant increase will vary considerably between different schools.
25. Cabinet will also be aware that the Council has incurred significant budget pressure from school based
redundancies over the last 2-3 years, which are not budgeted. This has been discussed by the Schools’
Forum but with no agreement on a funding solution going forward. The budget proposals here include a
reduction in the NCC funds given to schools of £500k so that it may be used to deal with this particular
issue. No decision has been made on how it will be administered at this point but it will affect all
schools’ budgets. In recognising that this is a challenging decision, Cabinet should note
•
•

•

Given an overall schools’ budget of £84,849k, it represents an overall reduction of only 0.6%.
School budgets would still receive a ‘cash’ increase of c1.8% in overall terms School budgets
have increased by relatively high amounts over the last 3 years, not only because the Council
has funded the WG pledge, but also because of demographic growth funded in schools’
budgets.
School balances have been increasing, in overall terms, over the last few years, reflecting, in
part at least, the increased funding given to schools.

26. The School Funding (Wales) Regulations 2010 require Local Councils to confirm their schools’ budget
to WG by the 14th February of the preceding financial year. Cabinet will agree the budget to recommend
to Council on the 10th February with full Council meeting on the 25th February. This will enable the
Council to confirm School’s budget.
27. As part of the final confirmation of schools’ budgets, the schools’ Forum will also be consulted and their
feedback given to Cabinet and full Council.

28. The table below shows the proposed draft schools’ funding position for 2014/15 as it currently stands

SCHOOLS’ BUDGET (ISB)
Schools’ budget 2013/14

£84,849k

Reduction of £500k
Draft schools’ funding 2014/15

-£500k
£84,349k

Risks
29. A MTFP clearly requires various assumptions and planning parameters to be used, including
significantly, the level of grant funding from WG. These assumptions will inevitably change from the
figures shown in Appendix One over the 4 years of the plan. In saying that, the Cabinet should be
confident that the overall total figures are within reasonable limits at least in going forward from 2014/15
to provide a good financial framework to inform the Council’s strategic planning. A key part in ensuring
that the plan is reasonable is to control cost increases and budget pressures where under the Council’s
control and this should be a key consideration as the Council moves forward. In addition, the successful
delivery of the MTFP will depend largely on the implementation of the change programme and other
budget savings included within the plan.
30. As noted earlier in this report, financial risk mitigation is required to support the Council in developing
and funding a medium term strategic view of its finances and managing financial risks inherent in the
implementation of the significant level of budget savings identified. The Council has at its disposal, a
base budget contingency plus the ‘invest to save’ reserve to achieve this.
31. As action plans to deliver budget options are confirmed over the next two months, the Head of Finance
will form a view and recommend to Members a strategy to manage the financial risks within the final
budget to be proposed to Council in February 2014.
Next Steps
32. The timetable for approval of the 2014/15 budget is as follows:
Cabinet agrees options as a basis for consultation
Consultation period
Cabinet considers feedback from consultation and OSFs and
recommends a budget
Council approves a budget and sets Council Tax

12th December 2013
12th December 2013 to
24th January 2014
10th February 2014
25th February 2014

Links to Council Policies and Priorities
33. The overall aim of the budget and MTFP is to ensure resource allocation is based on priorities, supports
the delivery of the Council’s change programme and saving proposals and protects the financial health
of the Council. The MTFP summary shown in Appendix One and the detailed list of investments and
service / budget saving options shown in Appendix Two and Three contribute to this aim.
Options available
34. There are few options available as the Council is required to consult on its budget and therefore needs
to agree the basis of its consultation.
35. The Cabinet is asked to approve the medium term package of savings but could, if it wished, only agree
those implemented for 2014/15 only

Preferred Option and Why
36. To consult on the medium term package of budget proposals contained in Appendix Two and Three
and Fees/Charges for 2014/15 shown in Appendix Four and continue to develop proposals, as required.

Comments of Monitoring Officer
37. There are no direct legal issues arising from the report at this stage as the detailed budget options are
in draft for consultation. In accordance with the Constitution, the Cabinet's budget options are subject
to consultation and the final budget must be set by full Council in February 2014

Staffing Implications-: Comments of Head of People & Transformation
38. The budget options outlined in the report will have a direct impact on employees across the Council,
including schools. Changes to structures and staffing will be required to make the necessary service
changes and savings. This transformation agenda will be supported through Human Resources,
Finance & the Business Improvement and Development Team, ensuring that the Council’s services are
financially sustainable into the future, and continue to deliver high quality services to Newport’s citizens.
The change programme will need to incorporate meaningful consultation with trade unions and affected
employees, and this is an ongoing process.
39. The Council will aim to minimise the impact of the budget on employees across our services, and a
number of actions are currently being undertaken to assist in this e.g. restrictions on recruitment,
reduction in use of agency staffing and overtime and greater opportunities for early/flexible retirement
and reduced working arrangements. However, given the scale of the challenges facing the Council
over the next 5 years and beyond, it has to be recognised that the Council cannot rule out having to
make redundancies. All employees directly affected will be supported by the provisions of the Council’s
“Job Security Policy”, which aims to minimise compulsory redundancies and retain employees in our
employment wherever possible.

Local issues
None

Consultation
The options in the paper will be widely communicated and consulted with the Council’s stakeholders via the
Council’s regular process for these matters, which will include web based information / feedback, meetings
with Trade Unions and private/third sector representatives. All feedback will be communicated to Cabinet
when they finalise the budget proposals for full Council.

APPENDIX ONE - MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18
Planning pressures
Inflation
Social Care Demographics
Social Care - Frailty
School demographics
Capital Programme / PFI
Living Wage
ER's Ni increasing

TOTAL

2,601
322
0
600
436
0

4,888
830

2,544
274
0
500
203
0
1,215
4,736
555

3,959
555

9,391
1,172
414
1,750
3,697
1,044
1,215
18,683
13,587

GAP

-5,573
-1,831
420
9,763

2,146
-1,851
439
6,453

3,434
-1,871
460
7,313

-2,285
-1,891
479
817

-2,278
-7,444
1,798
24,346

Efficiency programme savings (See Note 1)
Change programme savings

5,449
4,374

1,184
3,746

2,794
2,768

890
106

10,317
10,994

-60

1,523

1,751

-179

3,035

TOTAL 'PLANNING' PRESSURES
OTHER PRESSURES
(INCREASE)/DECREASE IN REVENUE SUPPORT GRANT
C. Tax @ 4%
Less consequential increase in benefits

Balance
Note 1 – Includes option to increase Council Tax to 5%

2,178
300
245
150
1,705
522

2,068
276
169
500
1,353
522

5,100
11,647

APPENDIX TWO – BUDGET INVESTMENTS
Service Area

Corporate

CLL

Education

MTRP Description
Council Tax administration grant is being reduced and reduction transferred into RSG
settlement
People and Transformation - Communications & Marketing
The City Centre Marketing manager is currently funded equally between Newport CC
and Newport Unlimited. In 2014/15 the Newport Unlimited funding will cease which
will require additional budget provision to be created to continue to fund this post.
Budget shortfall expected to be £37k based on current salary.
People and Transformation - Communications & Marketing
The Council Newspaper Newport Matters has been increased from 5 editions per year
to 6 editions and external advertising has been restricted limiting potential income to
offset this cost, which will result in a total pressure of £30k
Sub Total
None
Sub Total
Primary School Demographics - net increase between Primary and Nursery Pupils of
310 additional Pupils for 2013/2014. The following four years show an average rise
each year of 300 pupils into the system from current information held.
Secondary School Demographics - net decrease of 147 pupils for Secondary for
2013/2014. (Similar decrease anticipated in 14/15, then static numbers for 15/16 &
16/17, then increase of approx. 40 for 17/18)
Schools Breakfast Clubs Grant
The grant transferred into RSG from 2013/2014. Newport is a low provider for Clubs in
Primary schools. 20 additional clubs were targeted in 2013/2014 with additional funds
allocated. These Clubs would start part way through 2013/2014, and therefore
additional funds are required in 2014/2015 in order to continue to run these Clubs are
provide any additional requested. WG have indicated this is a Statutory provision.
Teachers Superannuated Costs
Where Teachers are made redundant etc. through the Council's agreed policies from
Schools, and are of pensionable age, the costs of the Pension prior to the normal
retirement age are payable by the Council, in addition to any one-off early release
costs or redundancy payments. These costs have been steadily rising over the past
few years and until now have been able to be absorbed through departmental budget
management. This is no longer the case, and costs are greater than budgetary
provision by £100,000 and rising each year as Schools undertake restructuring due to
financial constraints. Therefore to make budgetary provision correct in terms of ongoing in-perpetuity costs an amount of £100,000 is required.

14/15
£’000

15/16
£’000

16/17
£’000

17/18
£’000

254

0

0

0

37

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

321

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

500

500

500

500

-350

0

0

100

115

0

0

0

100

0

0

0

Service Area

E&E

Social Services

MTRP Description
Schools based staff redundancy/pension costs
are unfunded but are costing in the region of £400k - £500k p.a. and which is likely to
continue.
Sub Total
Indications of a reduction in recycling Grant 14/15
Increase in Carbon Tax following increase in rate and ending of street lighting
exemption from the tax
Car park income not as high as anticipated following reintroduction of charging
Administrative Buildings savings for 2013/14 not being achieved and unlikely to be
made in 14/15
RASWA. Utilities are becoming better at managing their work in order to avoid paying
penalties
Public Protection Income on Kennels and Environmental Health is not achieving
targets
Sub Total
Adults - Demographic Growth - Based on current trends and demographic forecasts
Improvement Package' grant bought into settlement - previously a specific grant to
compensate Local Authorities for loss of income with introduction of £50 per week cap
on client charges/contribution. Transfer is £137k but current budgeted/contribution is
£150k
Adults - Frailty Contribution to Pooled Budget from savings accrued - Contribution
required by the Gwent Frailty Project in order to fund the investment in the project to
transform services. This is a long-term project that is eventually expected to deliver
savings in future years, though none have been achieved to date. Contributions
assuming the full funding drawn down will be £685k in 14-15 and £719k in 15-16.
£440k already in the base budget
PRESSURE C&F - Non Recourse to Public Funds - Families who have come to the
UK from Europe but who do not have an access to public funds have been increasing
each year, with an influx from Bulgaria and Romania expected from 14-15. They are
then rendered homeless and without food or clothing support until their application has
been processed. We have a duty of care to these families under Section 17 of the
1989 Children Act.
Fostering Team - Income Generation Target - Unachievable Income generation
PRESSURE C&F - Serennu - Disabled Children's - Rent / Rates - Since moving to the
new Serennu premises we have agreed an annual rent contribution with the ABHB
Out of Area Residential Placements - There is an increasing number of children being
placed in OOA residential placements due to the complexity and increased risk of
female children. Current projected costs (August 2013)
External Legal Fees - This budget is overspend each year and projected to continue at
current levels

14/15
£’000

15/16
£’000

16/17
£’000

17/18
£’000

500

0

0

0

865
100

500
0
0

500
0
0

600
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

545
300

0
276

0
274

0
322

150

0

0

0

245

169

0

0

50
67

0
0

0
0

0
0

30

0

0

0

337

0

0

0

140
60
145
50
50

85

Service Area

NonDepartmental

MTRP Description
Kinship - This budget is forecasted to overspend due to demand and to continue £85k
Skills for Living - emotional support +16 - Packages of emotional support for young
people
Social Worker Case Loads - To comply with the Laming review - funding required to
reduce social worker caseloads - this will enable us to bring down to 'average' levels.
at 19.
Sub Total
PFI grant bought into RSG settlement
Increase in National Insurance ER's rates following changes to regulations linked to
'contracted out' schemes such as the LGPS
Auto enrolment in Pension scheme
Newport's staging date will be somewhere between 1st April and 30th June 2013.
Staff earning over £8,105 will automatically be enrolled into a pension scheme for one
month and will then have the ability to opt out of the scheme. Assuming all classes of
employee currently not in a pension scheme stayed enrolled the maximum employers
contribution (LGPS existing scheme) will cost £1.618m per annum. However it is
assumed for budget purposes that only permanent staff will potentially stay in the
scheme and that there will be minimal take up from Casual, Fixed Term, Seasonal,
Sessional, and Temporary staff. It is not possible to assess how many permanent
staff will remain in the pension scheme but it is felt prudent to make budget provision
for 50% of this potential cost which equates to £0.507m.
Living Wage
This proposal is gaining support in central government to increase the minimum wages
to £7.20 per hours (LIVING WAGE LEVEL). At present the Council has 1,644 staff
earning below this level. The worst case scenario is an additional cost of Basic Pay
£884k, NI £95k and Pension £65k . It is expected that the Pay and Grading Review
will address the issue of lower graded staff
SDR PFI Scheme
Interest payable on SDR PFI reserve to maintain ability to fund future costs when
annual PFI grant lower than costs
Capital programme MRP / Interest
Non-Operation Pensions
Increase to Ex-Gwent Council Pension Payments as a result of inflationary pension
rises.
SW Fire Levy - Change in census population
The increase in population within the Newport area (noted within the WG draft
settlement), will result in increase to the Levy required by SW Fire. The pressure has
been estimated based on draft WG Settlement information.

14/15
£’000

15/16
£’000

16/17
£’000

17/18
£’000

52

54

54

54

40

0

0

0

275
1,631
8,357

275
774
0

0
328
0

0
376
0

0

0

1,215

0

101

101

101

101

522

522

0

0

300
1,405

300
1,053

300
-97

368
68

150

0

0

0

202

0

0

0

Service Area

MTRP Description
Invest to Save funding - given the scale of one off funds required to implement the
MTRP - it may be necessary to internally and temporarily use funds from the PFI
reserve which requires repaying. This pressure is the repayment, based on £2m over
12 years. This issue will need to be reviewed periodically when reserves and one off
funding in totality are assessed / changes
Other pressures' - To Be Identified
as annual detailed budget work undertaken - there is normally miscellaneous budget
pressures identified. This amount here provides an 'allowance' for this - so that overall
budget gap takes account of some amount for this.
TOTAL

14/15
£’000

15/16
£’000

16/17
£’000

17/18
£’000

170

0

0

0

0
11,207
14,569

400
2,376
3,650

400
1,919
2,747

400
937
1,913

APPENDIX THREE – BUDGET SAVINGS – MEDIUM TERM
Service
ID

Group

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

1

Corporate

Efficiency
- Income

Gwent
Crematorium

120

2

Corporate

Efficiency

Centralise
Marketing
Budget (year 2)

31

Impact

Increased
cost to the
public.

14

No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

This decision will be made by the Joint
Committee and not any of the
individual Authorities. The Gwent
Crematorium is operated by a Joint
Committee on behalf of the five
constituent Authorities of Gwent.
Each year the Joint committee
approve a distribution of the surplus
achieved to each constituent
Authority. Newport acts as the lead
Authority advising the Joint
Committee on all aspects of finance
and benchmark the cost of cremation
with other Authorities. The current
fees are below the Welsh average and
therefore there is scope to increase
these fees which will result in an
increased distribution to all
Authorities in the future. This income
is currently budgeted at £80k but an
expected distribution of £200k in
2014/15 is a reasonable expectation.
More effective use of existing
marketing channels and resources and
increased use of digital channels such
as web and social media. The move to
this alternative service delivery will be
phased over three years and started in
2013/14 to deliver savings of 20%
(2013/14), 10% (2014/15) and 5%
(2015/16).

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

Service
ID

3

4

5

Group

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Efficiency

Review of Mail
and Print
Service across
the Authority.

130

Efficiency

Various
Corporate
services
departments

75

Efficiency

Legal Services

93

172

Impact

Description

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

No impact on
service
delivery.

The role of Mail and Print services
across the Authority has been
reviewed by Northgate consultants
including: Renegotiation of Franking
Machine contracts, Centralisation of
Mail activity to gain volume discounts,
Standardisation of external mail
envelope formats, Centralisation of
paper procurement to gain volume
discounts & Promotion of Print Room
services via road shows in services
areas to encourage internal business
at a competitive price. This specific
review by Northgate Consultants is in
addition to the general Procurement
review included in the Change
Programme below, but will be
amalgamated into one programme
during 2014/15.

0

No impact on
service
delivery.

Reduction on supplies and services
budgets in various Corporate Services
departments.

0

1.9 FTE
(vacant) staff
reductions
without a
reduction in
caseload will
increase
pressure on
the service.

Reduce supplies and service budgets
£24k & delete the following posts:
Commercial Solicitor £49k,Part-time
Admin Assistant £8k & Part-time
Conveyancing Assistant £12k
1.9

Service
ID

Group

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

6

Corporate

Efficiency

Members
Neighbour hood
Allowances

7

Corporate

Efficiency

Leaders Office

8

9

10

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Efficiency

Human
Resources

Efficiency

Training &
Development

Efficiency

Occupational
Health

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Impact

This will
reduce
payments to
a variety of
third
sector/volunt
ary bodies
some of
which may be
replaced
from other
sources.
1 FTE
reduction
(vacant).
1 FTE job
share staff
reduction
(0.4 vacant,
0.6 filled).
Centralisation
of IT Training
function
provides
economies of
scale.

Description

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

Discretionary spend allocated to each
Member to fund individual requests
from individuals or organisations
within the Newport area. The
requests are one off in nature and do
not permanently fund any on-going
projects.

0

Delete the Leaders office personal
assistant post which is vacant.

1

Delete both parts of a job share HR
Training Officer post £30k, reduction
in supplies and services £2k and
additional income from collaboration
£18k

1

22

No impact on
service
delivery.

Transferring the IT Training service
from C&IS into a centralised Training
and Development Service within
People & Transformation has reduced
the cost of training provision.

0

31

Negotiation
of a reduced
contractual
service.

Contract cost of service provision is
expected to reduce in 2014/15.

0

25

28

50

Service
ID

11

Group

Corporate

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Health & Safety

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

31

Impact

1 FTE staff
reduction.
Existing
workloads
will be
absorbed, but
will have a
greater lead
time.

12

Corporate

Efficiency

Long Service
Awards

3

No impact on
service
delivery.

13

Corporate

Efficiency

HR Payroll
Team

8

No impact on
service
delivery.

14

Corporate

Efficiency

Policy &
Performance

22

No impact on
service
delivery.

15

Corporate

Efficiency

Partnerships

7

No impact on
service
delivery.

Efficiency

Fairness/
Equalities/
Citizen Panel/
Community
Plan

4

No impact on
service
delivery.

16

Corporate

Description

Delete one Health & Safety Assistant
post £29k. Reduction in supplies and
services budgets £2k.

Saving relates to the residual budget
for payment of awards. An award
ceremony will still take place to
recognise the achievement and the
cost will be covered from existing
communications budget
The rollout of iTrent self-service and
moving to electronic document
management will reduce printing and
postage costs within supplies and
services £8k.
The interim restructure of the Policy
and Performance section in the
current year has resulted in a saving of
£18k. Supplies and service budgets
have been reduced by £4k
The majority of the service is grant
funded. By maximising the use of the
grant it is possible to reduce some
supplies and services core budgets
£7k.
The separate budgets for these four
areas will be combined to deliver a
more robust service and provide
economies of scale saving £4k.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

1

0

0

0

0

0

Service
ID

17

18

19

Group

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Efficiency

Efficiency

Communicatio
n & Marketing

IT services

Mail & Print
Services

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Impact

6

No impact on
service
delivery.

333

4 FTE staff (2
vacant, 2
filled)
reductions
will restrict
the ability of
the service to
respond to
front line
service user
queries.
Rationalising
the number
of software
products
could limit
the ability to
use the best
product on
the market.

5

No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

There is small staff saving due to a
staff restructure achieving higher than
expected savings of £4k, together with
reductions in marketing expenditure
due to greater use of social media and
accounting for procurement savings
£2k.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

Restructure of IT services. Estimated
reduction of 4 FTE leading to a saving
of £115k, via voluntary redundancy.
Renegotiation of various contractual
licenses reflecting the reduction in the
size of the Council and subsequent
reduced demand on IT Service.
Consolidation of IT software with
fewer suppliers leading to economies
of scale £209k. General reductions are
supplies and services budgets £9k.

The review of Mail and Print services
has changed the methods of
procurement and working processes,
together with renegotiation of the
equipment contracts resulting in an
expected saving of £5k.

4

0

Service
ID

20

Group

Corporate

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Information
Governance

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Impact

39

No impact on
service
delivery.

21

Corporate

Efficiency

Customer
Services

95

Reduces the
ability to
develop
without
securing
specific
funding in the
future.

22

Corporate

Efficiency

Joint
Procurement
Unit

22

Reduction of
4 FTEs
(vacant).

23

Corporate

Efficiency

Internal Audit

9

No impact on
service
delivery.

26

No impact on
service
delivery.

24

Corporate

Efficiency

Payments

Description

The section have rationalised software
suppliers to provide the customer
Insight data that will underpin
customer focus across the Authority,
which has also allowed cancelling of
some other contracts together with
other supplies savings totalling £39k.
The software licenses for telephony
and communications have migrated as
part of the PSBA solution for the
Authority which means individual
voice and data communications
contracts can be cancelled. Removal
of contingency budget for IT hardware
and software established during
implementation of the Face to Face
centre and the transfer of the Contact
Centre, which is no longer required as
the two services have been operating
successfully without the need for this
budget £95k.
Restructure the unit to continue to
provide a service to the three
authorities of Newport, Monmouth
and Torfaen but at a reduced cost. All
post holders have now been
redeployed following implementation.
This results in a net saving of £22k
Reduce training and supplies and
services budget £9k.
The development of more efficient
payment processes reduces supplies
and services cost £26k.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

4

0

0

Service
ID

25

Group

Corporate

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Revenues,
Benefits &
Council Tax

26

Corporate

Change

New Ways of
Working

27

Corporate

Change

Procurement

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Impact

35

No impact on
service

247

247

Staff impact reduction of
24 FTEs
estimated.

310

530

No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

The realignment of budgets to reflect
the new working practices following
the review by Northgate consultants
and incorporating the impact of EDMS
on the service. Reliant on full
implementation of new operating
model.
The aim of this proposal is to deliver
more efficient and effective support
arrangements within services by
making full use of technology to
reduce and automate paper
processes. Implementing these
improved processes will remove
duplication and bureaucracy and will
benefit both internal and external
customers
To deliver savings from a combination
of revenue and capital spending
reductions by managing prices,
demand and standardising
specification of goods and services
procured by the Council. To
implement and roll out electronic
procurement across the Council to
capture management information to
identify subsequent procurement
opportunities. To minimise the cost of
the Procure to Pay function by
reducing administrative costs. To
reduce invoice volumes to limit the
administrative burden on services.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

24

0

Service
ID

28

29

30

Group

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Change

Finance Business
Partnering

Change

External
Customer
Experience

Change

Personalisation
- Customer
Insight

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Impact

139

Reduction of
4 FTE (3
vacant, 1
filled).

167

Reduction of
15 FTEs
(filled) over
the total
project.

No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

Restructure the accountancy service
as a business partner model. In
conjunction with revised budget
monitoring and other process changes
will be delivered to allow staff
resources to concentrate on areas of
value added work. This is a twophased approach.
More efficient provision of the
revenues and benefits service to the
public whilst maintaining the level of
service provided. Better collection
rates on local taxation. This is
associated with final year
implementation of a three year
project.
The outline business case set out the
options for consideration with regards
to the Prospectus for Change Priority
of Personalisation – where service
delivery and outcomes take account of
the different make up of communities
across the city. For the Council and its
partners to successfully be able to take
account of the different make up and
communities of the city it must
effectively utilise Customer Insight and
multiple data sources to inform
planning, deployment of resources
and delivery. The co-ordination of the
data gathering function in one team
(i.e. Information Management Team)
is absolutely key to ensure
maximisation of resources and one
version of the truth.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

4

15

0

Service
ID

31

32

33

34

Group

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

CLL

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Change

Change

Change

Efficiency
- New
Funding

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Right People,
Right Skills,
Right Place
(De-layering
and VR
process)

Seek
alternative
funding for big
splash event.

Description

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

No impact on
service
delivery.

Project to deliver Newport’s digital
vision of a 21st Century network
infrastructure to realise economic,
social and environmental benefits for
the city. Will support the council to
maintain and increase its ability to
deliver quality services through new
channels with greater efficiency

0

42

Reduction of
1.5 FTE
(vacant).

The continuation of the Council’s
Customer Services Strategy to provide
quality customer service and direct
customers to more cost effective selfservice channels by providing
appropriate facilities, equipment,
training and guidance.

1.5

1,200

800

Staff impact 100 FTEs
including
associated
service
impact.

Apply organisational design principles
to improve accountability and decision
making and reduce the number of
management layers across the
organisation

100

3,376

1,805

Super
Connected
Cities

Channel Shift

Impact

63

50

0

0

157.4

Customer
impact.

To save £50,000 by ending all direct
Council spends on the Big Splash
Festival from 2015 onwards. Staff
would seek to identify alternative
sources of funding, or to replace the
event with other smaller, self-funded
activity

0

0

Service
ID

35

36

37

Group

CLL

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency
- New
Funding

CLL

Change New
Funding

CLL

Efficiency
- Income

38

CLL

Efficiency
- Income

39

CLL

Efficiency

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Seek
sponsorship for
food
festival/Christ
mas events to
make them
cost neutral

Customer
impact.
32

Riverfront move to
alternative
delivery model

Room hire at
CLL venues for
learning
purposes
Increased
usage and
income from
sport and
leisure centres

Tredegar
House revenue
funding

Impact

Business
sector
impact.

300

Employee
impact 12.5
FTE
Potential
TUPE
implications

Description

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

To save £300,000 by seeking an
alternative model for delivery of
services for The Riverfront Theatre
and Arts Centre. This is likely to be
through outsourcing to, or a
management partnership with one or
more other organisations. The savings
would come from the Riverfront, Arts
Management, Rates and Maintenance
budgets.

6.5

42

Additional income from room hire at
branch libraries and Newport Centre
for learning purposes.

110

Increased
programme
offer and
quality of
provision

This proposal relates to an overall
increase in the use of the service and
an increase in income. There will be
an increase usage in sport and leisure
centres
If the visitors to Tredegar House are
above 120,000 per year then a saving
of £150,000 will be made by the
Council. The Council anticipates that
this could occur by 2016/17.

No impact on
service
delivery.

TUPE

To save £32,000 by reducing net spend
by the Council run City Centre events
to zero. All activity after the 1st April
2015 would have to self-funding
through external grants, sponsorship
or fees.

No impact on
service
delivery.

150

Staff

0

0

0

6

Service
ID

40

41

Group

CLL

CLL

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Theatre, arts
and events

Efficiency

Library services

42

CLL

Efficiency

Withdrawal of
direct delivery
of arts
development

43

CLL

Efficiency

Closure of Belle
Vue lodge

Efficiency

No
replacement
equipment
provided in
children’s play
areas.

44

CLL

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Post affected
1 FTE (filled)

60

38

Post affected
2.5 FTE
(filled)

29

18

6

20

Impact

Posts
affected 0.5
FTE (filled).
No impact in
overall
provision
Posts
affected 1
FTE (filled).
Customer
impact.

Description

To save £60,000 by reducing the net
spend on events activity by £20,000
and by adjusting the staffing levels to
save the balance of the target figure.
The staffing changes will reflect the
effect of the accumulated reductions
over the period 2012-2014 on the
number and scale of events that it is
possible to deliver.
Deletion of the Bibliographical Services
Librarian post plus deletion of a part
time Team Administrator post within
the Community Learning and Libraries
service. Deletion in 2015/16 of a
further post within the library
establishment.
To save £18,000 by reducing net spend
by the Council on Arts Development
activity to zero. All activity after the
1st April 2016 would have to selffunding through external grants,
sponsorship or fees to participants.
Relocate Belle Vue Park Management
and use by bowlers from the Lodge in
Friars Road and offer to market for
business letting purposes.
Removal of Children’s Play Areas
which are in poor condition/require
significant investment to replace/or
are magnets for anti-social behaviour
including two Multi Use Games Areas
and the Outdoor Water Play Feature
at Tredegar Park.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

1

2.5

0.5

0

1

Service
ID

45

46

47

48

49

Group

CLL

CLL

CLL

CLL

CLL

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Reduction in
staffing and
other identified
efficiencies

Change

Newport
medieval ship

Change

Alternative CLL
delivery model
for leisure
services.

Change

Sport and
leisure
management
restructure
prior to
Alternative
service delivery

Change

SelfManagement
of bowls
greens - Belle
Vue park

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Impact

243

Staff impact 5
FTE (1.5
vacant, 3.5
filled).

105

Posts
affected 5
FTE (2 vacant,
3 filled).

145

No service
user impact
309

50

24

103

Description

A reduction in staffing numbers and
efficiencies relating to premises,
supplies and services. Some vacant
posts will be deleted and additional
savings made from restructuring.
The Council is committed to the
completion of the conservation of the
archaeological timbers; however,
there is no funding to progress beyond
this conservation phase.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

5

5

Staffing
impact will be
subject to
TUPE
protections.

Establishing an alternative delivery
model for the Sport and Leisure
service element of Continuing
Learning and Leisure. This programme
is intrinsically linked to a management
restructure of Sport and Leisure, prior
to progressing with the alternative
delivery model.

0

Posts
affected 2
FTE (filled).

Staffing restructure within Sport &
Leisure prior to transfer to alternative
delivery model.

2

Posts
affected 1.5
FTE (filled)

Transfer the management and
operation of the Belle Vue Park
bowling green and associated bowling
pavilion and changing chalet to a
model of self –management

1.5

105.82

Service
ID

50

51

Group

CLL

CLL

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Change

Libraries and
Museum
closure one
day per week &
management
restructure

Change

Rationalise and
modernise the
delivery of
library
operations

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

52

Education

Efficiency

Schools
Pressures

Posts
affected 3.5
FTE (filled).
Reduction of
library service
provision/hou
rs, and will
have an
impact on
employee’s
terms and
conditions.

86

Closure of
some
libraries.
Staff impact
14.5 FTE
(filled)

278

784

650

Impact

565

849

Description

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

Closure of museum and central library
one day per week and reorganise the
staffing.

3.5

To rationalise and modernise the
delivery of Library Services in Newport
providing high quality but affordable
service for the residents in the City

14.5

0

48.5

No impact on
service
delivery.

Included in budget pressures is
school's demographic pressure of
£150k net and funding of redundancy
costs within schools at £500k. It is
proposed that we reduce School's
budget to match the pressure for
school based redundancies which will
enable us to create a 'budget' for this
pressure and for the School's to
absorb the demographic pressure in
14/15.

0

112

Service
ID

Group

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

53

Education

Efficiency

Schools Pledge

54

Education

Efficiency

All Wales
student finance

55

Education

Efficiency

Additional
Learning
Needs/Special
Educational
Needs
Collaboration
(ALN/SEN)
collaboration.

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

No impact on
service
delivery.

750

25

Impact

70

No impact on
service
delivery.

10

No impact on
service
delivery. We
are aiming in
the
collaboration
to remove
duplication:
we intend to
do this in a
way which
makes no
negative
impact on
the outcomes
the service
delivery
supports

10

10

Description

School's funding includes
significantly increased funding from
'Deprivation Grant' – this grant will
meet the Welsh Governments
pledge for schools funding even after
removal of the schools pressure and
schools pledge funding (detailed in
proposals 55& 56).
The aim of the Welsh Government,
over the longer term, is to centralise
the function of administering Student
Finances. Plans are progressing at the
current time within WG for this to take
place from 2015/16 and it is assumed
at this stage that RSG will be reduced,
and therefore the £70k will be given
up to offset this.

Collaboration across all five Councils
within the South East Wales
Consortium. It would be anticipated
that the collaborative work will
continue within one Authority giving
rise to shared posts. Income for
shared posts, for example Child
protection Officer as this is currently
shared 50/50 between Newport and
Blaenau Gwent.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

0

Service
ID

56

57

58

Group

Education

Education

Education

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Out of County
Additional
Learning Needs
Placements as
a result of New
Provision

Efficiency

Home to
School
Transport.

Efficiency

Special
Educational
Needs Out of
County
Placements.

186

60

265

60

134

60

Impact

Following
consultation
should be
positive
outcomes on
families.

No impact on
existing
pupils. An
estimated
650 future
pupils impact

No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

The development of a specialist
Autistic Spectrum Disorder school
provision within the City will
potentially lead to pupils being
brought back from out of county
placements thus avoiding costs to out
of county establishments. This
proposal is dependent upon 21st
Century schools funding.

Removal of the discretionary home to
school transport distance of 3 miles
entitlement back down to the
statutory limit of 2 miles. Consultation
with parents has resulted in savings
being delayed until 2015/16. These
savings will be staggered over a
number of financial years as the
revised policy will only be applied to
new pupils.
Budgetary provision can be reduced to
reflect the current, known
placements. There is a risk, however,
that the budget going forward would
only accommodate this number of
placements so any additional
placements in the future will come at
an additional cost to the Authority.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

0

Service
ID

59

60

61

62

63

Group

Education

Education

Education

Education

Education

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

GEMS (Gwent
Education
MinorityEthnic Service)

Efficiency

Gwent Music
Support Service

Efficiency

General
management
savings

Efficiency

Efficiency

Schools
Canteen
utilities costs

Newport
Schools Library
Service

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Impact

20

No impact on
service
delivery.

50

No impact on
service
provision.

15

No impact on
service
delivery.

20

40

No impact on
service
delivery.
Impact on
potential
learning
resources to
schools and
general
access to
books. Staff
impact 0.5
FTE (filled).

Description

Utilise more grant funding as part of
core budget.
At the current time Gwent Music
receive all support services from the
Council free of charge. The proposal is
to charge the Music Service for central
support services.
Reduction of supplies budget across
the following areas within Education:
Education Management, Inclusion
Management, SEN Resources and
Education Accountancy.

Traditionally the costs associated with
the reimbursement of energy costs for
schools (who pay for canteen utility
costs) have been below budgetary
provision. The budget can, therefore,
be safely reduced.

Withdrawal of Newport Schools
Library Service. This is currently run
out of Newport Library Service.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

0

0

0.5

Service
ID

64

65

66

Group

Education

Streetscene

Streetscene

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Change

Efficiency
- New
Funding

Efficiency
- New
Funding

Strategic
Commissioning
in Education

Sponsorship of
roundabouts

Seek
sponsorship for
Nursery and
floral displays
and restrict to
key sites to
reduce spend

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

223

126

2,058

266

10

34

Impact

Service redesigns.
Reduce nonstatutory
services.
Staff impact
10 FTE (1
vacant, 9
filled)
Positive
service
impact
256

Description

This is a commissioning strategy for
the central Education Service geared
to improving pupil’s lives. It takes
account of the direction of travel
which is to deploy resources as closely
as possible to pupils and schools in
order to improve support for learners.
For parents, pupils and those who
work in schools, this means that
resources and decision making is made
by people who have a closer
understanding of the needs of the
pupils and are responsible for
improving their education outcomes

204

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

10

10.5
No impact on
service
delivery.

Visual
appearance
of the City
could be
affected.

Income Stream
Seek sponsorship for Nursery and
floral displays and restrict to key sites
to reduce spend. The Council has a
number of planting regimes
throughout the City, including hanging
baskets, raised planters and flower
beds. The areas currently with
displays will be reviewed and the type
of display evaluated.

0

0

0

Service
ID

67

Group

Streetscene

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency
- New
Funding

Christmas
Lights

68

Regeneratio
n&
Regulation

Change Income

CCTV

69

Streetscene

Efficiency
- Income

Additional
waste income.

70

Streetscene

Efficiency
- Income

Filming on
Council
Property

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

No impact if
sponsorship
is achieved.

25

155

52

250
5

Impact

250

Staff impact
of 11 FTE
(filled).
The service
monitors
CCTV
covering the
City Centre,
Civic Centre,
the Provisions
Market,
Brings House,
the Civic
Amenity and
landfill site,
the
Information
Station and a
dozen
schools.
No impact on
service
delivery.
No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

Seek sponsorship towards the
Christmas lights. The Christmas
lighting and trees budget is a total of
£40,000 and currently includes
£15,000 of sponsorship. This proposal
is to increase the sponsorship
contribution to a total of £40,000 and
therefore reduce the Council’s input to
the budget.

0

Establishing CCTV as a cost neutral
service through seeking new contracts
to fund the service and introducing
efficiencies. The financial position of
the service will be monitored
throughout the next three financial
years and if a cost-neutral position
cannot be reached then the service
will cease.

11

Additional waste income at Docks way
Landfill Site.

0

Charges will be made

0

Service
ID

Group

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

No impact on
service
delivery.

Streetscene

Change Income

Increased
income

72

Streetscene

Change Income

Income from
additional
waste streams

1,500

73

Streetscene

Efficiency

Prosiect
Gwyrdd

1,108

74

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

Efficiency

Business
Grants

71

75

Streetscene

Efficiency

Rationalisation
of public toilet
provision
across the City

150

150

137

Impact

Waste
disposal site
capacity will
reduce.

35

No impact on
service
delivery.
No impact on
service
delivery.
Staff impact 4
FTE (1 vacant,
3 filled). The
public toilets
provided by
the Council
are to be reprovided
through
alternative
existing
facilities
which will
minimise the
impact to
service users.

Description

Increased income from additional
waste and highways maintenance
contracts. Discussions with a number
of companies are underway which
could result in increased income to the
service.
Expected reductions in waste being
deposited at the landfill site will mean
that additional sources and streams of
waste could be sought, along with
potentially changing the license of the
site and accepting new forms of
waste.
Inter-authority partnership for waste
disposal which delivers a reduced net
cost of waste disposal to the council.
The Council currently provides
Business Grants this will be changed to
repayable loans.

Covering standalone toilets and public
provision in other Council’s buildings
eg Newport Centre, Riverfront, Central
Library, Bus Station etc.
Market Square Bus Station and Austin
Friars toilet will not be part of this
proposal whilst development works
are underway in the City Centre.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

0
0

4

Service
ID

76

Group

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

77

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

78

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

79

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

80

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Efficiency

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Voluntary
managed
Community
Centres

R+R Admin
Support

Efficiency

LDP budget

Efficiency

Reduced
supplies and
services
budgets

Change

14/15

Pest Control

29

12

7

Impact

Possible
impact on
community
groups.
Staff impact 1
FTE (vacant).
No impact to
service
delivery.

149

No impact on
service
delivery.

30

No impact on
service
delivery.

-10

Staff impact
of 3 FTE
(filled).

Description

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

To implement the outcome from
Community Planning and
Development Scrutiny Committee.

0

Reduce administration support

1

Reduced revenue budget for the Local
Development Plan 2014-15 onwards.
Reduced from £249,600 per annum to
£100,000 per annum
Reduced costs due to lower budget
requirement
Ceasing provision of the in-house
commercial pest control service; this is
a discretionary service for which there
is an alternative private sector
provision. The service is budgeted to
make a surplus but is actually loss
making; ceasing service provision will
therefore remove a future budget
pressure.

0

0

3

Service
ID

81

Group

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Change

Property Joint
Venture

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

103

98

53

106

Impact

Introducing
the new
model will
result in the
reduction of
approximatel
y 7 FTE from
the service
area. Further
FTE
reductions
may be
required from
within
corporate
support
functions. In
all, about 17
FTE (4 vacant,
13 filled)
The
remaining
staff,
approximatel
y 235 FTE
would TUPE
transfer to
the new
company.

Description

Establishing a new Joint Venture
delivery model with Norse Group to
deliver all existing property service
functions. This would be a jointly
owned company between NCC and
Norse. This proposal is in Year 2 of
development has been subject to an
earlier scrutiny and approval process.
The proposal will not form part of the
public consultation.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

17

235

Service
ID

82

Group

Regeneratio
n &
Regulation

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Change

New
Regeneration
model

83

Social
Services

Efficiency

Adults Reprovision of
respite services
from New
Willows

84

Social
Services

Efficiency

Voluntary
redundancy

85

Social
Services

Efficiency

Voluntary
redundancy

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

72

72

867

361

109

8

41

124

Impact

Introducing
the new
model will
result in the
reduction of
approximatel
y 5 FTE
(filled). The
current
business case
is modelled
upon
percentage
reduction
figures.
2,963

Description

Establishing a new structure or
delivery model to support
regeneration and work and skills.

391

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

5

41
Staff impact
9.9 FTE (1.5
vacant)
Potential
TUPE impact.
Service Users
may
experience a
change of
venue
Staff impact
0.6 FTE
(vacant)
Staff impact 1
FTE (vacant)

To close a residential respite service
for adults with a learning disability by
15/16 and re-provide respite options
utilising adult placements, direct
payments, holiday breaks and utilising
100% of existing provision e.g.
Centrica Lodge. To continue to work
with parent and carer representation
groups e.g. Synergy, to explore new
models

9.9

Residual saving in supported living
team, following re-structure in 13/14

0.6

Voluntary Redundancy within
Resources and Strategy- £43,165 less
4% vacancy factor. VR date of 21.11.13
so cost of VR met from service area in
2013-14 but full year saving from
deleting the post in 14-15

1

235

Service
ID

Group

86

Social
Services

87

Social
Services

88

89

Social
Services

Social
Services

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Voluntary
Sector Grants

Efficiency

Contract
savings

Efficiency

Efficiency

Looked After
Children
Contact Budget

Children &
Families
Adoption

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

14

19

50

25

Impact

Limited
impact.
No
impact.(2% of
total grants)

No impact on
service
delivery.

No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

Reduction of budget to current
spending.
Reduction of budget to current
spending.

Efficiencies due to the reduction in
number of Interim Care Orders,
shorter length of care proceedings
and efficiencies on taxi spend since
the implementation of the ITU in
2011. Current projections suggest
£50k permanent
At the present time and until 2015 we
anticipate making savings on adoption
allowances as a result of tightening
the criteria relating to adopted
children aged 18 years +. This allows
for a saving on this budget in the
medium term. There is however a
national strategy to speed up the
process of adoption and to ensure that
a greater proportion of children in
care end up with an adoptive
placement by 2015. We believe that
there will then be an increasing
pressure on adoption allowances.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

0

0

Service
ID

90

91

92

93

94

Group

Social
Services

Social
Services

Social
Services

Social
Services

Social
Services

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Efficiency

Children
&Family
Savings arising
from Local
Safeguarding
Children’s
Board
becoming
regional

24

Efficiency

Deletion of p/t
Youth
Offending
Service
administrative
post

10

Efficiency

Non-staffing
Budgets from
Baneswell and
Ringland
Resource Unit.

Efficiency

Review of all
non-core
supplies and
services
budgets

Efficiency

Professional
fees

11

-24

Impact

No impact on
service
delivery.

Staff impact
0.6
FTE(vacant)

No impact on
service
delivery.

145

No impact on
service
delivery.

16

No impact on
service
delivery.

Description

Newport City Council in line with
Welsh Government (WG) changes is
now part of the South East Wales
Safeguarding Children’s Board. The
agreed contribution to the Regional
Board is £24K which includes
administrative support to the local
Learning and Reviewing group. For the
first three years of the Board’s
operation the cost for all five LAs is
being met from a WG grant
administered by Caerphilly CBC.

Work allocated to other posts within
the team
Residual non-staffing Budgets from
Baneswell and Ringland Resource
Union re-provision plus Brynglas Adult
Training Centre Pocket Money Budget

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0.6

0

Reduced supplies & services / food
expenditure to be managed across the
service in line with current spending
levels
Fees - Other Professional on various R
& S budgets that are not being used

0

Service
ID

Group

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Efficiency

Adults - Family
Aide Reprovision

96

Social
Services

Efficiency

ABACUS
system

46

97

Social
Services

Efficiency

Disabled
Children's
Transformation

15

98

Social
Services

Efficiency

Day Care
Services
(Shopping)

25

95

Social
Services

99

Social
Services

Efficiency

Mental Health
High Cost
Placements

56

31

Impact

Staff impact
4.9 FTE
(filled)

66

Staff impact
2.6 FTE (1.6
vacant, 1
filled).
15

15

15

No impact on
service
delivery.
No impact on
eligible
service users

The changes
will
potentially
affect two
people who
are tenants
within a
supported
living
environment.

Description

Part of a longer term strategic project
to close current council operated
Family Aide service and re-provide
with alternative third sector provider.
To promote Direct payments as an
alternative
The new system will result in
efficiencies within the team - some of
which have been taken as 13/14
savings. The saving here completes
this change in the team.
Disabled Children’s Collaboration with
Torfaen County Borough Council.
Shared resources and premises within
Serennu.
Re-contracting an existing shopping
service

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

4.9

2.6

0

0

A review of High Cost placements
relating to Mental Health clients is
being undertaken in 13/14. It is
currently projecting to yield more
savings than originally anticipated so
the full year effect in 14/15 will be
£31k.
The proposal relates to the statutory
responsibility for adult social services.
In this case the review of current care
plans has identified ‘move on’ options
for people who currently are tenants
in a supported living environment who
could move to more independent
living in the community.

0

Service
ID

100

101

102

Group

Social
Services

Social
Services

Social
Services

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Efficiency

Efficiency

Hillside Closure of Day
Care Facility

Learning
Disability
Services /
Group Living

Kensington
Court Social
Enterprise

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

84

80

19

124

591

Impact

Staff impact
39.5 FTE
(filled), and
service user
impact.

No impact on
service
delivery. The
proposal
reduces
duplication.

Staff impact
1.6 FTE
(filled)

Description

Phased approach to Hillside with full
closure by April 2016. The remaining
clients will be catered for by the
existing service.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

39.5

To challenge contracts where NCC is
funding 24hr residential packages and
also paying for Day Care, when day
care should be included within the
contract.
The proposal requires agreement on
residential contracts. The approach
has been taken in supported living
environments for adults with a
learning disability where providers in
identified cases are providing more
services including day opportunities
for individuals.
The approach has been taken in
supported living environments for
adults with a learning disability where
providers in identified cases are
providing more services including day
opportunities for individuals.
Deletion of 1.6 FTE's Catering Staff
within Kensington Court, with a longer
term vision for a Social Enterprise.

0

1.6

Service
ID

103

104

Group

Social
Services

Social
Services

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Efficiency

Change

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Resource &
Strategy Contracts Team

Active living in
older age

17

1,095

285

16

Impact

No impact on
service
delivery.

Improving
outcome and
facilitating
the care at
home agenda
Potential
TUPE impact
38 FTE

105

Social
Services

Change

Promoting
Independence
and Choice

505

700

Approx. 48
FTE (filled)
though
vacancies in
this service is
usually
sufficient to
reduce this.
Commissione
d service
reduction
required to
achieve
savings.
Potential
TUPE impact.

Description

The Contracts Team has undergone a
restructure in 13-14 with one
Contracts & Commissioning post only
being fixed term. This saving therefore
relates to removing the budget when
the contract for that post ends
halfway through 15/16.
Provides a focus on prevention by
maximising support within the
community. Maximisation and
reorganisation of existing intervention
services. A single point of access and
further integration of the frailty
service. There is a need to co-produce
solutions for individuals to receive
support in their local communities and
the emergence of new community
enterprise approaches

Sustainable services for learning
disabled people in Newport.
Development of transition services for
young people with a learning
disability. Transforming day
opportunities and respite services for
vulnerable adults of working age in
Newport.

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

0

23

38

25

Service
ID

106

Group

Social
Services

Proposal
Change/
Efficiency

Change

Joint Working Education/Soci
al Services

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

-40

107

107

0

Impact

Impact on
families
receiving
positive early
intervention,
therefore
avoiding out
of are
placements.
Employee
impact reduction of
hours.

2,388

107

108

Close Gap
List

Close Gap
List

Efficiency

Change

5% Council Tax

350

Council Wide
Strategic
Partner

Total Savings - Change and Efficiency
Programme

1,438

370

729

390

Description

Improving children's and young
people's lives by overcoming barriers
to learning. Engaging in learning
(interweaving of education, children's
services and preventions), and; One
support for disabled children. The
savings currently identified deliver in
15/16 & 16/17, whilst an investment
into the base budget for a specific post
to fund the intervention strategies
between the LA and schools is
required from 14/15 at a cost of circa
£40k, hence the negative figure in
14/15.

-9

410

Staff

TUPE

Impact

Impact

(FTE)

(FTE)

0

84

63

This is the additional income from a
5% council tax rise across the planning
period rather than the 4% level in
current assumptions
The key objectives of this proposal are
to engage a Strategic Partner to
undertake the delivery of some of
Newport City Council’s Transactional
Services e.g. initially starting with
Corporate. Delivery of this proposal
would enhance existing arrangements
and ensure additional efficiencies for
the Authority.

125

375

350

495

765

410

0

0

9,823

4,930

5,562

996

341

410

APPENDIX FOUR – FEES AND CHARGES
SERVICE AREA : CORPORATE SERVICES
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
INCREASE
£

Registration Service

1,200

1,300

8%

165
230

175
240

6%
4%

260
265
330
360
420
15
5
80

275
275
340
375
440
20
5
80

6%
4%
3%
4%
5%
33%
0%
0%

50
25
100

50
25
100

0%
0%
0%

110

110

0%

40

41.60

4%

110

114.40

4%

Development 2+ Plots

110
+40 per
additional
plot

114.40
+41.60 per
additional
plot

4%

Changes to Development Layout after Notification

40 per
plot
affected

41.60 per
plot
affected

4%

Street Renaming at Residents Request

110
+40 per
property

114.40
+41.60 per
property

4%

41.60

4%

Approved Premises License

Ceremony Charges
Mansion House - Monday to Thursday
Mansion House - Friday
Mansion House - Saturday (includes Premier
Package)

Approved Venue - Monday to Thursday
Approved Venue - Friday
Approved Venue - Saturday
Approved Venue - Sunday, Bank holidays
Save the Date Fee

Certificate (issued same day)
Citizenship Ceremonies
Nationality Checking
Single Adult
Single Child
Family (Husband, wife & 2 children)
Land Charges

Standard Search (LLC1 and CON29)
Street Naming

Property Naming/Renaming (does not cover newly
built properties
Single Plot Development

Confirmation of Address to Conveyancers etc.

40

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Sport & Leisure
Induction Adult *
Junior Induction*
Adult Gym Session
Junior Gym Session
Fitness Classes *
Replacement Active Newport Card
GP Referral classes
CPOD classes *
Fitness Team Member - Personal Programme
Aquatics
Adult Swim
Junior Swim
Family Swim
U17 / 60+ / Veterans Free Swim
Swim Instruction Programme
Junior 30 min class – 10weeks
Junior 60 min class - 10 Weeks *
Adult – 60 minute class - 10 Weeks *
Swim Certificate & Badge (all sites)
1-1 Swimming Coaching 30 Minutes *
1-2 Swimming Coaching 30 Minutes *
1-1 Swimming Coaching 60 Minutes *
1-2 Swimming Coaching 60 Minutes *
Lifesaving Instruction Programme (Vat Inc. Fee)
Rookie Lifeguard 10 Weeks – 60 minute class *
NARS Pool Lifeguard 10 Weeks – 60 minute class *
Racquets (Vat Inc. Fee)
Badminton Adult
Badminton Junior
Table Tennis Adult
Table Tennis Junior
Racquet Hire
Tennis Winter Season (1st Oct – 31st March) (Vat Inc.
Fee)
Indoor Court Adult (Peak 4pm – 10pm)
Indoor Court Junior (Peak 4pm-10pm)
Indoor Court Adult (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)
Indoor Court Junior (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)
Outdoor Court Adult (Peak 4pm – 10pm)
Outdoor Court Junior (Peak 4pm-10pm)
Outdoor Court Adult (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
INCREASE
£

8.80
4.40
4.23
2.10
4
2
1.50
2.50
10

12
6
4.40
2.20
4
2.10
1.50
2.50
10.50

36.36%
36.36%
4%
4.76%
0%
5%
0%
0%
5%

3.10
1.55
5
0

3.20
1.60
6
0

3.50%
3.50%
20%
0%

36
46
51
2.60
10
13
17
20

38.50
49
53
2.70
12
15
19
22

6.95%
6.52%
3.92%
3.96%
20%
15.38%
11.76%
10%

46
190

49
195

6.52%
2.63%

7.30
3.65
4
2
1.20

7.60
3.80
4.20
2.10
1.25

4.10%
4.10%
5%
5%
4%

16.50
8.26
12.40
6.20
6.70
3.35
3.60

17
8.50
12.80
6.50
7
3.50
3.80

3.03%
2.91%
3.23%
4.84%
4.48%
4.48%
5.56%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Outdoor Court Junior (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)
Tennis Summer Season (1st April – 30th Sept)
Indoor Court Adult (Peak 4pm – 10pm)
Indoor Court Junior (Peak 4pm – 10pm)
Indoor Court Adult (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)
Indoor Court Junior (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)
Outdoor Court Adult (Peak 4pm – 10pm)
Outdoor Court Junior (Peak 4pm – 10pm)
Outdoor Court Adult (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)
Outdoor Court Junior (Off Peak 7am – 4pm)
Commercial (Coach) Court Hire
ALC Tennis Court Adult
ALC Tennis Court Junior
Parties & Children’s Activities
Parties – NISV (Vat Inc. Fee)
Football Party 10 Children
Football Party 15 Children
Football Party 20 Children
Swimming Party 10 Children (Teaching Pool)
Swimming Party 15 Children (Teaching Pool)
Swimming Party 20 Children (Teaching Pool)
Swimming Party 25 Children (Teaching Pool)
Soft Play 10 Children
Soft Play 15 Children
Soft Play 20 Children
Soft Play 25 Children
Go-Kart Party (external Company)
Parties - ALC
Swimming Party 10 Children
Swimming Party 15 Children
Swimming Party 20 Children
Swimming Party 25 Children
Swimming Party 30 Children
Dance Mat Party 10 Children
Dance Mat Party 15 Children
Dance Mat Party 20 Children
Dance Mat Party 25 Children
Dance Mat Party 30 Children
Parties - NC
Soft Play - Tumbleland 10 Children
Soft Play - Tumbleland 15 Children
Soft Play - Tumbleland 20 Children

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
1.80
1.90
5.56%
10.30
5.15
8.20
4.10
7.20
3.60
5.70
2.86
10.50
5.70
2.86

10.70
5.35
8.50
4.25
7.50
3.75
6
3
11
6
3

3.88%
3.88%
3.66%
3.66%
4.17%
4.17%
5.26%
4.90%
4.76%
5.26%
4.90%

75
95
115
100
125
150
175
100
125
150
175
45

78
99
120
104
130
156
182
104
130
156
182
47.50

4%
4.21%
4.35%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
5.55%

50
62.50
75
87.50
100
50
62.50
75
87.50
100

52
65
78
91
104
52
65
78
91
104

4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%

100
125
150

104
130
156

4%
4%
4%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Soft Play - Tumbleland 25 Children
Soft Play - Tumbleland 30 Children
Soft Play - Tumbleland 35 Children
Soft Play - Tumbleland 40 Children
Swimming Party 10 Children
Swimming Party 15 Children
Swimming Party 20 Children
Swimming Party 25 Children
Swimming Party 30 Children
Swimming Party 35 Children
Swimming Party 40 Children
Swimming Party 45 Children
Swimming Party 50 Children
Go-Kart Party (external Company)
Children's Activities - NISV
Holiday Activity (per hour) *
Soccer Tots (per session) *
Mini Soccer (per session) *
Tots Tennis (per session) *
Mini Tennis (per session) *
All Girls Tennis (per hour) *
Disabilities Sports (per hour) *
Dragon Sports (per session) *
Soft Play (per session) *
Children's Activities - NC
Holiday Activity (per hour) *
Crèche 1 child (price per child) *
Tiny Tots (per child) *
Facility & Room Hire – per hour unless stated
otherwise
Newport Centre - Facility Hire
5v5 Court Adult
5v5 Court Junior
Newport Centre - Room Hire Per Hour
Main Hall Balcony (Adult)
Main Hall Balcony (Junior)
Loft*
Usk Room*
Castle Room*
Heroes*
Emlyn Rooms 1 & 2
Riverside Suite*

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
175
182
4%
200
208
4%
225
234
4%
250
260
4%
110
115
4.54%
145
151
4.14%
180
187
3.89%
215
224
4.18%
250
260
4%
285
296
3.86%
320
333
4.06%
355
370
4.23%
390
406
4.10%
45
47.50
5.56%
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60

4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%

2.60
2.60
2.60

2.60
2.60
2.60

0%
0%
0%

33.50
16.75

33.50
16.75

0%
0%

24
12
24
5
24
24
5
52

25
12.50
25
6
25
25
6
55

4.15%
4.15%
4.17%
20%
4.17%
4.17%
20%
5.77%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Main Hall events – external hire
Rehearsal / Set Up day
Pool Hire - Disability Club
Pool Hire
Line Dancing*
Newport International Sports Village – Facility Hire
South East Wales Regional Pool
Main Pool Lane Hire (Per Lane)
Main Pool Hire (Whole Pool)
Main Pool Hire (Half Pool)
Teaching Pool (All hire)
MUGA Adult
MUGA Junior
Ancillary Hall Adult
Ancillary Hall Junior
Cricket Nets (Adult)
Cricket Nets (Junior)
Wales National Velodrome
Track Prices
Track
School Rate (Off Peak 7am-4pm)
“Drop In” Adult *
“Drop In” Adult * with Bike Hire
SQT
SQT Youth
Veterans Drop In *
Veterans Drop In * with Bike Hire
Saturday Morning Youth session *
Saturday Morning Youth session * with bike hire
Track League *
Track League Youth *
Accreditation Adult *
Clear track prices
Peak
Off peak
Bike Hire
Bike storage Hooks – 12 months rental
Bike Hire - First Hour
Bike Hire - Session longer than 1 hour
Outdoor Bike Hire - Day Charge
Outdoor Bike Hire - 1 Week
Outdoor Bike Hire - 2 Weeks

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
2,060
2,300
11.65%
700
750
7.14%
40
42
5%
80
84
5%
4.60
4.60
0%

8.75
70
35
25
14
7
28
14
44.50
22.25

9.20
73.50
36.75
26
7.20
3.60
29
14.50
46.30
23.15

5.20%
5%
5%
4%
-48.59%
-48.54%
3.60%
3.54%
4.05%
4.05%

78
39
6.50
0
0
0
8.50
0
3.25
3.25
8.50
5.30
20

81
40.50
9
15
10
6.50
10
20
4
6
9
6
20

3.85%
3.85%
38.46%

195
130

200
130

2.56%
0%

80

100
5
10
6.45
16
41.60

24.99%
0%
0%
4%
3.95%
4%

6.20
15.40
40

17.65%
23.08%
84.62%
5.88%
13.21%
0%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Bike Trailer Hire per day
Gas Start Gates - 1 hour
Gas Start Dates
Motorbike (per hour)
Rider (Derney/Motorbike) (per hour)
Track Coach (per hour)*
Boccia Court Adult
Boccia Court Junior
5v5 Court Adult
5v5 Court Junior
3G Astro Pitch Full Adult
3G Astro Pitch Full Junior
3G Astro Pitch Half Adult
3G Astro Pitch Half Junior
3G Astro Pitch Football Match with changing
Newport Stadium
Stadium – Athletics
Athletics Track Club Hire per Hour
Athletics Track – School Hire Full Day Rate
Athletics Track Event Full Day Rate
Stadium - Football
Pitch hire with Lighting (Per Match)
Pitch Hire without Lighting (per match)
Room Hire
Dolphin Suite Meeting Room*
Commonwealth Suite*
International Suite*
European Suite (Dance Studio)
Spin Studio
WCU Office
John Charles Suite Stadium Meeting Room (inclusive
of staff member)*
Active Living Centre
Facility Hire
Pool Hire
Pool Lane Hire
Sports Hall Adult
Sports Hall Junior
ATP Whole Adult (Winter)
ATP Whole Junior (Winter)
ATP Half Adult (Winter)
ATP Half Junior (Winter)

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
22.60
23.50
4%
12
0%
24
0%
17
17.50
2.90%
20
25
24.99%
24
25
4.17%
7.20
7.50
4.20%
3.60
3.75
4.20%
33.50
33.50
0%
16.75
17.42
4%
52
54
3.85%
26
27
3.85%
26
27
3.85%
13
13.50
3.85%
130
135
3.85%

37.50
145
360

39
151
375

4%
4.14%
4.17%

190
145

197.60
151

4%
4.14%

14
14
22
26
26
6,515

14
14
27.60
27
27.04
TBC

0%
0%
25.46%
3.85%
4%
0%

45.60

35

-23.25%

35
8.75
33.50
16.75
42
21
21
10.50

36.80
9.20
33.50
16.75
44
22
22
11

5.12%
5.20%
-0.01%
-0.01%
4.76%
4.76%
4.76%
4.76%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Dance Studio Adult
Dance Studio Junior
MUGA Adult - ALC
MUGA Junior
Room Hire
Classroom Hire*
Glan Usk School
Main Hall*
Community Room*
Drama Room*
MUGA Adult
MUGA Junior
Astro Pitch Full Adult
Astro Pitch Full Junior
Astro Pitch Half Adult
Astro Pitch Half Junior

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
26
26
0%
13
13
0%
19
19
0%
9.50
9.50
0%
15.50

15.50

0%

40.20
15.48
21.60
18.50
9.25
43.50
21.76
21.76
10.90

41.80
16.10
22.50
19.70
9.85
44
22
22
11

3.97%
4%
4.18%
6.46%
6.50%
1.15%
1.14%
1.10%
1%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Belle Vue Park
Room Hire (vat ex.)
Community Groups/Charities*
Business Hire*
Wedding Photography - Annual Permit
Bandstand Per Events*
Wedding Hire - Ceremony & Reception
Wedding Ceremony Only
Wedding Reception only
Belle Vue Park - Residential Lodge Rent
Sport & Leisure Pitch Hire
Football
Pitch Only (Adult) (per match/pitch) summer and
winter
Pitch & 1 x Changing (Adult) (per all sports summer
and winter
Changing Room (per team)
Seasonal Football Charge Exclusive Use – Football
Pitch Only
Seasonal Football charge Exclusive Use - Football Pitch
& changing
Seasonal Football Charge Priority - Pitch Only
Seasonal Football Charge Priority - Pitch & changing
Seasonal Football Charge Standard - Pitch Only
Seasonal Football Charge Standard - Pitch & Changing
Seasonal Football Charge General Use - Sunday sides Pitch only
Seasonal Football Charge General Use - Sunday sides Pitch & Changing
Rugby
Rugby - Exclusive Use Pitch & Changing
Rugby - Exclusive Pitch Only
Rugby - Standard Pitch
Rugby - Standard Pitch & Changing
Events
Charity Events (discretionary)
Commercial Events per day (discretionary)
Bowls (Including use of Pavilion)
Competitive Matches per rink (one off events only)
Season ticket (Adult)
Caerleon Golf Course
Driving Range
Academy Course Adult

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
INCREASE
£

12.60
25.20
75
43.20
480
400
320
420

13
26
78
45
499
416
333
437

3.20%
3.18%
4%
4.17%
3.96%
4%
4.06%
4.05%

30

31

3.33%

38

39.50

3.93%

10

10.50

5%

895

930

3.91%

1,020

1,060

3.92%

470
575
340
460

489
598
354
478

4.04%
4%
4.12%
3.91%

310

322.50

4.04%

390

406

4.10%

1,020
895
340
460

1,060
930
354
478

3.92%
3.91%
4.12%
3.91%

120
240

125
250

4.17%
4.16%

20
150

21
156

5%
4%

2.50
4

2.50
4

0%
0%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Academy Course Junior
9 Hole Weekday Adult
9 Hole Weekend Adult
18 Hole Weekday Adult
18 Hole Weekend Adult
Integrated Swim Programme Monthly DD
(Vat inc. Fee )
Dolphins*
Sharks*
Junior Development*
Junior Masters*
Masters*
Junior Performance*
Newport Performance*
Junior Water polo*
Water polo*
Regional*
Fitness Memberships
Monthly DD
Freelance Personal Trainer Membership
Active Adult
Active 60
Active Employee
Active Public Corporate Sector
Active Adult Concession
Active Student
Active Junior
Active Adult Off Peak
Active Underwood
Stepping Stones
Classes Only
1 Month upfront
Active Adult
3 Months upfront
Active Adult
Active 60
Active Adult Concession
Active Student
Active Junior
Active Adult Off Peak
Super Saver Annual

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
2
2
0%
7
7.50
7.20%
9
9.50
5.50%
10.50
8.50
-19.09%
13
10.50
-19.21%

18
22.65
29
20.10
20.10
37
47
20.10
20.10
58.70

18.70
23.60
30
21
21
38.50
48.90
21
21
61

3.89%
4.19%
3.45%
4.48%
4.48%
4.05%
4.04%
4.48%
4.48%
3.92%

144
34
20.40
18.40
28
18.40
18.40
17
21.50
18.40
18.40
30

150
34
20.40
18.40
28
18.40
18.40
17
21.50
0
18.40
30

4.16%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
-100%
0%
0%

40

40

0%

102
61.20
55.20
55.20
51
64.50

102
61.20
55.20
55.20
51
64.50

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Active Adult
Active 60
Active Employee
Active Adult Concession
Active Student
Active Junior
Active Adult Off Peak

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
306
306
0%
183.60
183.60
0%
165.60
165.60
0%
165.60
165.60
0%
165.60
165.60
0%
153
153
0%
193
193
0%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Golf Annual
Annual Adult
Annual Concession
Annual Junior
Annual Junior Academy Course Only
Adult Academy including Range
Annual Junior Academy Course including Range
Library Service
Fines (per day)
Overdue Administration Adult
Replacement Library Card
Lost Books and other items
Hire of Music Items
Hire of DVD adult
Hire of DVD children
Hire of Talking Books
Charge for late return of Talking Books
Reservation Fees
Interlibrary Loan
Public Access to Computers
Materials Fee
Photocopies
Microfilm/fiche
Computer printout
Family History Research
Hire of Rooms
Lamination
Video Conferencing suite
Transporter Bridge
Visitor Admission including access to high level per
day
Day Visit Concession - Children only
Charity Hires for Zip slides and Abseiling events
Single Crossing (per crossing)
Single Crossing – Child (per crossing)
Return Crossing
Return Crossing - Child
Theatre & Arts
Commercial
Conference/meeting use
The Riverfront Theatre (per 4 hour block)
The Studio Theatre (per 4 hour block)

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
INCREASE
£

285
200
85
40
90
70

296.40
208
88
42
94
73

4%
4%
3.53%
5%
4.44%
4.29%

27p
28p
3.50
Note
0
0
0
1.20
27p
0
0
0
2.50
0
1
0
25
13
0
0

28p
29p
3.60

3.70%
3.45%
2.86%

0
0
0
1.25
28p
0
0
0
2.60
0
1
0
25.50
13.50
0
0

2.50

2.75

10%

1.50
50
1
0.50

1.75
52
1
0.50
1.50
1

16.67%
4%
0%
0%

560
235

585
245

4.46%
4.26%

3.70%
4.17%
3.70%

4%
0%
0%
0%
2%
3.85%
0%
0%

SERVICE AREA: LEISURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Dance Studio (per hour)
Conference Room (per hour)
Studio 1 (per hour)
Studio 2 (per hour)
Studio 3 (per hour)
Recording Studio (starting rate per hour)
Performance charges
The Riverfront Theatre (per 4 hour block)
The Studio Theatre (per 4 hour block)
Community
Conference/meeting use
The Riverfront Theatre (per 4 hour block)
The Studio Theatre (per 4 hour block)
Dance Studio (per hour)
Conference Room (per hour)
Studio 1 (per hour)
Studio 2 (per hour)
Studio 3 (per hour)
Recording Studio (Starting rate per hour)
Performance charges
The Riverfront Theatre (for the whole day from 10)
The Studio Theatre (for the whole day from 10)
Museum & Art Gallery income - Various
Educational Publications UK Rights
"
"
World Rights
Commercial Publications & websites UK Rights
"
"
"
World Rights
Publication Jacket, Covers & Homepages UK Rights
"
"
"
"
World
Rights
Television Flash Fees
UK Rights
"
"
"
World Rights
Digital Image 300 dpi
Ship Project
Staff Consultancy & Training services (per hour)
Staff Consultancy & Training services (per day)
Faro Arm Rental (per day)

CURRENT PROPOSED
%
CHARGE
CHARGE
INCREASE
£
£
34
36
5.88%
34
36
5.88%
32
34
6.25%
30
32
6.67%
22
24
9.09%
17
18
5.88%
550
235

580
250

5.45%
6%

400
170
24
24
22
20
15
14

420
185
26
26
24
22
18
15

5%
8.82%
8.33%
8.33%
8.33%
9.09%
20%
7.14%

985
375

995
390

1.02%
4%

15
30
30
60
70

16
32
32
65
75

7%
7%
7%
8%
7%

145

155

7%

70
140
5

75
150
5.50

7%
7%
10%

20
150
50

35
250
70

75%
67%
40%

SERVICE AREA: EDUCATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Education - Schools (Nurseries)
Education - Inclusion & Improvement
Education - Resource & Planning

CURRENT
CHARGE
£
0
0
£2.26

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£
0
0
£2.29

%
INCREASE
0%
0%
0%

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Public Protection Environmental Health
Trading Standards
EAR PIERCING, ACUPUNCTURE, ELECTROLYSIS
AND TATTOOING-REGISTRATION
Premises
Practitioners
Tattoo Convention - Premises
Tattoo Convention - Practitioners
CERTIFICATE FOR VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF
FOOD
Voluntary Surrender Certificate
(for first half hour and for every additional half
hour or part thereof plus VAT)
Collection and Disposal
(To be determined by weight and cost of disposal)
EXPORT HEALTH CERTIFICATES
Per Certificate
Per visit for up to three certificates
For each individual certificate
SEX SHOP
Application Fee – deducted from Full Fee [nonrefundable]
LOCAL LAND SEARCHES IN RESPECT OF
CONTAMINATED LAND ETC. [OTHER THAN THOSE
UNDER THE LOCAL LAND CHARGES ACT 1975]
(for first half hour and for every additional half
hour or part thereof)
UK ENTRANCE CLEARANCE - PREMISES
INSPECTION
GAMBLING ACT 2005 – VARIOUS LICENCE /
PERMIT FEES
(As per the Statutory maximum)

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£

%
INCREASE

147
110
112
28

153
115
117
29

4%
4%
4%
4%

47

49

4%

TBC

TBC

4%

113
74
37
1,550
425

117
77
39
1,610
440

4%
4%
4%
4%

71

74

4%

112

117

4%

As per
Statutory
Maximum

As per
Statutory
Maximum

HOUSES IN MULTIPLE OCCUPATION LICENSING FEES
i. Initial Licence

840

New charging schemes to
be agreed by separate
Cabinet Member Report

ii. Renewal of Licence

682

As above

iii. Initial Licence and Renewal – Accredited
Landlords

550

As above

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
HOUSING ACT 2004 NOTICE FEES
WORK IN DEFAULT
Each additional notice served at the same time
charged at 35%
Fee charged by the contractor plus 20%*
*Fee charged plus “officer time” charge (up to a
max. of the above charge) where EH Manager
agrees defaulter has special circumstances.
PORT HEALTH SANATATION CERTIFICATES
PORT HEALTH – WATER SAMPLING
i. Drinking water – Microbiological (First Sample)
(Plus VAT)
ii. Drinking water – Microbiological (Each
subsequent sample) (Plus VAT)
iii Legionella water sample (First sample) (Plus
VAT)
iv Legionella water sample (each subsequent
sample) (Plus VAT)

%
PROPOSED
CURRENT
INCREASE
CHARGE
CHARGE
£
£
385 New charging schemes to
be agreed by separate
Cabinet Member Report

46

48

4%

20

21

4%

60

63

4%

34

35

4%

PORT HEALTH – ORGANIC FOOD IMPORT
CERTIFICATE

50

52

4%

HEALTH & SAFETY - SWIMMING POOL/SPA POOL
RESAMPLES FOLLOWING UNSATISFACTORY
RESULT (Plus VAT)

57

59

4%

71
100*
500*

74
100*
500*

4%
0%
0%

71
26

74
27

4%
4%

110
71
100*
25*
100*
500*

115
74
100*
25*
100*
500*

4%
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%

71
128

74
133

4%
4%

PRIVATE WATER SUPPLIES
i. Commercial supplies
Sampling
Analysis (Check)
Analysis (Audit)
ii. Domestic Supplies (>1 dwelling)
Sampling
Analysis
iii. Domestic Supplies (1 dwelling)
Risk Assessment
Sampling
Grant of an authorisation
Analysis (taken under regulation 10)
Analysis (Check)
Analysis (Audit)
iv. Private Distribution Systems
Sampling
Analysis
* Maximum permitted by regulation

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£

%
INCREASE

Animal Welfare/Dog/Pest Control Fees
[a] Riding Establishments
Up to 10 horses
102
106
4%
11 to 20 horses
124
129
4%
21 to 30 horses
132
137
4%
[b] Animal Boarding Establishments
Pet Sitters
36
38
4%
Up to 25 animals
115
120
4%
25 to 50 animals
132
137
4%
Over 51 animals
154
160
4%
[c] Pet Shops
96
100
4%
[d] Dangerous Wild Animals
442
460
4%
[e] Dog Breeding Establishments
96
100
4%
[f] Zoo Licence
843
877
4%
[For [a] to [f] above, in addition to the licence fee, the licensee to pay the Council’s veterinary
fees]
[g] Pest Control (all plus VAT)
Mice in domestic premises
46
48
4%
Mice Site Visit No Treatment
21
22
4%
Rats Initial Visit and 1 Revisit
37
39
4%
Rats Second and Subsequent Visit
5
6
4%
Fleas (3 Bedrooms)
60
62
4%
Fleas (4 Bedrooms+)
68
71
4%
Wasps/Bees Phone Call Advice
Free
Free
Wasps Dusted Treatment
59
61
4%
Wasps Site Visit No Treatment
21
22
4%
Bumble Bees Treatment
59
61
4%
Bumble Bees Site Visit No Treatment
21
22
4%
Honey Bees Treatment
59
61
4%
Honey Bees Site Visit No Treatment
21
22
4%
Solitary Bees Site Visit No Treatment
21
22
4%
Bedbugs (3 Bedrooms)
60
62
4%
Bedbugs (4 Bedrooms+)
68
71
4%
Bedbugs and Fleas Revisit
21
22
4%
Cockroaches Initial Visit and 1 Revisit
60
62
4%
Cockroaches Second and Subsequent Visit
21
22
4%
Others (Insects; Rodents; Squirrels; Birds)
37
38
4%
Rodents in Business Premises ** (per hour)
84
87
4%
Insects in Business Premises
90
94
4%
*Where occupier is receiving Income Support; Job Seeker’s Allowance or equivalent - to pay
50%

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
%
PROPOSED
CURRENT
INCREASE
CHARGE
CHARGE
£
£
** Business/private contracts – where there is a need for a client to receive on-going
preventative work a bespoke contract will be set up on a case-by-case basis
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

[h] Dog Kennelling Services
Dogs reclaimed on the day the dog was picked up
by 17:00 hours (no overnight stay at the kennels)
(Includes statutory fee and kennel and
accommodation costs)
Dogs reclaimed after one overnight stay

Dogs reclaimed after two overnight stays

Dogs reclaimed after three overnight stays

Dogs reclaimed after four overnight stays

Dogs reclaimed after five overnight stays

Dogs reclaimed after six overnight stays

Dogs reclaimed after seven overnight stays

Dog re-homing fee
Tagging – includes VAT
Removal from home and disposal (Dogs handed
over)

45 Chipped
50 Not
Chipped

47 Chipped
52 Not
Chipped

4%

55 Chipped
60 Not
Chipped
65 Chipped
70 Not
Chipped
75 Chipped
80 Not
Chipped
85 Chipped
90 Not
Chipped
95 Chipped
100 Not
Chipped
95 Chipped
100 Not
Chipped
105 Chipped
110 Not
Chipped
100
13
45

57 Chipped
62 Not
Chipped
67 Chipped
72 Not
Chipped
78 Chipped
83 Not
Chipped
88 Chipped
93 Not
Chipped
99 Chipped
104 Not
Chipped
99 Chipped
104 Not
Chipped
105 Chipped
110 Not
Chipped
104
14
47

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%
4%
4%

Where the dog has required expenditure due to issues such as veterinary treatments the cost
of such will be recovered
Should an owner claim their dog and require the kennels to look after it for an extended
period a charge of £11 per night will apply
If another body authorised to deal with stray dogs utilises the dog kennels a kennelling fee will
apply
[i] Fireworks – All year sales licence - All year
500
500
4%
sales licence- set at statutory maximum

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

%
INCREASE

Planning and Development
Building Control Fees
Various Fees based on size and type of building. 4 % Increase proposed. Examples of typical
charges (excluding VAT).
Single storey extension floor area not exceeding
10m2
i) Plan charge
ii) Inspection charge
iii) building notice charge
Two storey Extension exceeding 40m2 but not
exceeding 100m2
i) Plan charge
ii) Inspection charge
iii) building notice charge
Creation of New Dwelling
i) Plan charge
ii) Inspection charge
iii) building notice charge
Internal alterations
i) cost of works <£2000
ii) cost of works £2001 to £5000
iii) cost of works > £5000
Safety at Sports Grounds Certificate
Safety at Sports Grounds renewal
Letter of acceptance to AIs
Preliminary enquiries (% of plan fee)
Dangerous Structures (per hour)
Demolition Notice
Development Management Fees (various based
on scale of development)
Pre-application advice (various based on scale of
development)

119.15
191.35
310.50

125
200
325

4.90%
4.50%
4.70%

119.15
325.90
445.05

125
341.67
466.67

4.90%
4.80%
4.80%

173.88
405.72
579.60

208.33
416.67
625

19.81%
2.70%
7.80%

124.20
193.20
234.60
-

130
200
250
1,300
500
20
50%

4%
4%
4%
New fee
New fee
New fee
New fee

-

70
130

New fee
New fee
2%

TBC

TBC

PROPERTY SERVICES
Market Rents (various based on size of stall and
facilities)
Civic Centre Room Hire
Council Chamber (per session)
Council Chamber (per day)
Committee Room 1 (per session)
Committee Room 1 (per day)
Committee Room 2 (per session)
Committee Room 2 (per day)

2%

65
205
35
105
25
75

68
213
36
109
26
78

4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

CURRENT
CHARGE
£
25
75
25
75
20
60
60
180
12.50
9
9
9
5
4
4
5
55

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£
26
78
26
78
21
62
62
187
13
9.40
9.40
5.20
5.20
4.20
4.20
5.40
57.20

%
INCREASE

Committee Room 3 (per session)
4%
Committee Room 3 (per day)
4%
Committee Room 4 (per session)
4%
Committee Room 4 (per day)
4%
Committee Room 5 (per session)
4%
Committee Room 5 (per day)
4%
Committee Room 7 (per session)
4%
Committee Room 7 (per day)
4%
Equipment Hire
4%
Digital Projector
4%
Television
4%
Video
4%
OHP
4%
Screen
4%
Flipchart Stand
4%
Slide Projector
4%
Full facilities in Committee Room 7 including staff
4%
assistance
Council Chamber Microphones
27.50
28.60
4%
Council Chamber 1 Microphone
12
12.50
4%
Civic Centre Charging Eligibility
Full Charge
1 Industrial or Business Organisations
2 Organisations whose members are engaged in trade, business or professional practice
(other than student associations)
3 Statutory official or Government Bodies including Local Government except where
reciprocal arrangements apply
Half Price
Political, Social or Trade Union Groups not included under full price or Free
Free (this only applies to evening sessions)
1 Organisations devoted exclusively to charitable causes
2 Societies for the handicapped
3 Organisations for promotion of recreational activities for young people.
4 Trade Union Branches whose members are employed by Newport City Council
5 Any political group meetings of Councillors and invited guests are free of charge (provided
that not more than 25 % of the people attending the political group meetings are nonCouncillors).
NB Any registered charities chaired by the Mayor of Newport can use the meeting rooms free
of charge at any time
Community Centres Room Hire
CAERLEON TOWN HALL
Non Profit Making/ Voluntary Organisations (per Hour)
9.60
4.35%
Town Hall
9.20
7.50
3.45%
Memorial Hall
7.25

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Council Chamber
Hire of Kitchen
Special Events
First Floor
Small Group Organisations (per hour)
Town Hall
Memorial Hall
Council Chamber
Hire of Kitchen
Special Events
First Floor
Commercial/ Business (per hour)
Town Hall
Memorial Hall
Council Chamber
Hire of Kitchen
Special Events
First Floor
Ringland Community Centre
Non Profit Making/ Voluntary Organisations (per
Hour)
Main Hall
Meeting Rooms
Hire of Kitchen

CURRENT
CHARGE
£
7.25
5.55

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£
7.50
5.80

%
INCREASE

9.20

9.60

4.35%

11.70
9.20
9.20
6.40

12.20
9.60
9.60
6.70

4.27%
4.35%
4.35%
4.69%

11.70

12.20

4.27%

14.45
11.70
11.70
7.50

15
12.20
12.20
7.80

3.81%
4.27%
4.27%
4%

12.70

13.20

3.94%

9.20
7.25
5.55

9.60
7.50
5.80

4.35%
3.45%
4.50%

Special Events (all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)
12.30
Changing Rooms
11.80
Small Group Organisations (per hour)
12.20
Main Hall
11.70
9.60
Meeting Rooms
9.20
6.70
Hire of Kitchen
6.40
Special Events (all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)
12.30
Changing Rooms
11.80
Commercial/ Business (per hour)
15
Main Hall
14.45
12.20
Meeting Rooms
11.70
7.80
Hire of Kitchen
7.50
Special Events (all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)
12.30
Changing Rooms
11.80
Bettws Day Centre
Non Profit Making/ Voluntary Organisations (per
Hour)

3.45%
4.50%

4.24%
4.27%
4.35%
4.69%
4.24%
3.81%
4.27%
4%
4.24%

SERVICE AREA: REGENERATION & REGULATION
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Main Hall
Day Club
Hire of Kitchen

CURRENT
CHARGE
£
9.20
7.25
5.55

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£
9.60
7.50
5.80

%
INCREASE
4.35%
3.45%
4.50%

Special Events (all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)
Small Group Organisations (per hour)
12.20
Main Hall
11.70
9.60
Day Club
9.20
6.70
Hire of Kitchen
6.40

4.27%
4.35%
4.69%

Special Events (all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)
Commercial/ Business (per hour)
15
Main Hall
14.45
12.20
Day Club
11.70
7.80
Hire of Kitchen
7.50

3.81%
4.27%
4%

Mary Dunn
Non Profit Making/ Voluntary Organisations (per
Hour)
11.10
Main Hall
10.65
8.80
Training Room
8.50
5.80
Hire of Kitchen
5.55
Special Events ( all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)
Small Group Organisations (per hour)
13.80
Main Hall
13.30
11.10
Training Room
10.65
6.70
Hire of Kitchen
6.45
Special Events ( all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)
Commercial/ Business (per hour)
15
Main Hall
14.45
12.20
Training Room
11.70
7.80
Hire of Kitchen
7.50
Special Events ( all weekend and large event charges to be set by Malpas Court)

4.23%
3.53%
4.50%

3.76%
4.23%
3.88%

3.81%
4.27%
4%

SERVICE AREA: STREET SCENE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£

%
INCREASE

Cemeteries
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OF BURIAL AND ISSUE OF DEED AND MARKER
Please NOTE: Headstone Permit must be purchased with grave space and a charge of
£300.00 is included with full grave space and £155.00 for a cremated remains space.
Standard Grave space not exceeding 2.15m x
0.76m (30’’) including Headstone Permit
872
907
Grave space exceeding 0.76m (30”) width but less
than 0.92m (36”) including Headstone
Grave space exceeding 0.92m (36”) width (double
plot required) including Headstone
Purchase of two Grave Spaces to accommodate
Fibreglass Burial Cube, including Headstone
Cremated remains in Garden of Rest – grave
space not exceeding 0.23m x 0.92m
Including tablet/stone permit
Stillborn or child not exceeding one month
INTERMENTS – INCLUDING USE OF GRASS MATS
AS NECESSARY
Stillborn child or child not exceeding one month
Child one month to sixteen years
Persons exceeding sixteen years
Interment of second person in grave space on
same day
Cremated remains in Full Grave Space
Cremated remains in Garden of Rest
Interment of second person cremated remains in
same space on same day
Scattering of Ashes
Scattering of Ashes of second person at same
time

4%

872

907

4%

1,422

1,479

4%

1,444

1,502

4%

415
260
No Charge

432
270
No Charge

4%
4%

No Charge
No Charge
946

No Charge
No Charge
984

4%

150
208
208

156
216
216

4%
4%
4%

50
114

52
119

4%
4%

50

52

4%

SERVICE AREA: STREET SCENE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
HEADSTONES AND TABLETS – INCLUDING ALL
INSCRIPTIONS
Headstone Installation (permit only for burials
before April 2013) £300.00 ALL PERMIT COSTS
NOW INCLUDED WITH EXCLUSIVE RIGHT

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

%
INCREASE

Inc. above

Inc. above

1,379

1,434

4%

145

151

4%

1,196

1,244

4%

120

125

4%

Inc. above

Inc. above

10
668

10.40
695

4%
4%

685

712

4%

2
1

5
1.50

250%
50%

35
100
340
340
340
215

36
104
354
354
354
224

4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%

300

312

4%

160

167

4%

120
80

83

4%

Pavement Cafe - Charge for table plus 4 chairs

110

114

4%

Application to erect sign
Traffic Sign – Application to extend for excess
12months

175

182

4%

30

31

4%

Columbaria Sanctum 200 Units – above ground
Second and Subsequent Interment Sanctum 2000
Units
Columbaria Sanctum II Units – below ground
Second and Subsequent Interment Sanctum II
Units
Tablet – Garden of Rest(permit only for burials
before April 2013) £155
ALL PERMIT COSTS INCLUDED WITH THE
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT
OTHER SERVICES AND ITEMS
Administrative research of Burial records (per
30min period)
Provision of Fibreglass Burial Cube
Provision of BROXAP Bench (£390) and Concrete
Plinth (£260) (when available)
TRANSPORT HIGHWAYS AND GREEN SERVICES
COMMUNITY TRANSPORT FEES
Community Transport Scheme – Membership fee
Community Transport Scheme - Journey Fee
RASWA
Skip licence
Unauthorised Skips
Private works: New apparatus Sec 50
Sec 50 – Single Dwelling new apparatus
Sec 50 – Licence for repair or replace
Sec 50 inspection – repair or replace
Sec 50 inspection of excavations >200m long (per
200m)
Tower Crane over sailing the Highway Licence: 10
Working days’ Notice required.
Road Space Booking
Vehicle Crossing Inspections

SERVICE AREA: STREET SCENE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION
PARKING
Residents parking permits
Bus service departure Fees
Car Park Charges
Allotment Rents

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£

CURRENT
CHARGE
£
15

%
INCREASE

16

4%

£20 per
annum +£3
per perch

various
£21 per
annum
+£3.10 per
perch

4%

1.70 per sack

1.77 per sack

4%

6

7

8%

0.50
various

WASTE COLLECTION
Trade waste collection
Bulky: Collection

Social Services

SERVICE DESCRIPTION
Part III Residential Homes (£/week)
Blaen-y-Pant
Parklands
Hillside
Spring Gardens
Respite Facilities
New Willows (£ per week)
Oaklands (£ per night) Inter Authority Charges
Day Services (£/Day) Inter Authority Charges
Kensington Court Day Centre
Baneswell Day Centre
Brynglas ATC
Parklands Day Centre
Ringland RU
Hillside Resource Centre
Spring Gardens Resource Centre
Ringwood House
Capel Court
Glyn Anwen
Supported Housing for LD clients (£/week)
Domiciliary Services (£/hour)
Family Aide
Kensington Court Day Centre
Baneswell Day Centre
Brynglas ATC
Parklands Day Centre
Ringland RU
Hillside Resource Centre
Spring Gardens Resource Centre
Ringwood House
Meal Income (per meal)
Kensington Court
Brynglas ATC
Ringwood House
Blaen-y-pant
Parklands
Spring Gardens
Hillside
Residential - Provided by External Providers
Non-Residential - Provided by External Providers
Direct Payments

CURRENT
CHARGE
£

PROPOSED
CHARGE
£

%
INCREASE

455.80
507.15
507.15
507.15

464.92
517.29
517.29
517.29

2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%

1418.48
241.00

1446.85
245.82

2.00%
2.00%

36.25
17.16
48.30
36.25
40.27
59.84
59.84
100.31
36.25
36.25
1132.85
12.17
11.92
36.25
17.16
48.30
36.25
40.27
59.84
59.84
100.31

36.98
0.00
49.27
36.98
41.08
61.04
61.04
0.00
36.25
36.25
1149.84
12.23
12.16
36.98
0.00
49.27
36.98
41.08
61.04
61.04
0.00

2.00%
-100.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
-100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.50%
0.50%
2.00%
2.00%
-100.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
2.00%
-100.00%

2.49
2.54
2.00%
2.49
2.54
2.00%
2.49
2.54
2.00%
2.49
2.54
2.00%
2.49
2.54
2.00%
2.49
2.54
2.00%
2.49
2.54
2.00%
Where services are provided by external
providers the charges made are based on
actual costs paid to providers (after
income assessment has been made).

SUMMARY TABLE OF PROJECTS NOT REQUIRING A PROPOSAL SUMMARY DOCUMENT
Unique
ID
2
3
4
7

Description
Centralise Marketing Budget (year 2)
Review of Mail and Print Service across the
Authority
Various Corporate Services Departments
Leaders Office

9
10
12

Training and Development
Occupational Health
Long Service Awards

13
14
15
16

HR Payroll Team
Policy and Performance
Partnerships
Fairness/Equalities/Citizens Panel/Community
Plan
Communications and Marketing
Mail and Print Services
Information Governance
Internal Audit
Payments
Revenue’s, Benefits and Council Tax
Sponsorship of Roundabouts
Filming on Council Property
Business Grants
Regeneration & Regulatory Services
Administration Support
Reduced Supplies and Service Budgets
Voluntary Redundancy

17
19
20
23
24
25
65
70
74
77
79
84

Service
Corporate

R&R/Street Scene

Social Services

85

Voluntary Redundancy

86
87
88
91

Voluntary Sector Grants
Contract Savings
Looked After Children Contract Budget
Deletion of p/t Youth Offending Service
administrative post
Non staffing budgets from Baneswell and
Ringland Resource Units
Review of all non-core supplies and service
budgets
Professional Fees
ABACUS System

92
93
94
96
107

Close Gap List

5% Council Tax

Rationale
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Removal of vacant post – no
impact
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction and
decision already taken
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Decision already taken
Decision already taken
Decision already taken
Removal of vacant post – no
impact
Budget reduction
Removal of vacant post – no
impact
Removal of vacant post – no
impact
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Removal of vacant post – no
impact
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Budget reduction
Removal of vacant post – no
impact
Budget Reduction

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 1
Gwent Crematorium - This decision will be made by the Joint Committee and not any of the individual
Authorities. The Gwent Crematorium is operated by a Joint Committee on behalf of the five constituent
Authorities of Gwent. Each year the Joint committee approve a distribution of the surplus achieved to
each constituent Authority. Newport acts as the lead Authority advising the Joint Committee on all
aspects of finance and benchmark the cost of cremation with other Authorities. The current fees are
below the Welsh average and therefore there is scope to increase these fees which will result in an
increased distribution to all Authorities in the future. This income is currently budgeted at £80,000 but an
expected distribution of £200,000 in 2014/15 is a reasonable expectation.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
120

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please
detail

0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The Gwent Crematorium is operated by a Joint Committee on behalf of the five constituent Authorities of
Gwent. Each year the Joint committee approve a distribution of the surplus achieved to each constituent
Authority. Newport acts as the lead Authority advising the Joint Committee on all aspects of finance and
benchmark the cost of cremation with other Authorities. The current fees are below the Welsh average
and therefore there is scope to increase the distribution to all authorities in the future. This income is
currently budgeted at £80k but an expected distribution of £200k in 2014/15 is a reasonable expectation.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There is no impact on front line services or staff numbers. There will be an increase in costs to the Public.
The proposed fee increases are unlikely to have any impact on the demand for the service as the number
of cremations has remained constant over the past 10 years. The increased fees would still be at an
average level compared with other Welsh authorities and cremation fees generally would still be cheaper
than burial fees.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Proposal to increase fees from April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was completed for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 5
Legal Services - Reduce supplies and service budgets £24,000 & delete the following posts:
Commercial Solicitor £49,000
Part-time Admin Assistant £8,000
Part-time Conveyancing Assistant £12,000

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
93

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

20

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Posts have been held vacant to contribute to the in-year savings required in 2013/14 so will not incur any
additional cost to remove.
Permanently deleting 1.9 FTE without a reduction in caseload will increase pressure on the service.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Reduction of 1.9 FTE
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation completed by April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 6
Members Neighbourhood Allowances - Discretionary spend allocated to each Member to fund individual
requests from individuals or organisations within the Newport area. The requests are one off in nature and
do not permanently fund any on-going projects.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
25

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
This Corporate Efficiency Proposal is to cut discretionary spend allocated to each Member to fund individual
requests from individuals or organisations within the Newport area. The requests are one off in nature and
do not permanently fund any on-going projects.
Analysis shows that the allowances are allocated for a number of different purposes within each ward,
including Sport, Culture and heritage, Environmental, Social welfare and community purposes. There is no
element of recurring funding and allocation depends upon competing demands within each area. Each
Councillor will determine which applications they wish to support and, subject to the expenditure being
lawfully incurred in relation to Council functions, there is no restriction on its use.
The total allowances amount to £50,000 per year- an amount of £1,000 is allocated to each Member. No
impact on service delivery and there will not be any disproportionate impact on any single group in the
community, particularly as the average individual grants are, on average, only £150 in value.
There has been close financial monitoring of the allocation of grants, and monitoring to ensure that the grant
recipients and projects are in line with the objectives of the Authority. Alternative sources of funding are
widely available through National Lottery etc. Individual Groups can be directed to other sources of grant
funding, appropriate to their objectives
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

Local groups and individuals who have previously benefited from small donations can only use the funding for
specific one-off items of expenditure.

They do not receive continuing grant funding and have no entitlement or expectation of further funding year
on year. As such, there are no individuals or groups who will be disproportionally impacted by the proposal.
There will not be any impact on staff numbers.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Proposal will be implemented April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment has been completed and indicates there will not be a
disproportionate impact on any individuals with protected characteristics such as Age, Race, Disability or
Gender. The allocation from Members may not have benefitted individuals and groups of people equally,
although the money was allocated fairly on the basis of ward area.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 8
Human Resources - Delete both parts of a job share HR Training Officer post £30,000, reduction in supplies
and services £2,000 and additional income from collaboration £18,000.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
50
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

20

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
1 FTE job share staff reduction (0.4 vacant, 0.6 filled). The centralisation of IT Training function moving from
C&IS to P&T and being incorporated into the existing Training and Development function has provided
economies of scale and more robust service provision.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Reduction of 1 FTE HR Training Officer post will not have any impact on front line services.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation completed by April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No fairness and equalities impact assessment was required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 11
Health & Safety - Delete one Health & Safety Assistant post £29,000. Reduction in supplies and services
budgets £2,000.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
31
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
1 FTE staff reduction. Existing and anticipated additional workloads on the team will need to be absorbed, but
will lead to a greater lead time.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Reduction of 1 FTE Health & Safety Assistant post will not have any impact on front line services.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation completed by April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT –
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 18
IT services - Restructure of IT services. Estimated reduction of 4 FTE leading to a saving of £115,000, via
voluntary redundancy.
Renegotiation of various contractual licenses reflecting the reduction in the size of the Council and
subsequent reduced demand on IT Service. Consolidation of IT software with fewer suppliers leading to
economies of scale £209,000. General reductions are supplies and services budgets £9,000.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
333

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

73

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
A reduction of 4 FTE staff (2 vacant, 2 filled). These reductions will restrict the ability of the service to
respond to front line service user queries and support the Change programme in service areas.
Rationalising the number of software products could limit the ability to use the best product on the market.
The staffing savings are achievable because of changes to the way the Council procures goods and services
which has a positive impact on IT.
However, given the relatively small size of the service, any reduction in resources will inevitably have an
impact of service delivery. The nature of IT support is such that when things go wrong all staff contribute to
resolving the problem (from technical input to providing communications) and this will result in fewer staff to
undertake these roles. Whilst the service will do everything it can to maintain quality, it may take longer for
some issues to be resolved.
Consideration should be given to the potential loss in productivity experienced while problems are being
resolved.
The other savings here are achieved in the main through contract renegotiation based on reducing number of
users.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Reduction of 4 FTE will be achieved by offering Voluntary Redundancy to the post holders affected. The
service has been reviewed to ensure that a viable service can still be provided to frontline staff.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation completed by April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there would be a positive impact overall for
customers/service users with all types of protected characteristics such Disability, Race, Age and Gender. The
assessment also indicated the proposal could have a positive impact on making Newport more or less fair, for
local areas of the city, for promoting good community relations and promoting equality.
We will do this by ensuring IT Projects to consider the needs of staff with a disability when developing and
implementing new IT systems to ensure access to the system for all staff

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 21
Customer Services - The software licenses for telephony and communications have migrated as part of the
PSBA solution for the Authority which means individual voice and data communications contracts can be
cancelled. Removal of contingency budget for IT hardware and software established during implementation
of the Face to Face centre and the transfer of the Contact Centre, which is no longer required as the two
services have been operating successfully without the need for this budget £95,000.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
95

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

0

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Removal of all contingency budgets in the new and dynamic service area such as the Information Station
reduces the ability to develop without securing specific funding in the future.
The ability of the award winning Customer Services section to continue to provide a first class service and
continually improve will be harder to sustain without the flexibility to develop.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

Removal of development budgets will lead to restrictions in the ability to quickly adapt the service to
changing customer needs and maintain the levels of service delivery previously attained.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation completed by April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there would be a positive impact overall for
customers/service users with all types of protected characteristics such Disability, Race, Age and Gender, but
may have a negative impact on some groups of staff. The assessment also indicated the proposal could have
a positive impact on making Newport more or less fair, for local areas of the city, for promoting good
community relations and promoting equality.
We will mitigate the impact by adhering to the Council’s Welsh Language Policy, Job Security Policy and
accessible web content.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL- 22
Joint Procurement Unit- Restructure the unit to continue to provide a service to the three authorities of
Newport, Monmouth and Torfaen but at a reduced cost. All post holders have now been redeployed
following implementation. This results in a net saving of £22,000.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
22
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

0

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The review of the service redeployed all bar one post holders to alternative vacant posts within the Authority.
The service was previously holding vacant posts. It is possible to delete all vacant posts (4FTE) leaving one
post to continue to provide a reduced service to the three Local Authorities. The recharge for this service has
been agreed with the other two Authorities for 2014/15 onwards.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Reduced service provision to each of the three Local Authorities at a reduced shared cost.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation completed by April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed for this proposal indicates there will not be any
impact which disproportionately affects individuals with protected characteristics such as Race, Age, Gender
and Disability. The assessment also concludes it is difficult to determine any impact on in making Newport
more or less fair; in addressing local area deprivation; promoting community cohesion and equality; and,
eliminating discrimination.
In order to mitigate any negative impact occurring, each procurement exercise will be assessed for fairness
and equality, and the impact of the proposal will be continually assessed.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 26
New Ways of Working - The aim of this proposal is to deliver more efficient and effective support
arrangements within services by making full use of technology to reduce and automate paper
processes. Implementing these improved processes will remove duplication and bureaucracy and will benefit
both internal and external customers.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18
0
0

247
0

247
0

0
0

0
0

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
247
247
0
REVENUE ON-GOING
0
0
0
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE n/a

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The business case sets out the position of existing MTFP projects which have been identified as being in scope
of the New Ways of Working change programme. It has been recognised that these projects have interdependencies and share similarities in terms of scope, resource and the benefits they set out to achieve.
The original objectives of on-going projects have been revisited to incorporate new work streams and
approaches that a programme approach now offers. These include, Support Function Review, Electronic
Document Management System (EDMS), Rationalisation of IT Applications, Reduction in Repeat Calls and
Agile Working.
Adopting a coordinated approach to deliver projects encompassed in the New Ways of Working programme
will:
 Ensure the management of inter-dependencies and constraints between projects.
 Prevent any potential duplication of cost savings.
 Ensure harmonised implementation plans are adopted to minimise impact on service areas and
maximise benefit realisation.
 Ensure projects are managed concurrently to achieve the overall strategic objectives of the Council.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The programme will deliver cashable and non-cashable savings predominantly through staff reductions and
process efficiencies. These savings will be enabled through the utilisation of available technology such as
EDMS, iProc and iTrent. Implementing these systems will streamline admin processes and diminish paperbased functions, which will reduce capacity and workload of support staff.
Staff impact - reduction of 24 FTEs estimated over 2 years.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Each of the individual projects within the proposed New Ways of Working programme currently have their
own project plans. These will be revised and adjusted as required taking account of inter-dependencies
between various projects. An overarching New Ways of Working programme plan will be developed.
Initial indications suggest the implementation of EDMS and the Support Function Review will take place over
a two-year period, realising half of the staff savings in year one and the remaining half in year two. The
project is expected to start in November 2013, with a project review period projected for March 2014.
The business case summaries two options to fulfil the resource requirements of the Support Function Review
and EDMS projects. The recommended option is to invest in internal resource and supplement with external
expertise during peak time of the project.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was completed and indicated there could be an impact on staff
and no direct impact on external customers.
The proposal will affect an existing staff group that is mainly female (63%). Should there be any redundancy
implications this would be disproportionate to female workforce.
The proposal will affect an existing staff group that is mainly White- British (76%). Should there be any
redundancy implications this would be disproportionate to White- British workforce.
Actions to mitigate impact: There will be an interview / assessment process that will take place to ensure the
decision regarding individuals is fair. This is in accordance with the Council’s policy on Job Security.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 27
Procurement - To deliver savings from a combination of revenue and capital spending reductions by
managing prices, demand and standardising specification of goods and services procured by the Council. To
implement and roll out electronic procurement across the Council to capture management information to
identify subsequent procurement opportunities. To minimise the cost of the Procure to Pay function by
reducing administrative costs. To reduce invoice volumes to limit the administrative burden on services.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
310

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – N/A

15/16
530

16/17
0

17/18
0

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

nil

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The project objective is to deliver cashable and non-cashable improvements within the procurement
operations of the City Council.
The Council is working with a specialist efficiency partner to deliver, through an enhanced procurement
function in the Council, reductions in spend via managing / influencing demand for goods & services and by
specific price reductions in contracts, where possible.
There are three clear themes in the transformation of procurement, covering governance, demand
management, efficient procurement and culture. The issues within each will cover
Governance and Culture
• Strategic Procurement function and centralisation of various procurement functions.
• Compliance with Contract Standing Orders and EU regulations
• Management information
• Training and support
• Supplier management
Demand Management
•
Use of corporate contracts and core items
•
Better use of spend data to inform procurement activity
•
Business case and procurement activities, challenge and review processes, including for significant
value contracts, the use of a gateway process at various stages of the procurement process.
•
Performance management

Efficient Procurement
•
Use of E-procurement tools including procure to pay, electronic tendering and other electronic
methods of business.
•
Contracts register and contract planning
•
Category management
•
Use of KPI’s
Total savings targeting in the base budget from all activities are £1.613 million. The Council invested £225,000
per annum in bolstering the procurement function and also £27,000 in implementation of the Xchange Wales
solution.
Base budget savings targets in the MTFP reflected in the risk reward contract are broken down as follows:2013/14 £773,000; 2014/15 £310,000; 2015/16 £530,000
Total base budget reduction £1.613m. No impact on service delivery

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on staff and should not impact adversely on performance issues.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The project is a phased three year programme of activity which commenced in 2012/13.
The project contains a detailed implementation plan of activities over the three year time horizon aimed at
delivering the required improvement and savings target.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed for this proposal indicates there will not be any
impact which disproportionately affects individuals with protected characteristics such as Race, Age, Gender
and Disability. The assessment also concludes it is difficult to determine any impact on in making Newport
more or less fair; in addressing local area deprivation; promoting community cohesion and equality; and,
eliminating discrimination.
In order to mitigate any negative impact occurring, each procurement exercise will be assessed for fairness
and equality, and the impact of the proposal will be continually assessed.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 28
Finance Business Partner - Restructure the accountancy service as a business partner model. In conjunction
with revised budget monitoring and other process changes will be delivered to allow staff resources to
concentrate on areas of value added work. This is a two-phased approach.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
139
0

15/16
0
0

16/17
0
0

17/18
0
0

100
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
In order to focus the service on the key strategic needs of Service Managers, we intend to restructure the
accountancy service as a business partner model. In conjunction with this approach, revised budget
monitoring, financial accounting and other process changes will be delivered to allow staff resources to
concentrate on areas of value added work.
Phase 1 of the work will entail creation of business partner posts in each major service grouping and a
restructure of existing teams to reflect the new organisational model. This will generate savings from a
reduced workforce. It is dependent on the successful roll out of new budget monitoring software (CP) to
enable managers to self-serve.
Phase 2 of the work involves a review of those tasks that can be centralised into a more generic pool of staff
resources. Business partners will be freed to work alongside Service Managers to focus more on managing
the business and less on detailed financial tasks. Further savings should be possible from this phase of work
but are difficult to quantify at this time as they depend on the level of maturity in the organisation,
development of skills within services and the degree of risk tolerance in the organisation
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
It is estimated that a saving of £139,000 can be achieved in 14/15 subject to the necessary changes being
agreed. Limited investment is required to change the business partner role to the job specification required.
Some one-off costs may be incurred to release staff resources. However, staff impact will be minimal.
The benefits will include more focussed advice on key strategic issues within the Service Area and better
support on project delivery. Better management information from systems will allow managers quicker
access to budget monitoring information.
Reduction of 4 FTE (3 vacant, 1 filled)

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Phase 1 will be completed through 2014/15. Phase 2 will commence thereafter once all systems are
operational to support the remainder of the change programme.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 29
External Customer Experience - More efficient provision of the revenues and benefits service to the public
whilst maintaining the level of service provided. Better collection rates on local taxation. This is associated
with final year implementation of a three year project.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
167
0

15/16
0
0

16/17
0
0

17/18
0
0

130
75

0
0

0
0

0
0

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? N/A

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The Council’s Improvement Plan revolves round improving customer services and focuses on improving
performance around a number of process, outcome and financial improvements. This project is aimed at all
of those aspects of the Plan. The Service Area is engaged in restructuring the Revenues and Benefits are of the
Finance Service with the aim of focussing this activity clearly on customer interaction in order to improve
response times, overall performance and options for customer contact.
The Benefits department faces unprecedented change to its service delivery with the introduction of the
Welfare Reform Act and within it Universal Credit. As a part of the change the Benefits department will see
their customers migrate to the DWP who are administering Universal Credit. This in turn means that over
time the number of benefits claims received by the authority will reduce which in turn will require fewer staff.
Against this backdrop of change NCC’s vision is to maintain a first class Revenues & Benefits service that puts
meeting the customer’s needs at the heart of its business. To achieve this NCC must review and modernise its
business processes to ensure that it delivers high quality services that are customer focused, efficient and
affordable. The Council is currently engaged with Northgate Public Services – Transformation Services who
are working with the managers and team member to facilitate the necessary changes.
Additional benefits of the project will include
- Speedier payment of benefits.
- A new functional Benefits senior management team with clear responsibilities that will focus on
delivering customer service and consistent performance management.
- Better systems that will be able to offer more support to customers
- Reduced duplication in existing staff structures, speeding up administrative process times.
- A highly skilled and motivated workforce who put customers first.
- A joined up ‘Income Collection’ team combining skills, expertise and knowledge and reducing
duplication and waste.
- Clear lines of responsibility for all staff with the flexibility to deal with a wider range of customer
enquiries.

-

Reduced costs and better value for money.

At present, the implementation is on the basis of the service being continued as in-house. This is based on
the premise that cost savings should in the first instance be secured for the City Council. Consideration of
alternative models of service delivery has therefore not taken place in this phase of work with the exception
of internal structural changes that best facilitate the outcome for the customer.
The restructure will see a change in reporting lines for the Benefits department. With the exception of the
Control team (HB Overpayments) the Benefits department will be transferred from Finance to Customer and
Information Services. The benefits team will report directly into the Customer Services Manager. This will
enable a more flexible end to end benefits process to be introduced and increase the flexibility of the team.
Front office Council tax processes will be delivered by customer and Information services with the Revenues
department remaining within Finance. The Control team from Benefits will be brought under the
management of Finance creating an ‘Income Collection’ function. In addition to this it is also proposed that
the Sundry Debtors department is also brought into this function to maximise efficiencies and remove waste
and duplication within the three services.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Customer interaction will involve not accepting Benefit Claims until such time as they are complete. This
could be perceived as a negative outcome in the short term but will improve the service ultimately. The
revised process for dealing with claims may result in customers not being consistently handled by the same
team / staff member. Whilst this method of working offers continuity, it also introduces delays into the
system.
Savings from reductions in man power (15FTE) and improved recovery are a deliberate by-product of the
work. Current savings highlighted and included in the MTFP 13/14 onward are £531,000. Investment
required mainly reflects the cost of severance but may include additional technology for other phases of the
project.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The project has commenced and the first phase of restructuring is now completed. The Cabinet Member has
approved the report on November 8th. These changes will be in place before the end of the calendar year.
The overall programme is a three year efficiency review which will continue to evaluate available
opportunities throughout 14/15. Work will not cease at this point however as the Welfare Reform changes
will continually spark new streams of work.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed for this proposal indicates there could be a
negative impact for individuals with protected characteristics of Religion/Belief depending on the chosen
method of accessing the service. However, the proposal could have a positive impact in making Newport
more or less fair; in addressing local area deprivation; promoting community cohesion and equality; and,
eliminating discrimination.
In order to mitigate any impact of the proposal a variety of access channels will be provided and customers
will be consulted on the proposals. The provision of these improved and universal statutory based services
directly impacts on deprived communities thus reducing inequalities.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 30
Personalisation – Customer Insight - The outline business case set out the options for consideration with
regards to the Prospectus for Change Priority of Personalisation – where service delivery and outcomes take
account of the different make up of communities across the city. For the Council and it partners to
successfully be able to take account of the different make up and communities of the city it must effectively
utilise Customer Insight and multiple data sources to inform planning, deployment of resources and delivery.
The co-ordination of the data gathering function in one team (i.e. Information Management Team) is
absolutely key to ensure maximisation of resources and one version of the truth.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Option 2 offers a sustainable change in approach in the delivery of customer/community insight to include
community development, communities first, equalities and partners providing a much richer knowledge base.
The Council’s recent use of community insight has already provided a positive impact on service planning and
is a key enabler of service change and efficiencies. Key city initiatives such as neighbourhood working will use
the resource for analysis of the data and community engagement to inform co-ordination of service delivery
and resourcing within partners and be accountable for improvements at a local level.
This model is likely to be the most able to supply an income generation stream where whilst abiding by Data
Protection Regulations there is an opportunity to supply some intelligence collected to the private sector such
as local independent estate and land agents and other businesses.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No direct impact on staff.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Estimated 1 year to be fully operational with completed system integration.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there would be a positive impact overall for
customers/service users with all types of protected characteristics such Disability, Race, Age and Gender. The
assessment also indicated the proposal could have a positive impact on making Newport more or less fair, for
local areas of the city, for promoting good community relations and promoting equality.
For Personalisation to be of best value to the residents of Newport the Council needs to ensure the consistent
and robust use of Community Insight and intelligence to best target available services to those that need
them

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 31
Super Connected Cities - Project to deliver Newport’s digital vision of a 21st Century network infrastructure
to realise economic, social and environmental benefits for the city. Will support the council to maintain and
increase its ability to deliver quality services through new channels with greater efficiency.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

50– demand
stimulation
100– voucher
scheme
100– WIFI
model

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The Super Connected Cities Project is instrumental to the delivery of a number of the Council’s Corporate
Strategies and objectives particularly regarding the economic development of the city and the Council’s Skills
and Work agenda.
The project will be implemented through 4 key work streams:• Demand Stimulation
• Connection Voucher Scheme
• WIFI Concession Model
• Smarter City Strategy
Frontline services will not be impacted negatively by this project. A number of Newport’s prioritised initiatives
that require technology and network coordination will benefit from coordination of the Super Connected
Cities Project to ensure maximum benefit and minimal duplication. Such initiatives include:•
Universal Credit
•
Neighbourhood Working
•
City Centre Regeneration
•
City Regions Agenda
•
Enterprise Zone Agenda
The completed project would deliver a city technology infrastructure capable of supporting existing
businesses to thrive and attract new businesses and economic regeneration to the city. This infrastructure
would be supported by the Smart City Strategy and together they would provide Newport and our
neighbouring communities with the ability to compete world-wide without having to relocate elsewhere.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
In addition to the Economic, Social and Environmental benefits the project will bring the city there are two
potentially positive impacts on Council key performance areas these are:1) Availability of a WIFI network in the city could provide NCC staff with the ability to access work information
in a safe and secure manner from community based locations.
2)Capacity to deliver an increased quality of CCTV service
There is no negative direct impact on service delivery.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Roll out of Super Connected Cities Project has started with the demand stimulation work and WIFI modelling.
Various tasks required to progress the project will be actioned simultaneously, with some time frames
overlapping. It is expected that the SME Connection Voucher Scheme & WIFI network procurement will begin
in January 2014. It is envisaged that we will be in a position to conduct a project evaluation by March 2016.
SME Connection Voucher Scheme and WIFI network are funded from the successful Super Connected Cities
Urban Broadband Funding from the UK’s Department of Culture Media and Sport.
Project management resource has been secured within the Customer and Information Service and work
stream resource identified and secured from across Council Service areas.
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there would be a positive impact overall for
customers/service users with all types of protected characteristics such Disability, Race, Age and Gender. The
assessment also indicated the proposal could have a positive impact on making Newport more or less fair, for
local areas of the city, for promoting good community relations and promoting equality.
We will ensure information regarding the project is published in formats that is understandable to the various
communities of Newport

1.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 32

Channel Shift – The continuation of the Council’s Customer Services Strategy to provide quality customer
service and direct customers to more cost effective self-service channels by providing appropriate facilities,
equipment, training and guidance.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
63

15/16
42

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

£6,000 per site
implemented
(Option 2)

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The aim of this project is to increase website and internet based services by making some services available
via self-service only whilst also improving accessibility and providing support to use the services effectively. In
turn this will result in fewer face to face contacts and save an equivalent of 1.5 FTE staffing costs.
Self Service is growing in popularity and provides the most cost effective way to deliver many services. In
order for Newport to progress, and using evidence from other Local Authorities, stresses the importance of:
•
•

Effective use of PR & Communications to positively affect the take up of non-mediated channels. This
highlights the need to continue funding for the Digital by Default Team past December 2013.
The Council needs to decide to cease providing some services via more traditional channels whilst
ensuring support and guidance is provided to customers to ensure they are able to make the
transition and that the Council continues to be fair, equal and supports the vulnerable.

Successful implementation of this project would lead to increased accessibility of self-services and a wider
range of services available to our residents. This project also supports the Customer Services Strategy /
Channel Shift Strategy.
Option 2 involves moving towards increasing numbers of customers using self-service facilities, whilst also
improving accessibility and self-service Support. Option 2 progresses onto include 8 community based
locations such as Communities First centres, Libraries or Leisure Centres as information hubs providing IT
facilities to encourage further Channel Shift to web based services
Option 3 follows on from Options 1 and 2, moving towards increasing numbers of customers using self-service
facilities, whilst also improving accessibility and self-service Support. Option 2 progresses onto include 8
community based locations such as Communities First centres, Libraries or Leisure Centres as information
hubs. In Option 3 these would be face to face multi-function facilities potentially combining existing

buildings.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The impact of progressing with Option 1 on staff numbers would result in an equivalent of 1.5 FTE reductions.
It is generally recognised across Customer Services that reductions in resource would need to be supported
through a streamline of end to end customer journey and this requirement is addressed through the
Prospectus for Change’s New Ways of Working Business Case.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
In line with the Authority’s MTFP, estimated completion date of March 2015.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there would be a positive impact overall for
customers/service users with all types of protected characteristics such Disability, Race, Age and Gender, but
may have a negative impact on some groups of staff. The assessment also indicated the proposal could have
a positive impact on making Newport more or less fair, for local areas of the city, for promoting good
community relations and promoting equality.
We will mitigate the impact by adhering to the Council’s Welsh Language Policy, Job Security Policy and
accessible web content; giving consideration/adhering to the Council’s Welsh Language Policy, accessible web
content and consideration of the provision of prayer and breast feeding facilities.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 33
Right People, Right Skills, Right Place - Apply organisational design principles to improve accountability and
decision making and reduce the number of management layers across the organisation.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
1.0m

15/16
1.0m

1.0m

1.0m

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
This proposal will have no impact on front-line services; the outcome will be a reduction in the number of
layers across the organisation with the primary aim being to improve accountability and decision making. The
design principles differ for front and back office functions and recognise the diverse workforce in place across
the City Council. The proposal will eliminate all 1-2-1 reporting relationships; ensure multiple functions are
being managed by third tier managers and optimum spans of control.
A re-design of the Councils operating model will also be undertaken in line with the Prospectus for Change,
this will ensure we have capacity and capability in the right areas of the organisation and all services are
aligned appropriately. It is envisaged a number of the staff reductions will be made on a voluntary basis;
however, it is inevitable there will be some compulsory redundancies as part of this proposal.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There will be a reduction of approximately 100 employees over a two year period as part of this proposal
(2014/15 and 2015/16). The proposals affect all services, with the exception of Social Services and Education.
The most significant impact will be within the back office (Corporate Services) and non-statutory functions.
Given the re-alignment of services and functions, it is not envisaged the reductions will have an impact on
performance; however, more detailed work will be required in this area.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Consultation to commence in December 2013 with recognised Trade Unions, it is hoped a number of the
reductions can be made as part of the call for voluntary redundancies. Time-lines are linked to the overall
project time-line; however, given the nature of this proposal, reductions and changes will be staggered.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was completed and indicated there could be an impact on staff
and no direct impact on external customers.
The proposal will affect an existing staff group that is mainly female (75%). Should there be any redundancy
implications this would be disproportionate to female workforce.
The proposal will affect an existing staff group that is mainly White- British (75%). Should there be any
redundancy implications this would be disproportionate to White- British workforce.
Actions to mitigate impact: There will be an interview / assessment process that will take place to ensure the
decision regarding individuals is fair. This is in accordance with the Council’s policy on Job Security.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 34
Seek alternative funding for Big Splash event- To save £50,000 by ending all direct Council spend on the
Big Splash Festival from 2015 onwards. Staff would seek to identify alternative sources of funding, or to
replace the event with other smaller, self-funded activity.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
50
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

None

COST TO IMPLEMENT

REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

The proposal is to cease all cash funding for the Big Splash Festival from 2015. The Big Splash has a number
of elements, from the Park-life family day that promotes use of Council facilities to the high-profile ‘Sunset
Spectacular’ which attracts 4-6,000 spectators.
The impact of the reduction in cash spending will be to make forward planning uncertain and to remove the
potential to use Council funding as match funding for external grant applications (thus making proposals for
grants or sponsorship less likely to succeed).
In the case of alternative funding not being found, the event will not take place. Depending on sponsors or
grant-giving body’s willingness to fund an event, and their priorities, it is likely to become something quite
different from what it is now, or to be replaced by something in a different format and or location.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There is no direct impact on staff from this proposal. The Big Splash is just one of a large number of events
delivered by the Riverfront, Arts Development and Events teams. However, there is a proposal to reduce the
team as part of another budget savings proposal.
Should the event cease then the attendances at it will be lost – The Big Splash has attracted 16,000 a year
on average over the past 3 years – and ending a free event that is genuinely accessible to all with have an
impact on all communities.

Much of the Council’s investment in the event goes to Newport based artists, infrastructure companies and
suppliers, so there will be this impact on the local economy as well as the reduction in the number of people
attending and spending money on ancillary items (whether food in The Riverfront café or car-parking).

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Consultation as part of Cabinet process end 2013
Savings from 1st April 2015.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal – to cut city centre events e.g. Big
Splash could have a negative impact for individuals with protected characteristics of Age, Disability, Gender
and Race.
Events can promote community cohesion and these opportunities may be lost.
In order to mitigate the impact full consultation will need to be undertaken with current users, citizens of
the City and key stakeholders.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 35
Seek Sponsorship for Food Festival/Christmas Events – To save £32,000 by reducing net spend by the
Council run City Centre events to zero. All activity after the 1st April 2015 would have to self-funding through
external grants, sponsorship or fees.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
32
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

None

COST TO IMPLEMENT

REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

The proposal is to end net direct expenditure on City Centre event activity that is initiated and managed by
Council staff from the 1st April 2015. The absence of Council subsidy will mean that any activity would have
to be self-financing from fees, sponsorship and external grants. The activities affected include the food
festival, switching on of Christmas lights and street entertainment in the City Centre.
Subject to the degree of success that there is in securing funding, there will be an effect on the number and
scale of the activities, and on the profile of the city centre.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There are two staff whose roles include these activities, whose job descriptions will need to be amended to
reflect the shift in role to enable others to organise events and fundraise.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation 1st April 2015.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal – to cut city centre events, Food
Festival and Christmas Event, may have a negative impact on those with protected characteristics of Age,
Disability, Gender and Race. The Food Festival has had a focus on young people through the Teen Chef
competition which has encouraged young people from across the city to take an interest in preparing
healthy food. A reduction in free events would reduce opportunities for individuals and families who are
unable to afford to attend paid for events due to the cost. Events can promote community cohesion and
these opportunities may be lost.
In order to mitigate the impact full consultation will need to be undertaken with current users, citizens of
the City and key stakeholders.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 36
Riverfront move to alternative delivery model -To save £300,000 by seeking an alternative model for
delivery of services for The Riverfront Theatre and Arts Centre. This is likely to be through outsourcing to, or
a management partnership with one or more other organisations. The savings would come from the
Riverfront, Arts Management, Rates and Maintenance budgets.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

16/17

300
(Includes all
central premises
costs)

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
None

COST TO IMPLEMENT

REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

Potential claw
back of grant
funding.

£300,000

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The proposal is that the Riverfront Theatre and Arts Centre would be managed by a third party organisation,
or a partnership of organisations from the 1st April 2016.
The programme would need to be significantly different to that currently being offered at The Riverfront in
order to deliver the savings identified.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The savings would come from a significant restructure of the service. The proposal is likely to impact 12.5
FTE over the course of 2 years with potential TUPE implications.
Future levels of attendance and engagement with local communities will depend on the nature and scale of
the new arrangement.
Depending upon the alternative delivery model identified there may be a reduction in grant funding, if the
alternative programme does not meet the grant funding priorities.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

Development of proposals mid-2014.
Legal and implementation 2015.
Savings from April 2016.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal could have a negative impact on
individuals with protected characteristics such as Age, Gender, and Disability & Race. The impact would
disproportionally affect individuals recognised as regular users of the services - in particular young people
who participate in classes and projects. Girls form the bulk of the participants for dance classes (of which 14
a week currently take place). Older people who attend daytime events and classes are also likely to be
disproportionally affected along with culturally diverse communities who benefit from schools projects and
other initiatives. There could be a reduction in opportunities for people with disabilities who currently have
6 day a week access to a well-designed accessible facility.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 37
Room Hire at CL&L Venues for Learning Purposes - Additional income from room hire at branch libraries
and Newport Centre for learning purposes.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
42
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

N/A
N/A

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/
Community Learning will be using the Carnegie, Ringland, Bettws, Maindee, Malpas and Central libraries as
key venues to deliver the programme of learning during the 2013/14 and 2114/14 academic years.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The use of Continuing Learning and Leisure facilities for the delivery of Community Learning courses across
the City offers the opportunity to create vibrant centres offering varied activities in the heart of
communities. This also satisfies the requirement to bring learning closer to people within their own
communities.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The Community Learning programme for the 2013//14 academic year already includes the use of these
listed venues for an element of the provision. This will be increased during the 2014/15 financial year and
beyond.
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 38
Increased Usage and Income from Sport & Leisure Centres – This proposal relates to an overall increase in
the use of the service and an increase in income. There will be an increase in usage in sport and leisure
centres.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
110
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The £110,000 refers to increased income across three business areas within the Sport and Leisure service :
1. Increased income at Newport Centre & NISV as a result of the Active Newport gym expansion
programme completed in November 2013 - £60,000
2. Increased income from partnership with the Lawn Tennis Association at the Newport Tennis
Centre at NISV- £30,000
3. A reduction in public swim times at NISV, Newport Centre and Active Living Centre reprogramming
the facilities with increased Swim squads and lesson programmes - £20,000
There will be an impact on the availability of public tennis and swimming through the proposed increase in
squad and lesson programmes.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There are no reductions in staff numbers as a result of the proposal, to deliver a greater number of
coached sessions there will be an increased number of coaching hours deployed across the Sport and
Leisure service which will provide an increased employment opportunities.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Fitness Programming
Marketing Campaigns strategy 2014 – 2015
( improved retention and increased capacity with Gyms )
Special promotions to target specific customer segments

February 2014
Throughout 2014 – 2015

Swimming Programming
Pool programme and Squad review
Advertise change to Pool timetable / consultation
Commence recruitment to new Lessons / Squads
Full implementation of Lessons / Squads

-

November 2013
January 2014
January 2014
March 2014

Tennis Programme
Business Case Development
Cabinet Member for Leisure and Culture Report to enter partnership
Recruitment of Tennis Development Officer & Coaching Team
Business Case Implementation
Squad programme development

-

November 2013
December 2013
January 2014
Feb 2014
March 2014 onwards

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed indicates the proposal will have a positive
impact for persons with protected characteristics such as Age, Gender, Race and Disability as a result of
increased participation, due to an increased programme offer and improved quality of provision.
The proposal will also have a positive impact in terms of making Newport fairer in relation to health
inequality; addressing local area deprivation; and, continuing to support community cohesion by
increasing opportunities to access physical activities

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 39
Tredegar House revenue funding -If the visitors to Tredegar House are above 120,000 per year then a
saving of £150,000 will be made by the Council. The Council anticipates this could occur by 2016/17.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
150
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
NA

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

0

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
There will be no impact on the service arising from this measure, if the saving can be implemented.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
This proposal is predicated on National Trust achieving 120,000 visitors at Tredegar House per annum.
Current performance for 2012/13 is circa 60,000 per year.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The saving relates to a transfer of resources from the Council to the National Trust and there would be no
cost to implement.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was completed for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 40
Theatre Arts & Events - To save £60,000 by reducing the net spend on events activity by £20,000 and by
adjusting the staffing levels to save the balance of the target figure. The staffing changes will reflect the
effect of the accumulated reductions over the period 2014-2016 on the number and scale of events that it is
possible to deliver.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
60
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

None

COST TO IMPLEMENT

REDUNDANCY £K

38

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

The impact of the reduction in cash spending on events from April 2014 will be to reduce the scale and
reach of events directly delivered by the Events team. The proposal will reduce the staffing capacity by 1/3rd
The remaining staff will need to maintain the support given to third party event organisers who hire facilities
or organise charity events. There will also be a greater focus on fundraising and applying for grants to
ensure that future events such as the Big Splash, Food Festival and Christmas events can become selfsufficient from 2015 onwards.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The event logistics manager is one of six posts in the Events, Education and Arts Development team, within
the Theatre, Arts and Events section of Continuing Learning and Leisure. Two of the posts in this team are
full time, with the other four being part-time.
As the requirement for management of internal events has been significantly reduced over the past 18
months, and the prognosis for the future is that even fewer will take place, it is proposed that the 1 FTE post
should be deleted. This will contribute £40,000 towards the total saving to be made from this budget.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Consultation with staff November/December 2013
Agreement January 2014
Savings from 1st April 2014.
HR currently working on detailed timeline.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal to make a budget cut of £20,000
could have a negative impact for individuals with protected characteristics of Age, Disability, Gender and
Race. Specifically for young people, a disproportionate number of whom are females.
In order mitigate the impact full consultation will need to be undertaken with current users, citizens of the
City and key stakeholders

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 41
Library Services - Deletion of the Bibliographical Services Librarian post plus deletion of a part time Team
Administrator post within the Community Learning and Libraries service.
Deletion in 2015/16 of a further post within the library establishment.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
38
29
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

38

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

The mechanism for the acquisition and cataloguing of library stock has been reviewed and revised as part
of the work commenced in 2012/13 and developed further during 2013/14.
The catalogue records for items added to stock are in the main provided via our library suppliers the
remaining comparatively small number of specialist items can be catalogued by the professional library
staff working within the Central Library.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The staffing establishment of the library service would be reduced by 2.5 FTE of which 1 FTE is a
professionally qualified member of staff. Newport is already within the lowest quartile for library staffing
across Wales, delivering a highly efficient service to residents despite low staffing levels.
The posts proposed for deletion are back office function posts.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

April 2014 for the savings for 2014/15 and similarly to meet the timescale for 2015/16.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 42
Withdrawal of direct delivery of Arts Development - To save £18,000 by reducing net spend by the Council
on Arts Development activity to zero. All activity after the 1st April 2016 would have to self-funding through
external grants, sponsorship or fees to participants.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
18
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

None

COST TO IMPLEMENT

REDUNDANCY £K

18

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

The proposal is to end net direct expenditure on arts development activity that is initiated and managed
by Council staff from the 1st April 2016. The absence of Council subsidy will mean that any activity would
have to be self-financing from fees, sponsorship and external grants. The activities will therefore reflect
third-party priorities, and the emphasis on officer time will shift from delivery to enabling and fundraising.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There is two part-time staff (0.5 FTE), whose job descriptions will need to be amended to reflect the shift
in role to one of fundraising, and training will need to be provided.
It is likely that fewer attendances at activities will be recorded, and that engagement with ‘hard to reach’
communities reduced.
Fundraising will be challenging due to lack of match funding which is often required for grants.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Consultation with staff September 2015
Agreement January 2016
Savings from 1st April 2016.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal – the withdrawal of arts
development activities could have a negative impact for individuals with protected characteristics of Age,
Disability, Gender and Race, specifically for young people, a disproportionate number of whom are
females. The service works with young people who are disabled and from deprived communities. There
will be significantly fewer opportunities for some young people to participate in arts based activities
outside school.
Arts activities can promote community cohesion and these opportunities may be lost.
In order to mitigate the impact full consultation will need to be undertaken with current users, citizens of
the City and key stakeholders.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 43
Closure Of Belle Vue Lodge - Relocate Belle Vue Park Management and use by bowlers from the Lodge in
Friars Road and offer to market for business letting purposes.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K

14/15
6

15/16

16/17

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

0.6 electricity
meter cost

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The proposal is dependent upon transferring Belle Vue Park Management into the under croft building and
or Civic Centre. Management of the service will not be adversely affected by this change.
The proposal also requires the movement of Belle Vue Men’s Bowling Club from the ground floor of the
Lodge across into the Bowls Pavilion located in between the two bowling greens. The Belle Vue Park
Bowling Club would be required to take on a lease for the Bowling Green Pavilion to allow them to change
prior to matches.
There is no potential to achieve a capital receipt upon this building due it being gifted to Newport City
Council by Lord Tredegar. The Lodge also has Grade 2 listed status; however it has the potential to be let for
business use.
An electricity meter will need to be provided between the Lodge and the Changing Chalet belonging to the
Bowling Club located in the rear garden of the Lodge.
A lease will need to be provided to the Bowling Club for the land upon which the Changing Chalet is located;
there is no lease currently in place.
Additional savings can be made by Property Services on property rates and statutory and annual testing, fire
safety inspections and licencing.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on staff. There will still be facilities available for bowling club members.
Consultation will need to be undertaken with the Belle Vue Park Bowling Club, the policy of selfmanagement (Pavilion) will then be consistent with the policy adopted by the Council with St Julians and
Caerleon Bowling Clubs in 2012 – 13.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

Consultation commences

1/12/2013

Negotiation of leases / agreements

01/02/2014

Implementation

01/04/2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal will have a positive impact for
individuals who have protected characteristics of Age and gender. The proposal will provide the Bowling
Club with the opportunity to continue to provide bowling for club members in exactly the same manner that
St Julians and Caerleon have in 2013
The proposal will have a positive impact in terms of making Newport more fair in terms of opportunity;
promoting equality and eliminating discrimination by empowering customers to voluntarily manage facilities
and programmes; increasing participation opportunities; and, undertaking consultation which encompasses
fairness of approach for all customers. However, the cost to the Bowling Members may increase
considerably as a result.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 44
No replacement equipment provided in children’s play areas - Removal of Children’s Play Areas which are
in poor condition/require significant investment to replace/or are magnets for anti-social behaviour
including two Multi Use Games Areas and the Outdoor Water Play Feature at Tredegar Park.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
20
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

20

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The impact of the proposal will see the removal of the Tredegar Park Outdoor Water Play Feature. The
Water Play feature’s water treatment and plant requires complete replacement. The facility has been
closed since July 2013 when a fault was identified.
The cost of replacing the water feature and associated plant could be in the region of £210,000. It is
therefore proposed to close the facility permanently. The project proposal moving forward includes the
use of Section 106 (developer funding) to replace the water play feature with play equipment, thus
extending and enhancing the play facilities at Tredegar Park.
The additional aspect to the proposal includes the withdrawal of a number of play areas where there are
multiple play areas within the Ward at a point when the existing play equipment fails.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Could impact on a seasonal post (held vacant) and 1 FTE (filled).
Further revenue savings including vehicle savings, reduced inspection regimes, route optimisation for
cleaning and inspection of remaining play areas, maintenance of equipment and inspection savings.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
1st April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal could have a negative impact for
individuals with protected characteristics of Age, Disability and Gender, specifically for young people in
local communities will not have access to play areas within their immediate vicinity and will be required to
travel to alternative areas within the city to access equipped children’s play areas. There is a further risk of
the proposal having an adverse impact on local area deprivation and community cohesion.
In order to mitigate the impact, improved customer awareness will be developed e.g. online information
to enable residents to identify alternative locations for play areas within the City that they may wish to
access.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 45
Reduction in staffing and other efficiencies – A reduction in staffing numbers and efficiencies relating to
premises, supplies and services. Some vacant posts will be deleted and additional savings made from
restructuring.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
243
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

60

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

A reduction in staffing numbers and efficiencies relating to premises, supplies and services. There is no
impact on service delivery.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

Vacant posts 1.5FTE (vacant) and 3.5 FTE (filled) will be deleted other staffing savings made from
restructuring as a result from voluntary redundancies.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

Implementation 1st April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 46
Newport Medieval Ship – The Council is committed to the completion of the conservation of the
archaeological timbers, however, there is no funding to progress beyond this conservation phase.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

14/15
105
(Includes
central
property
costs)

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K

15/16
145
(Includes central
property costs)

16/17

17/18

There would be
no funding left
within the
budget.

ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL?

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

79

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The saving related to the Ship project is predicated on reducing the budget to zero over a two year period.
The Council is committed to completing the conservation phase of the ship timbers with York Archaeological
Trust. There is no residual budget for the project beyond the conservation stage

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Staff working on the project will be at risk of redundancy (5 FTE staff impact, 2 vacant, 3 filled).
This would result in limited knowledge within the organisation about the Ship.
There will be a significant challenge to transfer the timbers to a suitable institution or organisation. Whilst
the council has a responsibility for the timbers there will be on-going costs of storage, managing the
contract with York archaeological trust and storage of the wet timbers ahead of taking to York for freezedrying.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The project will start to prepare for moving in the Spring of 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed indicates the proposal will not have any adverse
impact for individuals with protected characteristics such as Age, Race, Gender or Disability. Open days as
currently offered will no longer be available. However, some timbers will still be available to see at the
Museum and the digital Archive will be available through Internet Archaeology in the next twelve months.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 47
Alternative CL&L Delivery Model for leisure services - Establishing an alternative delivery model for the
Sport and Leisure service element of Continuing Learning and Leisure. This programme is intrinsically linked
to a management restructure of Sport and Leisure, prior to progressing with the alternative delivery model.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K

14/15
0

15/16
309

16/17
103

17/18
0

There are no capital receipts anticipated as a result of this proposal.

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

Estimated
£45,000 for
specialist legal
and financial
consultants

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

There should be limited impact to service users through a new service delivery model. The council will need
to clearly define through all legal and management agreements its expected service delivery standards and
outcomes so as not to affect customers of the service.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
A TUPE transfer would take place for all staff and staff will be protected under TUPE.
The key performance outcomes from the service both financially and physical activity participation will not
be negatively affected. This will be specified within the management agreement of the alternative service
delivery model.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

A project board has now been established to drive the project timeline included below :Activity

Involvement

Timescale
Option 2
September 2013

Options appraisal

Cabinet

Option 1
September 2013

OSF options report and
sub-group created
Detailed business case
development

OSF

November 2013

November 2013

OSF subgroup

December and January
2013

December and
January 2013

Detailed business case
completed

OSF and
Cabinet

February 2014

February 2014

Commence procurement
of commissioned
operator

Cabinet

N/A

April 2014

Implementation to
commence

Cabinet

April 2014

October 2014

April 2015

July 2015

Alternative model
delivered

Note: Option 1 – Establish a local trust. Option 2 – Procurement of a managed service.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates further work is required on the proposal, to
determine final options which can then be assessed for impact on individuals with protected characteristics
such as race, age, gender, religion; and, any impacts the proposal may have on promoting equality,
discrimination, community cohesion and making Newport more or less fair.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 48
Sport & Leisure Management Restructures - Staffing restructure within Sport & Leisure prior to transfer to
alternative delivery model.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
50
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

50

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Work has commenced on restructuring the service prior to transfer to an alternative delivery model to
ensure that the in house service is as efficient as possible prior to transfer.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Reduction in 2 FTE.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
1st April 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates that there is no impact on service users; a
comprehensive consultation exercise will be followed with staff, the Council will adhere to its Equal
Opportunity and Job Security policies

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 49
Self-Management of Bowls Greens -Transfer the management and operation of the Belle Vue Park bowling
green and associated bowling pavilion and changing chalet to a model of self –management.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
24
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

Up to 14

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The proposal is dependent upon Belle Vue Park Bowling Club, a voluntary group, taking on a lease for the
management and operation the two Bowling Greens and Bowling Pavilion including all costs.
Consultation will need to be undertaken as soon as possible to allow the Club to create a sustainable
business plan and create a plan to manage the Greens or engage a suitable contractor to undertake these
works.
The Bowling Green area is within one of the City’s Principal Ornamental parks which has Green Flag status
and has done since 2008. If the bowling green area was not maintained then this could have an impact on
the Green Flag status. There is a risk that there may not be bowls taking place within Belle Vue Park.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
1.5 FTE staff impact. There will be the removal of posts from within Belle Vue Park. There will also be a
restructure to the Park Ranging staffing structure in order to achieve the savings. There will be adaptations
made to gardening duties and Park Ranger inspections.
Consultation will need to be undertaken with the Belle Vue Park Bowling Club, the policy of selfmanagement (Pavilion& Bowling Greens) will then be consistent with the policy adopted by the Council with
St Julians and Caerleon Bowling Clubs in 2012 – 13.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

Consultation commences

12/12/2013

Tender discussions for Bowling Green Maintenance
Negotiation of leases / agreements

01/02/2014

Implementation

01/04/2014

05/01/2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal will have an impact on individuals
who have protected characteristics of Age and gender, older men. The proposal will provide the Bowling
Club with the opportunity to continue to provide bowling for club members in exactly the same manner that
St Julians and Caerleon have in 2013
The proposal could have a positive impact in terms of making Newport more fair in terms of opportunity;
promoting equality and eliminating discrimination by empowering customers to voluntarily manage facilities
and programmes; increasing participation opportunities; and, undertaking consultation which encompasses
fairness of approach for all customers. However the cost to the Bowling Members may increase
considerably as a result of this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 50
Library & Museum closure one day per week - Closure of museum and central library one day per week and
reorganise the staffing.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
86
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

OTHER £k – please detail

Unknown
2.5 potential
redundancy in
libraries +
1potential in
Museum service

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Closing the Central Library and Museum one day per week considered the following;
•
•
•

National museums that close for two days a week do so on a Sunday and a Monday
There are no figures or trends (footfall and/or lending) for the library or museum that shows an
increased demand for either weekday.
Closing the Central Library and Museum on a Monday would provide staff with sequential days off
per week.

The closure of the museum and library on Mondays will result in a change in working conditions and
reduction in staffing.
In order to realise the savings there will need to be a complete restructure of the operational delivery of the
branch library network which will involve moving to a two area model each managed by a senior qualified
librarian.
The West area would consist of Central, Rogerstone and Tredegar House libraries and would be managed by
an area librarian and supported by two professional librarians. The East would consist of Bettws, Carnegie,
Caerleon, Maindee, Malpas and Ringland libraries and would be managed by an area librarian and
supported by one professional librarian.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
A reduction in overall staff numbers by 3.5 FTE. Staffing levels at all branch libraries will be at the 1.8:1
staffing ratio of 1.8 staffing hours per open hour, which is the lowest quartile of staffing levels in Wales and
therefore proving an efficient service to members of the public.
Approximately 16% of visitors attend the Library, Museum and Gallery on a Monday and a significant
proportion of these may visit on other days when the building will be open.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Planned implementation 1 April 2014.
The savings are based on all staff reductions being implemented from the 1 April 2014. Any delay in staffing
changes will result in the full year effect not being realised.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal could impact individuals with
protected characteristics such as Age, Gender and Disability. Data suggests Closure of the service on one day
per week could disadvantage all user groups. In order to mitigate any impact, a project plan will be
produced to manage the changes. Time will need to be allowed to ensure all current customers are aware
of the changes in opening hours.
In order to mitigate any impact on community cohesion, promoting equality and discrimination, the
proposal will ensure clear communication is provided for existing and potential library customers on the
range of options to access library services on a Monday from other libraries across the City together with
the option to use online facilities and services.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 51
Rationalise and Modernise the delivery of Library Operations- To rationalise and modernise the delivery of
Library Services in Newport providing high quality but affordable service for the residents in the City

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
278
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
This will be dependent upon the outcome of the consultation

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

OTHER £k – please detail

12.4 – 14.5 Fte
(more than 20
individuals)
Potential claw
back from Cymal
grants for
Bettws and
Tredegar House
at 50%
equating to
£166,756
Potential loss of
£42,000 income
from use of
libraries to
deliver
Community
Learning courses.

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Equalities Impact Assessment will be undertaken to clearly identify the impact of individuals and
communities as a result of the changes in the delivery mechanism.
Consultation will be undertaken with people across all communities in Newport and the options will be
developed and implemented based upon the feedback and the level of funding available.
The outcome will inevitably result in an impact upon the level of service being delivered and the number of
staff employed within the service, however every attempt would be made to provide the highest quality
affordable service to meet the needs of the majority of the residents in Newport.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Closure of some libraries. The impact on the number of posts will clearly depend on the option implemented
following the consultation exercise however all posts will be frontline delivery posts and the number of
posts affected is likely to be between 12.4 and 14.5 FTE.
Visits to public libraries is currently one of the National Performance Indicators, the number of visits is
projected to decrease however the extent of that decline will be influenced by the option implemented.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Project Plan produced spring 2014 once implementation of 2014-15 budgets achieved.
Consultation with the citizens of Newport to be undertaken during summer and autumn 2014-15 to identify
the preferred option.
Analysis of these findings to be undertaken during autumn 2014
Decision on agreed option and way forward March 2015
Start of implementation phase depending up on outcome of the consultation which could include building
transfers/closures
Consultation with Trade Unions and Staff
Redundancy notice to be served December 2015 for implementation of savings for April 2016

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicates the proposal could adversely affect individuals with
protected characteristics of age and disability. Closure of libraries will undoubtedly impact on both the older
members of the population as well as children and young people where travel may be an issue.
Rationalisation of services is also likely to impact on customers with a disability where accessibility issues
may arise. Thorough consultation will be undertaken with library users, citizens of the City and key
stakeholders regarding all potential options.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 52
Remove specific education (school's) pressure for Redundancy/Demographic - Included in budget
pressures is school's demographic pressure of £150k net and funding of redundancy costs within schools at
£500k. It is proposed that we reduce School's budget to match the pressure for school based redundancies
which will enable us to create a 'budget' for this pressure and for the School's to absorb the demographic
pressure in 14/15.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
650

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
We will reduce school’s overall budget by £500k to create a new budget within Education to fund school
based redundancies. Whilst a challenging proposal:
•
•
•
•

Given an overall schools’ budget of £84,849k, it represents an overall reduction of only 0.6%.
School budgets would still receive a ‘cash’ increase of over 0.9% in overall terms given the large
increase in Pupil Deprivation Grant in 14/15, though it’ll benefit individual schools differently as it
is a ‘needs based’ grant
School budgets have increased by relatively high amounts over the last 3 years, not only because
the Council has funded the WG pledge, but also because of demographic growth funded in
schools’ budgets.
School balances have been increasing, in overall terms, over the last few years, reflecting the
increased funding given to schools.

No impact on service delivery
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
As noted above, individual schools will benefit differently from the significant increase in Pupil Deprivation
Grant as it is a needs based grant, whereas the £500k reduction in NCC funded schools budget will affect
all schools albeit to a very small extent at individual school level.
Overall, the total increase in schools budget will be greater than the Welsh Government Pledge and

therefore there should be little impact from the anticipated position.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Budget reduction implemented by April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed indicates the proposal will not have an adverse
impact on individuals with protected characteristics such as Age, Gender, Race or Disability. Furthermore,
the proposal should not have any impact on making Newport more or less fair; on local area deprivation;
on community cohesion; promotion of equality or elimination of discrimination.
This proposal is a mitigating measure to prevent a more problematic situation arising in the future. The
Education Service will continue to strive to improve the attainment of those pupils within the most
deprived areas within the City

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 53
School's Funding (Pledge) - School's funding includes significantly increased funding from 'Deprivation Grant' –
this grant will meet the Welsh Governments pledge for schools funding even after removal of the schools
pressure and schools pledge funding (detailed in proposals 55& 56).

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
750
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

Welsh Government have continued the 'pledge' to fund schools at 1% above the level of settlement they
receive from Westminster - which would mean a 0.9% cash increase in 14/15. They have indicated that the
‘Pupil Deprivation Grant’ is to be included in the calculation of the pledge for 2014/15 and this is due to
increase by c£2,000k for Newport School’s in 2014/15, which represents a 2.4% increase. Because of this,
it is possible for NCC to not fund any increase itself, though the increased grant, distributed on a needs
basis, will be different for individual schools. Whilst challenging:
• Given an overall schools’ budget of £84,849k, it represents an overall reduction of only
0.6%.
• School budgets would still receive a ‘cash’ increase of over 0.9% in overall terms
• School budgets have increased by relatively high amounts over the last 3 years, not only
because the Council has funded the WG pledge, but also because of demographic growth
funded in schools’ budgets.
• School balances have been increasing, in overall terms, over the last few years, reflecting
the increased funding given to schools.
No impact on service delivery.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Overall, the total increase in schools budget will be greater than the Welsh Government Pledge and
therefore there should be little impact from the anticipated position.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Budget reduction implemented by April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 54
All Wales Student Finance - The aim of the Welsh Government, over the longer term, is to centralise the
function of administering Student Finances. Plans are progressing at the current time within WG for this to
take place from 2015/16 and it is assumed at this stage that RSG will be reduced, and therefore the £70,000
will be given up to offset this.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16
70

16/17

17/18

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Implementation will be driven by WG. Plans are currently progressing with the aim of implementing this
proposal from 2015/16 financial year.
No impact upon the Authority as the service at the current time is run through Cardiff as a collaborative
process.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No staff/ redundancy implications. This should be a seamless transition for clients with no impact upon
performance.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implemented from 2015/16 from within WG project.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 55
Additional Learning Needs/Special Educational Needs (ALN/SEN) Collaboration - Collaboration across all five
Councils within the South East Wales Consortium. It would be anticipated that the collaborative work will
continue within one Authority giving rise to shared posts. Income for shared posts, for example Child
protection Officer as this is currently shared 50/50 between Newport and Blaenau Gwent.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
25
10
10
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18
10

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
There will be no impact on front line service as this is a continuation of current arrangements. We are aiming
in the collaboration to remove duplication: we intend to do this in a way which makes no negative impact on
the outcomes the service delivery supports
The future impact of the proposal would be if the collaborative agreement falls down then this would give rise
to £25,000 pressure (14/15) that would have to be met from within existing resources. The uncertainty may
be around whether this income stream is sustainable in the longer term. That said, there would be some
reduction in costs due to withdrawal of enhancements and reduction in travel costs plus full time working
benefits of working for just one Authority.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The full cost of this post is currently budgeted within the Newport Education Service. The above savings
represent the income that would be received from the neighbouring Authority for the shared post.
No redundancy implications.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Although the arrangements are currently taking place, the income would be embedded within budgets from
1st April 2014.
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 56
Out of County Additional Learning Needs Placements as result of new provision - The development of a
specialist Autistic Spectrum Disorder school provision within the City will potentially lead to pupils being
brought back from out of county placements thus avoiding costs to out of county (OOC) establishments. This
proposal is dependent upon 21st Century schools funding.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
186

17/18
134

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Current activity to achieve this has been taking place with the establishment of Maes Ebbw Bach, which has
enabled pupils to be brought back from OOC placements as well as providing a more cost effective education
resource within the City, thereby avoiding additional costs of placement out of the City. The development of
this provision will no doubt continue.
Allied to this, the major development required is the provision of a new Special School Site to cater for
additional pupils to be brought back from OOC placements, and further cost avoidance stated above. The
development of this site is currently under review as part of schools reorganisation and use of 21st Century
Funding from WG, and Council match funding.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There should be no impact upon current provision as this is an additional provision within the City.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
It was anticipated that this project would be delivered in 2014. However, the latest information is that the
current site identified to use under school reorganisation plans is with the Minister for Education and Skills for
determination. The current school organisation plans and consultation undertaken has pushed delivery of this
proposal back to September 2016 at the earliest and is still dependent on the determination of the Minister.
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 57
Home to School Transport - Removal of the discretionary home to school transport distance of 3 miles
entitlement back down to the statutory limit of 2 miles. Consultation with parents has resulted in savings
being delayed until 2015/16. These savings will be staggered over a number of financial years as the revised
policy will only be applied to new pupils.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
60
60
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18
60

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The Transport policy has been revised and the aim was for it to be implemented with effect from the 1st
September 2013. The consultation process has resulted in a delay and now the change is due to take effect
from 1st September 2014 with savings being realised from 2015/16. The policy would only be applied to new
applications, and those students currently in receipt of transport under the current policy would continue to
do so throughout their school life. An estimated 650 future pupils would be impacted by the proposal.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
It is assumed that this proposal will have no effect upon staffing, performance or service delivery.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
No financial implications as the policy review would be undertaken within current resources.
The revised policy will take effect from 1st September 2014 and savings achieved from 2015/16.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed indicates the proposal will not have an adverse
impact on individuals with protected characteristics such as Age, Gender or Race. Pupils with Special
Educational Needs are out of scope. Furthermore, the proposal should not have any impact on making
Newport more or less fair; on local area deprivation; on community cohesion; promotion of equality or
elimination of discrimination.
This proposal will be implemented on a phased basis and is within the statutory framework for free home to
school transport issued by Welsh Government

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 58
Special Educational Needs Out of County Placements - Budgetary provision can be reduced to reflect the
current, known placements. There is a risk, however, that the budget going forward would only
accommodate this number of placements so any additional placements in the future will come at an
additional cost to the Authority.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
265
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Based upon the number of current, known placements at this time there is scope to reduce the current
budget provision for out of county (OOC) placements. This proposal will have no effect upon the levels of
service delivery currently being provided but there may be a financial risk, should the budget be reduced, in
terms of any future placements.
Although the service will ensure that all Authority interventions are exhausted prior to the OOC placements
being agreed, the nature of this service means that there is inherent financial risk around placements.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
This proposal will have no impact upon staff or key performance areas.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
No additional resources will be required to implement this proposal as it is based upon maintaining existing
working practices. Budgets will be reduced from 1st April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 59
GEMS (Gwent Education Minority-Ethnic Service) - Utilise more grant funding as part of core budgets.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
20
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Reduction in budget provision/ realigning grant funding to support core funding.
This is unlikely to cause any impact upon service delivery/ outcomes.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact upon staffing or key performance areas.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Budgets will be reduced from 1st April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

17/18

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 60
Gwent Music Support Service - At the current time Gwent Music receive all support services from the
Council free of charge. The proposal is to charge the Music Service for central support services.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
50
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The proposal is unlikely to have an impact upon the Gwent Music service. They have reviewed and modelled
their provision to take into account a reduction in support and are able to provide the current level of
services whilst making the contribution specified. Clearly if additional charges are levied or revenue drops
this situation will change. Apart from inflationary increases there are unlikely to be other costs increases for
schools or families
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/
There is no direct impact upon posts within this initial proposal.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
This will be implemented from 1st April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT
No fairness and equalities impact assessment is required for this proposal. There is no impact on service
provision, as this charge will be managed within current budgets with no increase in costs for schools or
families necessary.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 61
General Management Savings - Reduction of supplies budget across the following areas within Education:
Education Management, Inclusion Management, SEN Resources and Education Accountancy.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
15
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
These are purely management savings across a number of Education budgets. There is no front line
service impact of this proposal and it will have no effect upon the way in which the services are delivered.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There will be no impact upon posts or any key performance areas.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Budgets will be reduced from 1st April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 62
School Canteen Utility Costs - Traditionally the costs associated with the reimbursement of energy costs
for schools (who pay for canteen utility costs) have been below budgetary provision. The budget can,
therefore, be safely reduced.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
20
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
These are purely management savings across the school meals maintenance budgets. There is no front
line service impact of this proposal and it will have no effect upon the way in which the services are
delivered.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
There will be no impact upon posts or any key performance areas.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Budgets will be reduced from 1st April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 63
Newport Schools Library Service. Withdrawal of Newport Schools Library Service. This is currently run out
of Newport Library Service.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
40
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

9

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
This proposal is likely to have an impact upon schools as it is proposed to withdraw a valued service which
schools are currently receiving free of charge. The options available to schools are to pay for such services
or seek alternative provision.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
This proposal is likely to affect a 0.5 FTE post which is currently filled. Redundancy costs will arise as a
result.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
It is proposed that this service is to be withdrawn from 1st April 2014. This is dependent upon the outcome
of any consultation with schools; if they want to buy back the service may continue.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The outcome from the Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment shows there are circumstances where
pupils may be disadvantaged if they could not have access to books from the schools’ library service,
however schools would mitigate this effect by ensuring that they provided suitable resources, either
through purchasing resources themselves, or by accessing information via other sources, e.g. the internet
or accessing bilingual texts from the GEMS resource library

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 64
Strategic Commissioning in Education - This is a commissioning strategy for the central Education Service
geared to improving pupil’s lives. It takes account of the direction of travel which is to deploy resources as
closely as possible to pupils and schools in order to improve support for learners. For parents, pupils and those
who work in schools, this means that resources and decision making is made by people who have a closer
understanding of the needs of the pupils and are responsible for improving their education outcomes.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
223

15/16
126

222

76

16/17
0

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18
0

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
This is a commissioning strategy for the central Education Service geared to improving pupil’s lives. It takes
account of the direction of travel which is to deploy resources as closely as possible to pupils and schools in
order to improve support for learners. At the same time Inclusion strategies are now being matched with
preventions strategies elsewhere in the council and this business case references a Joint business case
between Education & Children’s Services. The strategic commissioning of appropriate central education
services can lead to a coherent and joined up approach at school level, at the same time as addressing
increased demands on support mechanisms for learners and inflationary pressures on the service.
Direction of Travel – Services closer to Schools
The Wales Local Government Association (WLGA) has a commitment to delegate 85% of funding by 2014,
and Newport is committed to this strategy. Central education functions have already in part been
commissioned through alternative providers and also been devolved / delegated to groups of schools. This
builds cooperation and joint responsibility in the interests of pupils; helps raise standards and increase
inclusion. Practical examples of this include passing decisions to schools / Pupil Referral Unit / Managed
Move Panels, the establishment of Learning Support Units in secondary schools and Learning Resource
Bases in primary schools.
This proposal takes the opportunity to
• accelerate towards our goal in the context of the WG challenge and,
• to support the imperative to continue to improve learning experiences and outcomes – as set out in
Future delivery of education services in Wales report
Each service will be reviewed in turn to assess its suitability for delegation.
This proposal will also help deliver better outcomes, by:

•
•
•

deploying resources as close as possible to the pupils in a way which will support learners and
maintain and improve progress
passing decisions to schools collectively to increase collaboration and accountability in a manner
that empowers
maintaining in house functions that secures oversight of quality and statutory functions

For parents, pupils and those who work in schools, this means that resources and decision making is made
by people who know the pupils and are responsible for improving their education outcomes
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The preferred delivery model is in the form of commissioning of statutory functions; with a mixture of
delivery vehicles. The option is dependent upon maximising returns on investment and securing outcomes
against corporate objectives. A review of Non-statutory functions and impact on front line services would be
reviewed. The project will entail scoping / review of all functions currently delivered to identify those which
are non-statutory, with an impact analysis on discontinuing any / all of those functions. As more services
are commissioned a central contract management, quality assurance and compliance function would be
required, building upon the current commissioning / contract management functions already in place.
Service re-design would occur before delegation is finalised with an assumption of 10% savings to be applied
to all those service functions, which are deemed appropriate. All staff restructure proposals would be taken
in line in accordance and conjunction with Council programmes for the creation of a modern enabled
workforce.
Up to 10 FTE posts (9 FTE filled) would be the subject of the impact assessment by the Council and are under
consideration together with a number of relative considerations to meet the level of financial efficiencies
required. There are positive impacts for service recipients and schools. The actual savings that are believed
to be achievable as a result of this proposal are up to £349,000 over two years.
This business case has interdependencies the Joint Education & Social Services Change Business Case, which
may drive or hinder efficiencies.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The saving assumptions for this business case have been predicated on the delivery of Phase 1 in place for
April 2014. Therefore, it is essential to consult in good time with staff in order to secure delivery. If the
business case cannot be delivered in readiness for April 2014 then the saving assumptions would need to be
reflected on part year for 2014/15. A phased approach is envisaged to enable us to ready services for
delegation and to prepare schools to accept the responsibility.
SCHOOL ORGANISATION / RE-ORGANISATION:
• Regulations on Federation of Schools to support the Education in Wales Measure 2011 does not
emerge until November 2013 and would require a process of consultation predicted to be three
months
CENTRAL EDUCATION SERVICES – strategic commissioning:
• Service re-design required to create efficiencies within current budget / service
• Audit of pupil support currently delivered assessed against strategic drivers
• Model testing required alongside current delivery

•
•
•

Develop lean Council commissioning model for retention of statutory functions
Tender / procurement process
Union and staff consultation process

To enable the delivery of the business case it is anticipated that the following project resources would be
required;
• HR support as appropriate to support this change programme
• Dedicated project management resource from the BIDT
• Senior Management resource equivalent to one day per week
• Research & Policy Officer resource equivalent to one day per week
• It would be assumed that all other resources would be delivered from within Education current
resources.
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The outcome of the Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment shows this change project will ultimately
deliver a positive impact to learners and those delivering learning. However, detrimental impacts at service
redesign stage for some central Education staff. The enhancement and extension of support services to
learners will lead to increased attainment and promote good community relations.
This proposal will lead to more collaborative enhanced services at school level which will promote equality
to all pupils, while assuring fair access to Education services both specialist and generalist. In addition this
proposal will also ensure that children are able to fully meet their potential and will ensure that they can
enjoy a full role in adult society.
For children and young people who are supported in learning to be able to meet their potential, they are
less likely to experience discrimination. The proposal of the Education Strategic Commissioning Project
forms part of the work to encourage removal of the barriers to learning, thereby promoting equality.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 66
Seek Sponsorship for the Nursery and floral displays and restrict to key sites to reduce spend - Seek
sponsorship for Nursery and floral displays and restrict to key sites to reduce spend. The Council has a
number of planting regimes throughout the City, including hanging baskets, raised planters and flower beds.
The areas currently with displays will be reviewed and the type of display evaluated.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

14/15
34

15/16

16/17

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE. The nursery will need to
move as part of the National Trust Agreement at Tredegar House

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

None
Decommissioning
- tbc

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The proposal is likely to result in a reduced level of floral displays; however additional sponsorship will offset
some of the costs.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The Council’s nursery service provides the mature flowers for the Council’s floral displays including hanging
baskets and flower beds.
It should also be noted that the nursery service is a key part of the Streetscene future ‘commercial’ plan and
its removal would put those proposals in jeopardy.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The total implementation of this proposal would take several months; the decommissioning of the nursery
buildings would be lengthy and incur costs.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was not required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 67
Christmas Lights - Seek sponsorship towards the Christmas lights. The Christmas lighting and trees budget is a
total of £40,000 and currently includes £15,000 of sponsorship. This proposal is to increase the sponsorship
contribution to a total of £40,000 and therefore reduce the Council’s input to the budget.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
25

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

No

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Sponsorship would secure the Christmas lights in the City Centre.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact if sponsorship is obtained. .

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
This could be implemented after Christmas this year to see if there is any appetite from elsewhere to pay for
this provision.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was completed for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 68
CCTV - Establishing CCTV as a cost neutral service through seeking new contracts to fund the service and
introducing efficiencies. The financial position of the service will be monitored throughout the next three
financial years and if a cost-neutral position cannot be reached then the service will cease.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
0
155
52
REVENUE ON-GOING
0
0
0

17/18
0
0

COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? If the services ceases there could be avoidance of capital spend of £90k as there
would no longer be a requirement for new infrastructure/technology.

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

0
0

0
0

0
0

224
0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The CCTV service is a discretionary service and includes both the monitoring of the city centre CCTV,
operation of the council’s out of hour’s service and of the City Centre traffic controlling bollards. A review
was in 2012 where options for future service delivery models were explored. A key outcome was to continue
provision, but increase income to reduce the cost of on-going delivery to the council. The CCTV service can
attract contracts in the public sector but it is unable to commercially trade due to the provisions of the Local
Government Act. The service now monitors CCTV covering the Civic Centre, the Provisions Market, Brynglas
House, the Civic Amenity and landfill site, the Information Station, Newport Sports Village, Tredegar Park
Skate Board facility & 14 schools.
To support wider provision of the service there has been a capital investment identified for the provision of a
wireless mesh, new wireless CCTV camera equipment and associated hardware. This investment will support
the service’s moving to a more commercial basis.
Options for consideration
• Cease provision of the service
• Further income generation with the overall aim being for the service to become wholly cost neutral
within the next 3 years
• Create an arms-length company which will provide the basis for commercial activity which may
further reduce the deficit; it is not known if the deficit could be removed totally
Preferred Option
• Further income generation. The overall aim being for the service to become wholly cost neutral by
2016/2017 at the latest.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The focus of activity will be for the service to increase income generation and become wholly cost neutral by
2016/17. This will increase demands on the service which will be continually assessed. The CCTV service is
working alongside the Super Connected Cities Project and the possibility of funding for the network
developments within the City Centre which could mean that some of planned capital expenditure would not
be needed. It is anticipated that Super Connected Cities will provide a Wi-Fi connectivity along the main
arterial routes of the City and this would allow the CCTV service to offer monitoring along these routes, thus
bringing with it additional income opportunities.
In addition the service will look for potential collaboration on CCTV provision with other local authorities and
public sector providers.
Should the move to make the service cost-neutral not be achieved then it will be reviewed again with a view
to closure in 2017/18. This would impact 11 FTEs. CCTV is a public service which supports the work of the
police and council for its wider strategy of crime prevention and detection, regeneration and safety in the city
centre and operates by active monitoring 24/7/365. The removal of the service would have an impact in
terms of the safety of our city centre. Furthermore the service operates the out-of-hours telephony service
for the council so alternative service provision would need to be sought.
Should the service cease there will be implications for other council services:
a. Bollards – the CCTV service currently monitor the raising and lowering of the city centre bollards so
Street Scene would need to find an alternative operator or no longer use them (please note that
ceasing operation of the bollards is an efficiency saving proposal).
b. Out of hours call handling – when the Contact Centre is closed the CCTV service picks up the calls. If
the service was to cease then an alternative supplier for emergency out of hour’s calls for the Council
would need to be sought.
c. Schools and Property Services would need to find an alternative supplier to monitor their CCTV for the
Civic Centre, Information Station, and Market etc.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The project will explore the options outlined from early 2014 and will continually monitor the income targets
for the service area. If cost-neutral service provision is not achieved by 2016/17 then measures will be taken
to cease the service in 2017/18.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was not required for this proposal. However, this will be
revisited if the proposal to cease the service becomes operational.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 69
Additional Waste Income - Additional waste income at Docks way Landfill Site.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
250

17/18
250

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE - NO

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

None

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Increases in recycling will result in lower tonnages of waste being deposited at the Landfill Site. This will
provide the opportunity to allow more commercial waste to be deposited at the site generating additional
income.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on staff.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Programmed implementation is 2016/17.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 71
Increased Income - Increased income from additional waste and highways maintenance contracts.
Discussions with a number of companies are underway which could result in increased income to the service.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
150
0
0
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE - NO

17/18
0

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

None

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
These proposals will be subject to tender and contract negotiations.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
These proposals would strengthen Streetscene services and allow the service area to become more
commercial. Additional staff and equipment may be required along with integration to the current resources
which should result in increased efficiency of the service.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Discussions with a number of companies are underway, which if successful could results in additional
contracts being in place by April 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 72
Income from Additional Waste Streams - Expected reductions in waste being deposited at the landfill site will
mean that additional sources and streams of waste could be sought, along with potentially changing the
license of the site and accepting new forms of waste.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
1,500

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL?

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

None

OTHER £k – please detail

TBC

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Expected reductions in waste being deposited at the landfill site will mean that additional sources and
streams of waste could be sought. A change in site licence waste acceptance conditions may be required.
Waste disposal capacity will reduce.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Additional staff and additional engineering works may be required.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Programmed implementation is 2016/17.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 73
Prosiect Gwyrdd - Inter-authority partnership for waste disposal which delivers a reduced net cost to waste
disposal to the Council.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
1,108

17/18
35

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE - NO

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

None
This is part of a
25 year Interauthority
partnership.

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/
Landfilling household waste is becoming increasingly expensive and European legislation is discouraging
landfill where possible by way of potential fines.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on staff, but extra landfill capacity at the Council’s landfill site will be created.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Programmed implementation is 2016/17.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was not required for this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 75
Rationalisation of public toilet provision across the City – Covering standalone toilets and public provision in
other Council buildings e.g. Newport Centre, Riverfront, Central Library, Bus Station etc.
Market Square Bus Station toilet and Austin Friars toilet will not be part of this proposal whilst the
development works are underway in the City Centre.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
137

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL?
Some are not sited on highway but it is questionable as to whether there is any value in the sites.

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

40
Drainage/
security/
closing off
sites.

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
There has been consultation on this issue recently through the Citizens panel which showed that 83.6% of
people surveyed would prefer a small charge as opposed to closures, however this would not generate
anywhere near the level of saving that closure would (if it does generate saving as this is not guaranteed due
to costs of implementation).
This proposal would be implemented through a staff consultation/ redundancy process and then involvement
of property services to determine what should happen with the different sites. There will be elements of
significant cost involved in the physical closure of the facilities.
There are alternatives to this provision in the City Centre and this must be stressed as part of any proposal.
The public toilets provided by the Council are to be re-provided through alternative existing facilities which
will minimise the impact to service users.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
4 FTE impact total: 2 Toilet Attendant posts will be directly impacted and it is likely a further post from
cleansing may need to be deleted as a result of the loss of budget. 1 FTE is currently vacant.
This service is not statutory but given the City Centre is a priority for the Council and Local Service Board the
closure of the facility in the City Centre may have an impact of performance in terms of visitor numbers and

expenditure within the City.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
This could commence straight away with Staff Consultation and discussions with property services on
required works that need to be carried out to implement closure.
Full closure may take some time as decisions will need to be made for each location and disconnections will
need to take place for savings to be realised.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed for the proposal indicates there could be an
adverse effect for individuals in older age groups who may need toilets to be readily accessible, although
current facilities are considered not fit for purpose. However, the proposal could have a positive impact for
individuals who are pregnant, who have maternity requirements or a disability as improved standards of
facility will improve accessibility.
In order to mitigate any negative impact, alternative more suitable facilities will be identified in other council
establishments and visitors will be advised of alternative facilities availability. Furthermore, consultation is
proposed with Newport Access Group, Senior Citizens Forum, Newport Parents Forum, Citizens Panel and
responses will be considered as part of the review process.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 76
Voluntary Managed Community Centres - To implement the outcome of the Community Planning and
Development Scrutiny Committee.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
0
29

16/17
0

17/18
0

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
There will be possible capital receipts if some of the less used community centres cease to run as a voluntary managed
unit and the site is released for disposal.

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

0

0

0

0

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

This proposal is linked to the review of Community Centres currently being undertaken by Community
Planning and Development Scrutiny Committee. The review will look at the overall number of Community
Centres and determine how to ensure the centres are sustainable and offer the right level of service and
support to delivery of local services.
Whilst it is likely the number will drop it is expected the service delivery will improve.
The review will include directly managed community centres but this initial reduction will be in respect of
those centres that are operated by voluntary management groups. It is possible that the directly managed
centres will play a part in covering any shortfall in community coverage in the event of centres closing.
Similarly those voluntary managed centres that are operating well and sustainable financially will support the
provision of any service delivery change.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

The removal of grant aid from the voluntary managed centres will have no direct staff impact, but possible
impact on community groups.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation date will be 1st April 2014.
Key milestones :
• Work with the groups to consider impact and outcome
• Agreement to remove grant aid.
• Notify affected Community Centre groups
• Link this to the Scrutiny review being undertaken between September 2013 and February 2014.
Resources required
• Support from Community Development staff in respect ensuring community centre groups and
scrutiny have necessary information to help take forward the changes.
• Support from Property staff in respect of issues connected to physical buildings.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 78
LDP Budget - Reduced revenue budget for the Local Development Plan 2014-15 onwards. Reduced from
£249,600 per annum to £100,000 per annum.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
149
0
0
REVENUE ON-GOING
100
100
100

COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE n/a

17/18
0
100

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
No impact on service provision. The existing LDP budget is sufficient for the final stages to plan adoption in
December 2014. After that date, work will be on-going on ‘Supplementary Planning Guidance’, master
planning and the statutory ‘Annual Monitoring Report’. The outcomes of the AMR may mean the LDP needs
to be revised if it is not delivering on its objectives. A reduced budget of £100,000 p/a will cover these costs.
NB The LDP runs to 2026. In 2020, work will need to begin on the next Development Plan so the £249,000
budget will need to be reinstated.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on staff. Fixed term Planning Policy posts are funded by the existing LDP budget, and these posts
end to coincide with Plan adoption. The reduced level service is funded via the core Planning Policy budget.
This proposal will have no staffing or performance impacts.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
April 2014 – reduce LDP budget from £249,600 per annum to £100,000 per annum
December 2014 – LDP is adopted
January 2015 – fixed term posts end
October 2015 – first Annual Monitoring report due
April 2020 – original £249,000 budget needs to be reinstated to allow work to start on the next Development
Plan
December 2026 – LDP expires

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment is required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 80
Pest Control - Ceasing provision of the in-house commercial pest control service; this is a discretionary service
for which there is an alternative private sector provision. The service is budgeted to make a surplus but is
actually loss making; ceasing service provision will therefore remove a future budget pressure.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
-10
0
0
REVENUE ON-GOING
0
0
0

COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

17/18
0
0

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

54
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The project will be examining if the council should be delivering the service. Where it is considered that the
council should not continue to deliver the service there will be further examination of delivery models
The pest control service was subject to a business improvement review during 2012/13 where options of do
nothing / cease provision / increase fees / outsource were all examined. A saving of £76k was made by
reducing contract costs and increasing fees. The preferred option of the review was ceasing provision,
however, the option taken was to put the service onto a more commercial basis; fees were introduced /
raised and new ways of working introduced. At this time the service ran at a deficit of around £106k and the
commercial basis saw the budget position change to an expected surplus of £12,000 for 13/14.
The service has narrowed the cost/income position and now runs at a deficit of £20,000 against the projected
surplus of £12,000; there is therefore a budget pressure against this team for the current financial year of
£32,000.
The move to a more favourable financial position has been due to the Council introducing fees for previously
free services and continuing to source new contracts to increase income levels further. Unfortunately this has
not completely closed the gap.
Options for consideration:
• Further income generation and /or reduce staff winter hours to establish a cost neutral service
• Cease service provision
Preferred option:
• Cease service provision

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Staff impact of 3 FTE (filled).
Financially the service is budgeted to produce a surplus of £12,000 but out-turn is expected to be a deficit of
£20,000; ceasing the service will therefore not provide a budget saving but will reduced an on-going budget
pressure.
Ceasing service provision will result in residents having to contact private sector pest control services directly
themselves. There is an existing provision market for this service (through such providers as Rentokil) so the
customer will have an alternative service provision route.
The council give a 50% discounts to those residents on benefits, which is unlikely to be available to them
when using the private sector and this could potentially result in an increase in pests, if those who currently
receive the discount can’t or won’t pay commercial rates. There may also be an initial inertia on the part of
Newport’s residents to call in the private sector, when they have been used to dealing with and trusting a
Council Service.
In line with current duties the Council (Environmental Health) has a Statutory Duty to keep land free from rats
and mice under the Prevention of Damage by Pests Act 1949. This proposal might result in an increased
demand on Environmental Health because if rodents are present but members of the public refuse to take
action to resolve the situation, Environmental Health can serve enforcement notices under the above
legislation. If these Notices are not complied with, then the EHOs may engage pest contractors to resolve the
problem and charge the costs back to the resident. The key difference is that currently this work is
undertaken in-house but after ceasing the in-house provision there will be a need to contract with a private
provider.
In order to mitigate the impact cessation of an internal service could have, options will be considered
including:
http://www.west-norfolk.gov.uk/default.aspx?page=21422 - Council preferred pest control company
identified
http://www.waveney.gov.uk/site/scripts/documents_info.php?documentID=224&categoryID=431 -Council
negotiated with local supplier for preferential rates for residents when ceased delivery of internal service
http://www.wychavon.gov.uk/cms/community-and-living/animal-welfare/pest-control.aspx - Council
negotiated for preferred contractor and residents can show proof of benefits for entitlement to free service

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The project will start in 2013 and it is anticipated the service will cease from July 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there could be a negative impact for
customers/service users with protected characteristics such Disability and could discriminate against
residents currently on benefits who currently receive a 50% discount for services (around 15% of customers).
The assessment also indicated the proposal could potentially have a negative impact on local areas of the city

which could see an inertia for customers to use private sector providers
The impact of the proposal will be mitigated by ensuring clear signposting to alternative providers.
Furthermore, we will engage with private providers to see if they are willing to provide preferential rates to
customers, particularly those in receipt of benefits.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 81
Property Services Joint Venture -Establishing a new Joint Venture delivery model with Norse Group to deliver
all existing property service functions. This would be a jointly owned company between NCC and Norse. This
proposal is in Year 2 of development has been subject to an earlier scrutiny and approval process. The
proposal will not form part of the public consultation.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18
106
0

175
2.5

0
0

0
0

0
0

REVENUE SAVINGS £K
103
98
53
REVENUE ON-GOING
0
0
0
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE n/a

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The proposals set out in this business case are intended to address a significant downturn in capital
programme activity, a continued reduction in revenue budgets and the subsequent concerns regarding
sustainability of the service. In particular, the proposals set out to provide a deliverable and practical solution
within the context of a challenging financial environment with an imperative to reduce costs across the
Council. The business case highlights the significance and the importance of pursuing a model that ensures a
single, multidisciplinary team for property services and in particular identifies the benefits of having a single
team for property services following the review some 22 months ago.
The business case recommends that the service ceases in its current form and to commence the process of
decommissioning the service in the most appropriate way in order to begin commissioning a new service
under the auspices of a JV with Norse Group. The joint venture option offers a range of benefits; as well as
significant cost savings, the local economy, the wider community, and the employees will benefit.
These benefits include:
- Removal of the need for costly and time-consuming procurement
- Development of external revenue streams, with a 50% profit share for the Council
- Active promotion of the learning, development and wellbeing of staff
- Job security and stability
- Greater Council control and member influence than a traditionally outsourced operation
- Flexibility in responding to local priorities
- Help in sustaining the local community by keeping profits and jobs in Newport
- Planning and delivery of services which complement the corporate objectives of Newport City Council
- Greater customer satisfaction
- Better value for money through improved performance
- Streamlined management and a commercial culture
- Investment in the future
- Long-term efficiencies, including increased group buying power

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Introducing the new model will result in the reduction of approximately 7 FTE from the service area. Further
FTE reductions may be required from within corporate support functions. In all, about 17 FTE (4 vacant, 13
filled)
The remaining staff, approximately 235 FTE would TUPE transfer to the new company.
The proposal to establish a JV will undoubtedly cause concern among staff groups, it is vital that the project
team and NORSE work effectively with staff groups, Trade Unions and customers to ensure minimal
disruption and business continuity.
To some extent the Council will be entering into an arrangement that will mean a reduced degree of
operational influence. It is vital that this is addressed through detailed service specifications and effective
performance management arrangements.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The proposal has been subject to a Scrutiny review and will be presented to cabinet in December 2013. The
proposal will result in the JV being established from May 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there would be no impact for
customers/service users with protected characteristics such as Age, Race or Gender. The assessment also
indicated the proposal would have a positive impact in terms of fairness and addressing local area
deprivation, promoting community cohesion & equality, and eliminating discrimination.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 82
New Regeneration Model - Establishing a new structure or delivery model to support regeneration and work
and skills

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
72
72
0
REVENUE ON-GOING
0
0
0

COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE n/a

17/18
0
0

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

72

72

OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Newport City Centre has been hit hard in recent years by economic recession and the rise of internet
shopping and strong competitors in the local area. The way we work, live, and play has changed, and the
vacancy rate in the City Centre is high. Addressing this decline must be a priority for action not only for
agencies in Newport, but also nationally. Newport City Council has been bold in responding to the crisis in the
City Centre. Recognising that we can no longer rely solely on government intervention, the Council has seized
the initiative through land acquisitions to pave the way for the ambitious new Friar’s Walk development in
2013. But there remain serious challenges ahead, particularly in aligning the regeneration agenda with longterm social and environmental issues facing the city, across areas as diverse as skills, housing, digital inclusion,
carbon reduction and poverty.
It is therefore an opportune moment to set out Newport’s stall in terms of proposing an integrated delivery
structure that can sustainably and equitably take forward regeneration and economic development in the
city, producing real outcomes for people and places alike. Newport’s resilience and value to the wider Welsh
economy can be showcased by embracing a new way of working that offers greater clarity, vision, innovation
and ambition.
If we are to achieve the visions set out within the Single Integrated Plan, Corporate Plan and Improvement
Plan for 13/14 then we must address the internal structural issues.
The council is therefore exploring the option of a phased approach to development and delivery of the
regeneration agenda. For example, the initial establishment of a team within an existing service area to build
the foundations for this multi-functional service; this team could establish the strategy for regeneration,
linkages with other stakeholders, review of structure and roles / responsibilities, etc. Within the next few
years the case for developing a gateway or arms-length organisation could be explored as this would be
building on a firm foundation.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Introducing a new model will result in the reduction of approximately 5 FTE (filled). The current business case
is modelled upon percentage reduction figures.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
In order to affect the change detailed within this Business Case, the following critical pieces of work will need
to take place:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Development of an outline strategy / key principles – October 2013
Initial design of a functional structure to support delivery of the strategy – December 2013
Detailed structure with supporting job descriptions – December 2013
Implementation of structure incorporating redundancies, redeployment and other related issues –
July 14
5. Review of alternative delivery models (e.g. arms-length, joint venture, etc.) – July-September 14
6. Identification of preferred delivery model with associated challenge and review – December 14
7. Implement new model and governance structure – April 15

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment indicated there could be a positive impact for
customers/service users with all types of protected characteristics such Disability, Race, Age and Gender. The
assessment also indicated the proposal could have a positive impact on making Newport more fair, for local
areas of the city, for promoting good community relations and promoting equality.
This will be as a result of more co-ordinated and focussed service provision which should enable the
development of more bespoke provision better able to meet diverse needs of the City.

1.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 83

Adults Re-provision of Respite Services from New Willows - To close a residential respite service for adults
with a learning disability by 15/16 and re-provide respite options utilising adult placements, direct payments,
holiday breaks and utilising 100% of existing provision e.g. Centrica Lodge. To continue to work with parent
and carer representation groups e.g. Synergy, to explore new models.
2.

SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

14/15

15/16

109

124

16/17

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

25

200

OTHER £k – please detail

3.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

The proposed savings would then leave a budget of approximately £81,000 for the re-provision plus the full
utilisation of the Direct Payments, Centrica Lodge and Adult placements budgets.
There is a proposal with an RSL in the City to develop a site with new build facilities.
Part of that development is to construct purpose built respite facilities which will offer an improved
environment for individuals with complex physical needs, being a ground level property. The scheme will
provide three respite bed spaces which will ensure optimum usage of residential respite for individuals
where this is the best option to meet their care needs.
Users may experience a change of venue for service provision.
4.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

All staffing impact by 15/16 affecting 9.9 FTE's, with potential TUPE implications.
5.

IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

This project is already being implemented as there was a 13/14 MTRP saving. 2 VR's have already occurred in
13/14
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed for this proposal has indicated there could be a
positive impact for individuals with protected characteristics of disability, who are over the age of 18. The
proposal could offer new solutions to respite and give more independence for decision making. A negative

impact could result for individuals who prefer traditional forms of respite. The impact of this will be mitigated
by ensuring changes to respite do not occur until credible alternatives and experiences are in place. The
proposal will positively promote community relations, equality and discrimination by providing support
options closer to an individual’s home and community; supporting individuals to make independent and
empowered choices; and, supporting people to live ordinary lives.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 89
Children & Families Adoption - At the present time and until 2015 we anticipate making savings on
adoption allowances as a result of tightening the criteria relating to adopted children aged 18 years +. This
allows for a saving on this budget in the medium term. There is however a national strategy to speed up
the process of adoption and to ensure that a greater proportion of children in care end up with an
adoptive placement by 2015. We believe that there will then be an increasing pressure on adoption
allowances.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
17/18
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
25
0
0
0
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please
detail

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
At the present time and until 2015 we anticipate making savings on adoption allowances as a result of
tightening the criteria relating to adopted children aged 18 years +. This allows for a saving on this budget
in the medium term. There is however a national strategy to speed up the process of adoption and to
ensure that a greater proportion of children in care end up with an adoptive placement by 2015.
There will not be an impact on the service delivery or outcomes.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No change in staff numbers or performance
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Immediate start no resources required

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No fairness and equality impact assessment was required for this proposal as there is change in the service
use or staff population.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 90
Children & Family savings arising from Local Safeguarding Children’s Board becoming regional - Newport
City Council in line with Welsh Government (WG) changes is now part of the South East Wales
Safeguarding Children’s Board. The agreed contribution to the Regional Board is £24K which includes
administrative support to the local Learning and Reviewing group. For the first three years of the Board’s
operation the cost for all five LAs is being met from a WG grant administered by Caerphilly CBC.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
17/18
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
24
0
0
-24
REVENUE ON-GOING
0
0
0
0
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please
detail

0
0

0
0

0
0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
No impact on service

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on staffing or resources

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation by 2014

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No fairness and equality impact assessment was completed for this proposal

0
0

1.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 95

Adults Family Aide Re-provision - Part of a longer term strategic project to close current council operated
Family Aide service and re-provide with alternative third sector provider. To promote Direct payments as an
alternative.

2.

SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
13/14

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

14/15

15/16

56

66

16/17

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

46

60

OTHER £k – please detail

3.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

This will cause pressure on staff resources within the Learning disability team as the clients all need to be
reviewed.

4.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

4.9 FTE's in 14-15 (2 manager posts plus 107 hours at SCP 8). The 2 manager posts have been deleted and
costs paid for from ‘Invest to Save’ monies in 13-14, however, budgets will be removed in 14-15.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

Reviewing all 100 service users – the project is well underway and will be fully implemented by April 2014.
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment has indicated the proposal could have a negative impact for
service users with a learning disability. The impact of the proposal will be mitigated by providing service users
and their families the support and assistance required through the changes to service.
The proposal will positively impact community cohesion, equality and discrimination providing a wider range
of services across the community with more providers; providing more choice for people; and, promoting
independence.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 97
Disabled Children’s Transformation - Disabled Children’s Collaboration with Torfaen County Borough
Council. Shared resources and premises within Serrenu.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
17/18
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
15
15
15
15
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please
detail
3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
This is an existing arrangement which will develop each year when more resources and management is
shared with TCBC at Serrenu.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on service or staffing

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Implementation by 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
No Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was completed for this proposal

1.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 98

Day Care Services (Shopping) Re-contracting an existing shopping service

2.

SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
13/14

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

25

REVENUE ON-GOING COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

0

OTHER £k – please detail

0

3.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

Re-contracting of an existing domiciliary care contract for shopping services which is at a lower unit cost than
what is currently being provided.

4.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

No staff implications
5.

IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

Proposal to be implemented for 2014/15

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was not required for the this proposal

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 99
Mental Health High Cost Placements - A review of High Cost placements relating to Mental Health clients
is being undertaken in 13/14. It is currently projecting to yield more savings than originally anticipated so
the full year effect in 14/15 will be £31k.
The proposal relates to the normal statutory responsibility for adult social services. In this case the review
of current care plans has identified ‘move on’ options for people who currently are tenants in a supported
living environment who could move to more independent living in the community.
The proposal involves planning work with two individuals who currently receive a supported living type
placement.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
17/18
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
31
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please
detail
3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The changes will potentially affect two people who are tenants within a supported living environment. In
the standard reviewing process we always seek to promote independent living with the service user at the
centre of that process. This is a standard social work intervention in line with our statutory duty to assess
and provider services in the community.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The supported living placements will be staffed by a private provider (spot contract) arrangement.
The provider will adjust their staffing resource accordingly; we do not have a contractual responsibility if
an individual moves out of this arrangement.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Currently being implemented. Project already started.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Our statutory duties require us to practice in anti-discriminatory ways and we assess any impact
accordingly. This proposal sits within our statutory function.

1.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 100

Hillside Closure of Day Care Facility – Phased approach to Hillside with full closure by April 2016. The
remaining clients will be catered for by the existing service.
2.

SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
13/14

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

14/15

15/16

16/17

84

124

591

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

29

55

200

200

OTHER £k – please detail

3.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

Initial investigations performed in 13/14. Project Manager assigned and project begun in November 2013.
Existing day care users will be provided with alternate options and changes implemented before April 2014.
Residential care will be scaled down leading to full closure by April 2016.
There is a proposal with an RSL in the City to develop a site in the Gaer area for extra care type facilities.
The development will be constructed to meet the needs of many of the current Hillside permanent
residential clients. The plans are to consult on this development with the residents at Hillside to provide this
as an alternative to their current care arrangements.
This development is progressing through the planning approval process and provides a modern purpose built
development that provides independent living space but is supplemented by care staff to meet identified
care needs for people. We will seek to transfer staff to this type of service where residents have moved from
Hillside to provide continuity for people.
4.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

39.5 FTE's. Staff reduction by 16/17.
5.

IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

Full closure of day centre facility by April 2014 (5 FTE's) then closure of remaining service by April 2016 (34.5
FTE). No re-provision will be absorbed in existing services. £42,000 of the £84,000 has already been achieved
in 13-14 as the Manager post has been deleted due to a VR (VR cost of £29,000). Whole budget will be
removed by 16/17

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equality Impact Assessment identified that service users fell into the age and
disability categories. A high proportion of the staff impacted by the proposal are female. The assessment
indicated that the impact would be positive impact in terms of fairness and in promoting community cohesion
and equality. Change in service provision could potentially have a negative impact on this vulnerable group of
service users. Mitigating this with appropriate levels of support and communication to service users and their
families whilst the change takes effect will be key.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 101
Learning Disability Services/ Group Living - To challenge contracts where NCC is funding 24hr residential
packages and also paying for Day Care, when day care should be included within the contract.
The proposal requires agreement on residential contracts.
The approach has been taken in supported living environments for adults with a learning disability where
providers in identified cases are providing more services including day opportunities for individuals.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
17/18
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
80
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please
detail
3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The service provision will not be affected it will reduce the duplication only.
The proposal can create more continuity for clients who in some cases experience have a number of
services outside of their home care arrangements requiring transport and reduce individualised solutions
for people.
The proposal would fit with our statutory duty to review individuals care packages and identify options
that will enhance independent living where possible.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
No impact on staff
This would require a contractual change with existing and future providers for residential care for adults
with a learning disability.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Currently being implemented. Project already started.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Our statutory duties require us to practice in anti-discriminatory ways and we assess any impact
accordingly. This proposal sits within our statutory function.
Consultation would be undertaken with service users on changes to day care arrangements and views will
be considered in that context.

1.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 102

Kensington Court Social Enterprise - The approach has been taken in supported living environments for adults
with a learning disability where providers in identified cases are providing more services including day
opportunities for individuals.
Deletion of 1.6 FTE's Catering Staff within Kensington Court, with a longer term vision for a Social Enterprise.

2.

SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
13/14

REVENUE SAVINGS £K

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

19

REVENUE ON-GOING COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K

8

OTHER £k – please detail

0

3.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES

It has been recognised for a long time that existing day services may encourage dependency on statutory
services and that the development of a model that both empowers and encourages recovery needs to be
developed and supported. This model of care supports the development of a social enterprise for one of the
components of care provision within Kensington Court, the catering facility will become a social enterprise in
partnership with the third sector organisation Growing Space. This development will lead to the catering
service becoming self-sufficient during 2014/15. Saving equates to 1.6 FTE catering staff

4.

IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER

1.6 FTE's. 31 hour x1 member of staff SCP 6 - £11,000 per annum plus 20hr x1 member of staff scp 4 £8,000
per annum

5.

IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES

There is a staff member due to retire in 13/14 so there will be no VR cost. There will only be a VR cost
associated with one staff member, therefore staff consultation needs to take place by end of January 2014.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment completed for the proposal indicates there will be a negative
impact for employees who are female. The impact will be mitigated by supporting the Council Job Security
and Equalities policies and ensuring timely staff consultation.
The proposal will positively impact community relations, equality, discrimination and fairness by promoting
opportunities for skills and work; creation of a social enterprise; promoting equal opportunities for
employment; and, continual assessments of individual needs.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 103
Resource & Strategy Contracts Team - The Contracts Team has undergone a restructure in 13-14 with one
Contracts & Commissioning post only being fixed term. This saving therefore relates to removing the
budget when the contract for that post ends halfway through 15/16.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
17/18
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
0
17
16
REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE
COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please
detail
3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
There was a pressure of £52k in 13/14 in relation to this restructure. This saving is removing the fixed term
post which was for a period of 18 months only; therefore, there are no redundancy implications.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Removal of vacant position – no impact on staff.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The proposal will be implemented from 2015.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A fairness and equality impact assessment is not required for this proposal.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 104
Active Living in Older People - Provides a focus on prevention by maximising support within the community.
Maximisation and reorganisation of existing intervention services. A single point of access and further
integration of the frailty service. There is a need to co-produce solutions for individuals to receive support in
their local communities and the emergence of new community enterprise approaches.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
1,095
285

16/17
0

17/18
0

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE n/a

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

0
tbc

0
tbc

0
Tbc

0
tbc

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
Older people within Newport are living progressively longer and healthier lives, placing increasing pressure on
existing social services within a climate of reducing financial spend. Newport currently spends approximately
£19.5 million on services for older people. While some improvements to implementing outcome focused care
and support have taken place in recent years, there is opportunity to further these achievements through
maximising the positive work taking place within existing services, reorganisation of existing services as well
as engaging with community support services and integration. We need to support the wellbeing of older
people in our community by concentrating on early intervention and prevention activity thus supporting
independent living and reducing needs for statutory intervention.
1. Focusing on Prevention in maximising support available within the community
a. An audit of all non-statutory services available, creation of a single portal containing up to date information
on services available within the community and further development of identified community networks to
provide for low/ moderate need could produce benefits in cost avoidance. However these savings are unable
to be calculated without a more detailed assessment of the current picture. This work is essential to reduce
isolation of older people in our community and improve individual outcomes and wellbeing.
b. Utilisation of Telecare services within the community as a preventative tool:
From previous experience we have financially modelled projected net savings of approximately £252,890
based on 10 referrals for pill dispensers per month and 22 referrals to falls prevention per month for a 12
month period. Please note these are in additional to the Telecare targets highlighted below.
2. Maximisation and reorganisation of existing intervention services
a. Externalisation in-house homecare staff within Extra Care:
We have estimated that a 35% reduction of the current unit cost can be achieved through externalising inhouse domiciliary staff producing net savings of approximately £302,096. Through 2012/13 we have piloted a
reduction of in house home care in extra care by establishing the delivery of care only tasks and ensuring that
supporting people funding deliver support to tenants in extra care. This proposal extends the current work
programme to deliver further efficiency and establish adult services more as a commissioner of services
rather than a direct provider.

b. Increase in non-residential charging:
An increase of £3 to be charged to those individuals financially assessed as contributing towards a care
package could produce savings of approximately £42,000. This will not impact on the maximum £50 charge
per week that anyone will pay for community care packages as required under Legislation.
c. Promotion of Telecare as first response service:
Increasing the number of referrals to Telecare to 33 per month, could produce net savings of £176,670 in
2014/15
d. Renegotiation of the level of investment in Frailty
Given that Frailty will be shortly reviewed as well as the substantial health benefits associated with integrated
working, it is recommended that the level of investment is re-negotiated which could produce savings of
approximately £250,000.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
The externalisation of service outlined above will affect the current numbers of staff (38 FTE) providing home
care in extra care schemes. The proposal is to seek a transfer of staff to a new provider which will involve
discussions to maintain staff terms and conditions. The remainder of the proposals reorganise our current
assessment and provision of services in the community.
Charging for Telecare may reduce individual engagement and so the number of referrals required to make a
financial saving
Perceived reduction in the level of formal support provided within Social Services
The proposals require a development of community resource to support early intervention in our community
so this will require a co-produced solution in the community with all agencies, a need therefore to improve
collaborative working.
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
The project will begin in December 2013 and run until 2015/16. NCC will have to invest in a programme
approach which will require strong leadership and management, as well as specific service expertise if these
savings are to be realised. This is a long term programme and changing the way we work will continue into
the future as a normal way of working with people who need support in our community.
We would propose a combined approach of internal and external expertise in order to deliver the programme
at an estimated cost of £199k, against projected cumulative gross savings over 53 months of £4.8m.
6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment identified that service users fell into the age and
disability categories. A high proportion of the staff impacted by the proposal are female. The assessment
indicated that the impact would be positive in terms of fairness and in promoting community cohesion and
equality. Change in service provision could potentially have a negative impact on this vulnerable group of
service users. Mitigating this with appropriate levels of support and communication to service users and their
families whilst the change takes effect will be key.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 105
Promoting Independence & Choice - Sustainable services for learning disabled people in Newport.
Development of transition services for young people with a learning disability. Transforming day
opportunities and respite services for vulnerable adults of working age in Newport.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
505
700
REVENUE ON-GOING
0
0
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – N/A

16/17
0
0

17/18
0
0

0
0

0
0

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

73
155

0
0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
This proposal sets out how Newport City Council can meet a reduced budget for learning disabled people
whilst continuing to meet its statutory duty to provide social care to those with an eligible need.
Newport spends £15.5 million on services for 385 learning disabled people. However, even this amount is not
sufficient to meet the projected medium term demand pressures. This is because there is a long term
increase in the number of learning disabled people, as well as an increase in the numbers of people with more
complex social and health needs. In addition the buildings that the Council use to deliver services are in need
of modernisation and will also require on-going expenditure.
The only way forward is through a radical reappraisal of how services are delivered to learning disabled
people and a shift to a new, more efficient operating model. This is challenging but if it is undertaken and
managed through a focused programme of modernisation, savings can be delivered over both the short term
and in the coming years.
A range of options are being considered as part of the proposal, including:
Option 1: Re-Assessment of Service Users
As a matter of urgency NCC needs to review the eligibility of people funded through LD budgets. We have
identified that a significant reduction in the budget is both achievable and proportionate given that eligibility
of service users have not been tested as a cohort. Service users should be reviewed for both their current
eligibility and what care levels could be realistically achieved if care becomes outcome focused. A
reassessment project will produce up to £600K savings by 2014-2015.
Option2: Modernisation of Day care
The current model of providing day care is inefficient and does not support the aims of independence, choice
and control. A radical rethink is required to move to a system of day opportunities rather than established day
centres and this will require strong engagement with service users, families and carers as well as
endorsement at a political level. This could produce £400K of savings by 2015-2016 During 2012/13 there
have been some changes to day care arrangements, this proposal seeks to extend this approach and provide

day care support for the most in need while creating more flexible community based solutions for others.
This will build on constructive dialogue with key stakeholders in the community where development of new
community enterprise solutions is progressing.
Option 3 Externalisation of in-house services
The Council has retained a number of in-house services including a supported living service and a respite
centre. These services could be provided at the same quality level by the current suppliers in the market
rather than the Council. We are committed to changes to respite as proposed for 2012/13 budget proposals
and we continue to build options available as an alternative model to New Willows. We have continued to
consult with key stakeholders on this change programme. The supported living service provides support in
people’s homes and in the community for adults with a learning disability, the agency works across four
shared homes. The service is also commissioned widely with private and third sector providers and this
change is recommended to commission all this type of service and not directly provide.
Option 4 Transitions
Although proportionately small in number, relative to the total population of learning disabled people)
managing the transition process is key to reducing budgets over the medium term. This is because a greater
proportion of this cohort of young people, require higher levels of both medical and social care, than would
have been expected even a decade ago. The proposal will offer alternative options for individuals who up to
now would receive out of county residential type services following their transition pathway into adult
services. The alternatives will be to work with local providers of accommodation, support and education
services and develop individualised models in Newport at reduced cost. The changes would be a natural part
of the social work and joint agency planning to meet individual needs.
4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
This business case proposes that opportunity exists to reinvigorate care outcomes and save money by looking
at the service as a whole. This will have greater benefits and pose significantly less risk (both financially and to
the service user) if this is initiated through a single efficiency programme rather than a series of smaller
projects looking at relatively small savings.

The development of an alternative model will need to have at its core the aim of maximising
independence and reducing long-term reliance on formal support services, where possible.
There will be an impact on staff subject to potential transfer (TUPE) arrangements.
The modernisation of day opportunities will impact on staff as the currently directly provided services reduce
as alternatives in the community emerge. The overall impact on staffing affected is approx. 48 FTE

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
NCC will have to invest in a programme approach which will require strong leadership and management, as
well as specific service expertise, if these savings are to be realised.
The overall success of the programme will largely be determined by Social Workers, Managers and
Commissioners and a change to existing working practices will need to be embedded.
We would propose a combined approach of internal and external expertise in order to deliver the programme
and at a projected cost of £155,000 against an anticipated cumulative gross saving of £3.2 million over 53
months.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment identified that service users fell into the age and
disability categories. A high proportion of the staff impacted by the proposal are female. The assessment
indicated that the impact would be positive impact in terms of fairness and in promoting community cohesion
and equality. Change in service provision could potentially have a negative impact on this vulnerable group of
service users. Mitigating this with appropriate levels of support and communication to service users and their
families whilst the change takes effect will be key.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL - 106
Joint Working – Education/Social Services -Improving children's and young people's lives by overcoming
barriers to learning. Engaging in learning (interweaving of education, children's services and preventions),
and; One support for disabled children. The savings currently identified deliver in 15/16 & 16/17, whilst an
investment into the base budget for a specific post to fund the intervention strategies between the LA and
schools is required from 14/15 at a cost of circa £40,000, hence the negative figure in 14/15.
2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
-40
107
REVENUE ON-GOING
40

16/17
107

17/18
0

COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE n/a

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

0
0

107
0

107
0

0
0

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
The delivery of prevention/preventative services has to be the responsibility of all agencies. In order to truly
deliver a meaningful preventions agenda we require a community leadership and ownership from all services.
For some children, particularly those with additional needs, the current services provided by Newport City
Council are insufficiently coherent to meet those needs. This business case outlines two projects. Both seek
to test and demonstrate that a joined-up, whole system approach can facilitate holistic family support to
improve educational outcomes for children, improving attendance and reducing exclusions.
This is a timely opportunity; whilst we have Families First, Communities First and IFSS to aid transformation of
delivering and to accelerate achievement of positive outcomes. Other parties including Health and the Area
Partnership would both contribute and benefit from more coherent working within the Council. The concept
of a lead professional for the family is central, as part of a team, around the family. This lead professional
reduces the number of professionals families have to work with and give a key point of contact for schools
and partner agencies.
Both projects would build resilience in children and young people so that they best benefit from their
education and have the best possible opportunities. They would be underpinned by greater collaboration
and effective service delivery to the benefits of children, families, schools and the eradication of duplication.
Some benefits would be realised from adapting the projects singularly but additional benefits would be
realised by pursuing in tandem.
Key to the potential success of these projects is an emphasis on true multi-professional working with models
that embrace new roles, presume co-location and assume a single assessment mechanism. The options look
to the future, are based on sound data analysis and put customers at the heart of the provision

In order to achieve this it is suggested that a full time post be created who will be the lead link between

schools and the necessary professionals required as part of the intervention process. This would be at a cost
£40,000 per annum. It would be assumed that this resource would also support the project in its early stages,
with additional resource being met from within current resources within the departments involved.
A dedicated project management resource from the Business Improvement Development Team together with
reliance from the central HR team will be required in order to effectively deliver this project. The impact
documents for the council show no reduction in FTE posts for this business case.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
Project 1 – Engagement in Learning (Interweaving of Education, Children’s Services & Preventions)
This project would establish an earlier intervention for children with emerging poor attendance using the
principles of Integrated Family Support Services (IFSS) and working together to effectively draw in resources
and build a whole family, whole school, whole community approach. Delivering a joined up approach and
reducing duplication across Education, Children’s Service and Preventions, employing the fundamental prerequisite that a child’s attendance at school is an indicator of whole family wellbeing.
There is a positive impact on families receiving early intervention, therefore avoiding out of area placements.
Employees will be impacted due to alignment of duplicating / overlapping services.
Project 2 – One Support for Disabled Children
The emphasis within this project is about recognising that disabled children and their families have a broad
range of needs. By identifying needs as early as possible and with an emphasis on coherent provision we
would avoid over reliance on specialist services.
The essence of this project is that:• We would make more effective use of scarce LA and partner resources
• Funding would be used more efficiently
• Unnecessary duplication and overlaps in service provision will be removed
Impact on families receiving positive early intervention, therefore avoiding out of area placements.
Employee impact - reduction of hour
5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
Design Stage (January 2014 – June 2014):
• Diagnostic examination of existing services, identifying overlapping and duplication of functions.
• Interrogation of current and projected needs.
• Consultation with services users (children, families and young people), Schools and employees on the
way the services are currently delivered and thoughts on future development.
• Scope and understand models across the UK.
• Identify resource to deliver the findings, including the recruitment of a Project Manager.
• Design and plan future vision for services.
Implementation Stage (July 2014 – March 2015)
• Implement the outcomes of the Design Stage.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A completed Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment identified that service users fell into the age and
disability categories. A high proportion of the staff impacted by the proposal is female. The assessment
indicated that the impact would be positive impact in terms of fairness and in promoting community cohesion
and equality. Change in service provision could potentially have a negative impact on this vulnerable group of
service users. Mitigating this with appropriate levels of support and communication to service users and their
families whilst the change takes effect will be key.

1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL – 108
Council Wide Strategic Partner - The key objectives of this proposal are to engage a Strategic Partner to
undertake the delivery of some of Newport City Council’s Transactional Services e.g. initially starting with
Corporate. Delivery of this proposal would enhance existing arrangements and ensure additional efficiencies for
the Authority.

2. SAVINGS/COSTS AND ONE OFF IMPLEMENTATION COSTS
14/15
15/16
16/17
REVENUE SAVINGS £K
125
375

17/18

REVENUE ON-GOING
COSTS £K
ANY CAPITAL RECEIPT POTENTIAL? – NOTE ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER ASSETS FREED UP HERE

COST TO IMPLEMENT
REDUNDANCY £K
OTHER £k – please detail

3. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – SERVICE/OUTCOMES
It has become imperative to undertake austerity measures by all Authorities in the UK to ensure the balance
of maintaining services for residents, while also meeting efficiency targets. (Research has shown that our
colleagues in English Authorities have seen a sharp increase in shared service arrangements in 2012, reporting
total efficiency savings of £263 million in 2012).
This proposal focuses on Newport City Council engaging with a Strategic Partner who will in turn undertake
delivery of the Authorities Corporate Services. Rigorous benchmarking has shown this strategy has been
applied successfully by many UK authorities.
On successfully identifying a Strategic Partner to work with the Authority, a full consultation process will
commence. Research and benchmarking evidence has shown that customers have not been impacted by the
changes, though in some instances have reported that they have experienced enriched services from the
enhanced arrangements.

4. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL – STAFF NUMBERS/PERFORMANCE/OTHER
This proposal is currently in its initial stages, and as such detailed work is currently being initiated.
It is anticipated that there will be an impact on internal staff within this division, and as such full consultation
with both Trade Unions and Staff will be undertaken. The process of extracting the data from the Authorities
iTrent system to ascertain details of staff potentially affected has commenced. Any decisions regarding
individuals will be followed in accordance with the Council’s policy on Job Security. In addition staff impacted
by the transfer to a Strategic Partner will be subject to TUPE regulations.

5. IMPLEMENTATION – START DATE AND RESOURCES
This project will go through Cabinet; in addition a formal consultation with both Trade Unions and Staff will
also be completed. However this proposal is in its early stages and as such details on specific consultation
dates and key milestones are to be confirmed.
Additional project management resource is required to deliver this initiative.

6. FAIRNESS AND EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Fairness and Equalities Impact Assessment was completed and indicated there could be an impact on staff
and potentially an impact on external customers.
The proposal will affect an existing staff group that is mainly female (68%). Should there be any redundancy
implications this would be disproportionate to female workforce.
The proposal will affect an existing staff group that is mainly White- British (75%). Should there be any
redundancy implications this would be disproportionate to White- British workforce.
Actions to mitigate impact: There will be an interview / assessment process that will take place to ensure the
decision regarding individuals is fair. This is in accordance with the Council’s policy on Job Security.

